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EDITORIAL
NOW that oysters R in season

again with the return of

SeptembeR, we feel some confi-

dence in emphasizing the marine
aspects of life in this issue. Bir-

mingham's cover—nor Poul An-
derson's stirring Homo Aquati-

cus (see page 6)—may not be

what evolutionists have in mind
from a technical standpoint ; but

we think that they superbly point

up man's ancient heritage from
the sea, and the very real possi-

bility of his future place there.

Long after we had scheduled

this story and cover, there were
signs that we had not, really,

gone far enough in our extrapo-

lation. The fact is that research

and engineering for deep-water

cultures has progressed far be-

yond our realization. For exam-
ple, major oil companies on the

West Coast are already using

electronically controlled, TV-
eye-equipped, fin-stabilized robots

to explore the sea bottom for oil-

deposit formations. It is expect-

ed that other robots can drill and
maintain deep-underwater wells;

and that, eventually, undersea

robots will be routinely used to

"prospect" for the billions of

tons of precious minerals which
accrete on the ocean floor.

Westinghouse scientists re-

ported recently the practicability

of undersea atomic power plants.

An undersea reactor is already

in the preliminary design stages

;

it would be able to generate 3,000

kw—enough electricity for a

community of 6,000 people. So it

is no longer entirely visionary to

contemplate cities under the sea.

Another job for underwater

atomic reactors would be to heat

sea-bottom water, causing it to

rise and carry with it from the

depths a rich flow of nutrients!

—

remains of eons-dead plants and
animals. Where these nutrients

flow, marine life prospers. So it

is conceivable that atomic-pow-

ered "fertilizer plants" could en-

rich the potential harvests of

oceanic "farms."

But even all of this is routine

compared to the vision of the

famed undersea explorer

Jacques-Yves Cousteau, inventor

of the Aqua-Lung. Cousteau

foresees men living in the sea

—

at first artificially-equipped for a
hostile environment, and then as

a natural inhabitant.

Talking of artificial aids,

Cousteau points out that space

doctors are working on a cap-

sule, surgically linked with the

aorta, that would allow an astro-

naut to regenerate his blood with

oxygen without breathing air.

(Continued on page 121)
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UCLUCUS

By POUL ANDERSON

lVTOW and then, on that planet,

Jong Errifrans thought he
heard the distant blowing of a
horn; It would begin low, with a
pulse that quickened as the notes
waxed, until the snarl broke in a

brazen scream and sank sobbing
away. The first time he started

and asked the others if they
heard. But the sound was on the'

bare edge of audibility for him,
whose ears were young and
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sharp, and the men said no.

"Some trick of the wind, off in

the cliffs yonder," Mons Rainart
suggested. He shivered. "The
damned wind is always hunting
here." Jong did not mention it

again, but when he heard the

noise thereafter a jag of cold

went through him.

There was no reason for that.

Nothing laired in the city but sea

birds, whose wings made a white
storm over the towertops and
whose flutings mingled with
wind skirl and the drumroll of

surf; nothing more sinister had
appeared than a great tiger-

striped fish which patrolled near
the outer reefs. And perhaps that

was why Jong feared the horn : it

gave the emptiness a voice.

At night, rather than set up
their glower, the four would
gather wood and give themselves
the primitive comfort of a fire.

Their camping place was in what
might once have been a forum.
Blocks of polished stone thrust
out of the sand and wiry grass
which had occupied all streets;

toppled colonnades demarked a
square. More shelter was offered

by the towers clustered in the

city's heart, still piercing the sky,

the glasit windows still unbrok-
en. But no, those windows were
too much like a dead man's eyes,

the rooms within were too

hushed, now that the machines
which had been the city's life lay

corroded beneath the dunes. It

was better to raise a tent under
the stars. Those, at least, were
much the same, after twenty
thousand years.

The men would eat, and then
Regor Lannis, the leader, would
lift his communicator bracelet

near his mouth and report their

day's ransacking. The spaceboat's

radio caught the message and re-

layed it to the Golden Flyer,

which orbited with the same pe-

riod as the planet's twenty-one-
hour rotation, so that she was al-

ways above this island. "Very
little new," Regor typically said.

"Remnants of tools and so on.

We haven't found any bones yet

for a radioactivity dating. I don't

think we will, either. They prob-

ably cremated their dead, to the

very end. Mons has estimated
that engine block we found be-

gan rusting some ten thousand
years ago. He's only guessing,

though. It wouldn't have lasted

at all if the sand hadn't buried it,

and we don't know when that
happened."

"But you say the furnishings
inside the towers are mostly in-

tact, age-proof alloys and syn-

thetics," answered Captain Ilma-

ray's voice. "Can't you deduce
anything from their, well, their

arrangement or disarrange-
ment? If the city was plun-

dered—"
"No, sir, the signs are too hard

to read. A lot of rooms have ob-

viously been stripped. But we
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don't know whether that hap-

pened in one day or over a pe-

riod maybe of centuries, as the

last colonnists mined their own
homes for stuff they could no

longer make. We can only be

sure, from the dust, that no one's

been inside for longer than I like

to think about."

WHEN Regor had signed off,

Jong would usually take out

his guitar and chord the songs

they sang, the immemorial songs

of the Kith, many translated

from languages spoken before

ever men left Earth. It helped

drown out the wind and the surf,

booming down on the beach

where once a harbor had stood.

The fire flared high, picking their

faces out of night, tinging plain

work clothes with unrestful red

and then guttering down so that

shadows swallowed the bodies.

They looked much alike, those

four men, small, lithe, with

dark sharp features ; for the Kith

were a folk apart, marrying be-

tween their own ships, that car-

ried nearly all traffic among the

stars. Since a vessel might be

gone from Earth for a century

or more, the planetbound civili-

zations, flaring and dying and re-

born like the flames that warmed
them now, could not be theirs.

The men differed chiefly in age,

from the sixty years that fur-

rowed Regor Lannis' skin to the

twenty of Jong Errifrans.

Ship's years, mostly, Jong re-

membered, and looked up to the

Milky Way with a shudder. When
you fled at almost the speed of

light, time shrank for you, and

in his own life he had seen the

flower and the fall of an empire.

He had not thought much about

it then—it was the way of

things, that the Kith should be

quasi-immortal and the plane-

tarians alien, transitory, not

quite real. But a voyage of ten

thousand light-years toward Ga-

lactic center, and back, was more
than anyone had ventured be-

fore; more than anyone would

ever have done, save to expiate

the crime of crimes. Did the Kith

still exist? Did Earth?

After some days, Regor decid-

ed: "We'd better take a look at

the hinterland. We may improve

our luck."

"Nothing in the interior but

forest and savannah," Neri

Avelair objected. "We saw that

from above."

"On foot, though, you see

things you miss from a boat,"

Regor said. "The colonists can't

have lived exclusively in places

like this. They'd need farms,

mines, extractor plants, outlying

settlements. If we could examine

one of those, we might find clear-

er indications than in this

damned huge warren."

"How much chance would we
have, hacking our way through

the brush?" Neri argued. "I say

HOMO AQUATICUS 9



let's investigate some of those

other towns we spotted."

"They're more runinous than
this one," Mons Rainart remind-
ed him. "Largely submerged."
He need not have spoken; how
could they forget? Land does not
sink fast. The fact that the sea

was eating the cities gave some
idea of how long they had been
abandoned.

"Just so," Regor nodded. "I

don't propose plunging into the
woods, either. That'd need more
men and more time than we can
spare. But there's an outsize

beach about a hundred kilome-

ters north of here, fronting on a
narrow-mouthed bay, with fertile

hills just behind—hills that look

as if they ought to contain ores.

I'd be surprised if the colonists

did not exploit the area."

Neri's mouth twitched down-
ward. His voice was not quite

steady : "How long do we have to

stay on this ghost planet, before
we admit we'll never know what
happened ?"

"Not too much longer," Regor
said. "But we've got to try our
best before we do leave."

TJE jerked a thumb at the city.
A -I- its towers soared above
fallen walls and marching dunes,
into a sky full of birds. The
bright yellow sun had bleached
out their pastel colors, leaving

them bone-white. And yet the
view behind them was beautiful,

forest that stretched inland a

hundred shades of shadow-rip-

pled green, while in the opposite

direction the land sloped down to

a sea that glittered like emerald
strewn with diamond dust, mov-
ing and shouting and hurling it-

self in foam against the reefs.

The first generations here must
have been very happy, Jong
thought.

"Something destroyed them,

and it wasn't simply a war," Re-
gor said. "We need to know what.
It may not have affected any oth-

er planet. But maybe it did."

Maybe Earth lay as empty,
Jong thought, not for the first

time.

The Golden Flyer had paused
here to refit before venturing
back into man's old domain. Cap-
tain Ilmaray had chosen a F9
star arbitrarily, three hundred
light-years from Sol's calculated

present position. They detected

no whisper of the energies used
by civilized races, who might
have posed a threat. The planet

seemed a paradise, Earth-mass
but with its land scattered in is-

lands around a worldwide ocean,

warm from pole to pole. Mons
Rainart was surprised that the

carbon dioxide equilibrium was
maintained with so little exposed
rock. Then he observed weed
mats everywhere on the water,

many of them hundreds of

square kilometers in area, and
decided that their photosynthesis
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was active enough to produce

a Terrestrial-type atmosphere.

The real and terrible shock had

been to observe from orbit the

ruined cities. Not that coloniza-

tion could not have reached this

far, and beyond, during twenty

thousand years. But the venture

had been terminated; why?
That evening it was Jong's

turn to hold a personal conversa-

tion with those in the mother

ship. He got his parents, via in-

tercom, to tell them how he fared.

The heart jumped in his breast

when Sorya Rainart's voice

joined theirs. "Oh, yes," the girl

said, with an uneven little laugh,

"I'm right here in the apart-

ment. Dropped in for a visit, by

chance."

Her brother chuckled at Jong's

back. The young man flushed

and wished hotly for privacy.

But of course Sorya would have

known he'd call tonight. ... If

the Kith still lived, there could be

nothing between him and her.

You brought your wife home
from another ship/ It was space-

man's law, exogamy aiding a

survival that was precarious at

best. If, though, the last Kith

ship but theirs drifted dead

among the stars ; or the few hun-

dred aboard the Golden Flyer

and the four on this world whose

name was lost were the final rem-

nants of the human race—she

was bright and gentle and

swayed sweetly when she walked.

"I—" He untangled his

tongue. "I'm glad you did. How
are you?"

"Lonely and frightened," she

confided. Cosmic interference

seethed around her words. The
fire spat sparks, loudly, into the

darkness overhead. "If you don't

learn what happened here ... I

don't know if I can stand wonder-

ing, the rest of my life."

"Cut that!" he said sharply.

The rusting of morale had de-

stroyed more than one ship in the

past. Although—"No, I'm sor-

ry." He knew she did not lack

courage. The fear was alive in

him too, that he would be haunt-

ed forever by what he had seen

here. Death in itself was an old

familiar of the Kith. But this

time they were returning from a

past more ancient than the gla-

ciers and the mammoths had

been on Earth when they left.

They needed knowledge as much
as they needed air, to make sense

of the universe. And their first

stop in that spiral arm of the

Galaxy which had once been

home, had confronted them with

a riddle that looked unanswer-

able. So deep in history were the

roots of the Kith that Jong
could recall the symbol of the

Sphinx; and suddenly he saw
how gruesome it was.

"We'll find out," he promised

her. "If not here, then when we
arrive at Earth." Inwardly, he

was unsure. He made small talk

HOMO AQUATICUS 11



and even achieved a joke or two.

But afterward, laid out in his

sleeping bag, he thought he
heard the horn winding in the

north.

rT,HE expedition rose at dawn,
bolted breakfast, and stowed

their gear in the spaceboat. It

purred from the city on grav
drive, leveled off, flew at low

speed not far above ground. The
sea tumbled and flashed on the

right, the land climbed steeply on
the left. No herds of large ani-

mals could be seen there. Prob-
ably none existed, with such
scant space to develop in. But the

ocean swarmed. From above
Jong could look down into trans-

parent waters, see shadows that

were schools of fish numbering in

the hundreds of thousands. Fur-
ther off he observed a herd of
grazers, piscine but big as
whales, plowing slowly through a
weed mat. The colonists must
have gotten most of their living

from the sea, he thought.

Regor set the boat down on a
cliff overlooking the bay he had
described. The escarpment
ringed a curved beach of enor-

mous length and breadth, its

sands strewn with rocks and
boulders. Kilometers away, the
arc closed in on itself, leaving
only a strait passage to the ocean.

The bay was placid, clear bluish-

green beneath the early sun, but
not stagnant. The tides of the

one big moon must raise and low-

er it two or three meters in a
day, and a river ran into it from
the southern highlands. Afar,

Jong could see how shells littered

the sand below high-water mark,
proof of abundant life. It seemed
bitterly unfair to him that the
colonists had had to trade so

much beauty for darkness.

Regor's gaunt face turned
from one man to the next.

"Equipment check," he said, and
went down the list: fulgurator,

communication bracelet, energy
compass, medikit—"My God,"
said Neri, "you think we were
going on a year's trek and sepa-

rately at that."

"We'll disperse, looking for

traces," Regor said, "and those
rocks will often hide us from
each other." He left the rest un-
spoken : that that which had been
the death of the colony might
still exist.

They emerged into cool, flow-

ing air with the salt and iodine

and clean decay smell of coasts

on every Earthlike world, and
made a slow way down the scarp.

"Let's radiate from this point,"

Regor said, "and if nobody has
found anything, we'll meet back
here in four hours for lunch."

JONG'S path slanted farthest

north. He walked briskly at

first, his body enjoying the mo-
tion, scrunch of sand and rattle

of pebbles beneath his boots,
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whistle of the many birds over-

head. But presently he must pick

his way across drifts of stone and

among dark boulders, some as

big as houses, that cut him off

from the wind and his fellows;

and he remembered Sorya's

aloneness.

Oh, not that. Haven't we paid

enough? he thought. And, for a

moment's defiance: We didn't do

the thing. We condemned the

traitors ourselves, and threw

them into space, as soon as we
learned. Why should we be pun-

ished?

But the Kith had been too long

isolated, themselves against the

universe, not to hold that the sin

and sorrow of one belonged to all.

And Tomakan and his fellow con-

spirators had done what they did

unselfishly, to save the ship. In

those last vicious years of the

Star Empire, when Earthmen
made the Kithfolk scapegoats for

their freedom by betraying to the

crew fled to await better times,

the Golden Flyer's captured peo-

ple would have died rather hor-

ribly—had Tomakan not bought

their freedom by betraying to the

persecutors that asteroid where
two other Kith vessels lay, ready-

ing to leave the Solar System.

How could they afterward meet

the eyes of their kindred, in the

Council that met at Tau Geit?

The sentence was just: to go

exploring to the fringes of the

Galactic nucleus. Perhaps they

would find the Elder Races who
must dwell somewhere, perhaps

they would bring back the knowl-

edge and wisdom that could heal

man's inborn lunacies. Well, they

hadn't; but that was something

in itself, enough to give the Gol-

den Flyer back her honor. No
doubt everyone who had sat in

Council was long dead now. Still,

their descendants

—

Jong stopped in midstride. His

shout went ringing among the

rocks.

"What is it? Who called? Any-
thing wrong?" The questions

flew from his bracelet like anxious

bees.

He stooped over the little heap

and touched it with,, fingers that

wouldn't hold steady. "Worked
flints," he breathed. "Flakes,

broken spearheads . . . shaped

wood . . . something—" He
scrabbled wildly in the sand.

Sunlight struck off a piece of

metal, rudely hammered into a

dagger. It has been, it must have

been fashioned from some of the

ageless alloy in the city—long
ago, for the blade was worn so

thin that it had snapped across

—He crouched over the shards

and babbled.

And shortly Mons' deep tones

eut through: "Here's another

site ! An animal skull, could only

have been split with a sharp rock,

a thong—wait, wait, there's

something carved in this block,

maybe a symbol—

"
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Then suddenly he roared, and
made a queer choked gurgle, and
his voice came to an end.

Jong leaped erect. The commu-
nicator jabbered with calls from
Neri and Regor. He ignored
them. There was no time for dis-

may, he was busy tuning his en-

ergy compass. Each bracelet

emitted a characteristic frequen-

cy besides its carrier wave, for

location purposes, and—The nee-

dle swung about. His free hand
unholstered his fulgurator and
he went bounding over the rocks.

As he broke out onto the open
stretch of sand, the wind hit him
full in the face. Momentarily
through its shrillness he heard
the horn, louder than before, off

beyond the cliffs. A part of him
remembered fieetingly how one
day on a frontier world he had
seen a band of huntsmen gallop

in pursuit of a wounded animal
that wept as it ran, and how the
chief had raised a crooked bugle
to his lips and blown just such a
call.

'"PHE note died away. Jong's
eyes swept the beach. Far

down its length he saw several

figures emerge from a huddle of
boulders. Two of them carried a
human shape. He yelled and
sprinted to intercept them. The
compass dropped from his grasp.

They saw him and paused.
When he neared, Jong made out
that the form they bore was

Mons Rainart's. He swung
ghastly limp between his car-

riers. Blood dripped from his
back and over his breast.

Jong's stare went to the six

murderers. They were chillingly

manlike, half a meter taller than
him, superbly muscled beneath
the naked white skin, but alto-

gether hairless, with long
webbed feet and fingers, a high
dorsal fin and smaller fins at
heels and elbows and on the
domed heads. The features were
bony, with great sunken eyes
and no external ears. A cap of
skin drooped from pinched
nose to wide mouth. Two carried
flint-tipped wooden spears, two
had tridents hammered from
metal—the tines of one were lur-

idly red and wet—and those who
bore the" body had knives slung
at their waists.

"Stop!" Jong shrieked. "Let
him go!"

He plowed to a halt, a few me-
ters off, and menaced them with
his gun. The biggest uttered a
gruff bark and advanced, trident
poised. Jong retreated a step.

Whatever they had done, he hat-
ed to

—

An energy beam winked, fol-

lowed by its thunderclap. The
one that carried Mons' shoulders
crumpled, first at the knees, then
down into the sand. The blood
from the hole burned through
him mingled with the space-

man's, equally crimson.
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They whirled. Neri Avelair

pounded down the beach from

the opposite side. His fulgurator

spoke again. The shimmering

wet sand reflected the blast. It

missed, but quartz fused where it

struck near the feet of the crea-

tures and hot droplets spattered

them.

The leader waved his trident

and shouted. They ran toward

the water. The one who had

Mons' ankles did not let go. The

body flapped arms and head as

it dragged. Neri shot a third

time. Jolted by his own speed, he

missed anew. Jong's finger re-

mained frozen on the trigger.

The five giants entered the

bay. Its floor shelved rapidly. In

a minute they were able to dive

below the surface. Neri reached

Jong's side and fired, bolt after

bolt, till a steam cloud rose into

the wind. Tears whipped down
his cheeks. "Why didn't you kill

them?" he screamed. "You could

have gunned them down where

you were!"

"I don't know." Jong stared at

his weapon. It felt oddly heavy.

"They drowned Mons !"

"No ... he was dead already.

I could see. Must have been

pierced through the heart. I sup-

pose they ambushed him in those

rocks
—

"

"M-m-maybe. But his body,

damn you, we could'a saved that

at least!" Senselessly, Neri put a

blast through the finned corpse.

"Stop that!" commanded Re-

gor. He threw himself down and

gasped for breath. Dimly, Jong

noticed that there were gray

streaks in the leader's hair. It

seemed a matter of pity and ter-

ror that Regor Lannis the un-

bendable should be whittled away
by the years.

What am I thinking? Mons is

killed—Sorya's brother!

Neri holstered his fulgurator,

covered his face with both hands,

and sobbed.

AFTER a long while Regor

shook himself, rose, knelt

again to examine the dead swim-

mer. "So there were natives

here," he muttered tonelessly.

"The colonists must not have

known. Or maybe they underesti-

mated what savages could do."

His hands ran over the gla-

brous hide. "Still warm," he said,

mostly to himself. "Air-breath-

ing; a true mammal, no doubt,

though this male lacks vestigial

nipples; real nails on the digits,

even if they have grown as thick

and sharp as claws." He peeled

back the lips and examined the

teeth. "Omnivore evolving toward

carnivore, I'd guess. The molars

are bigger than ours, and rather

are still pretty flat, but the rest

pointed." He peered into the

dimmed eyes. "Human type vi-

sion, probably less acute. You
can't see so far under water.

We'll need extensive study to de-
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termine what kind of color sensi-

tivity there is—was—if any.
Not to mention the other adapta-
tions. I daresay they can stay be-

low for many minutes at a
stretch. Doubtless not as long as

cetaceans, however. They haven't
evolved that far from their land

ancestors. You can tell by the
fins. Of some use in swimming,
but not really an efficient size or
shape as yet."

"You can wonder about that,

while Mons is being carried
away ?" Neri choked.

Regor got up and tried in a be-

mused fashion to brush the sand
off. "Oh, no," he said. His face
worked, and he blinked several

times. "We've got to do some-
thing about that, of course." He
glanced skyward. The air was
full of wings, as the sea birds
sensed meat and wheeled inso-

lently close. Their piping over-
rode the wind. "Let's get back to

the boat. We'll take this carcass
along for the scientists."

Neri cursed at the delay, but
took one end of the object. Jong
had the other. The weight felt

monstrous, and seemed to grow
as they stumbled towards the
cliffs. Breath rasped in their

throats. Their shirts clung to the
sweat on them, which they could
smell through every sea odor.

Jong looked down at the ugly
face beneath his hands. In spite

of everything, in spite of Mons
being dead—oh, never to hear his

big laugh again, never to move a
chessman or hoist a glass or
stand on the thrumming decks
with him!—he wondered if there
was a female somewhere out in

the ocean who had thought the
face beautiful.

"We weren't doing them any
harm," said Neri between wheez-
es.

"You can't . . . blame a poi-

son snake ... or a carnivore
... if you come too near," Jong
said.

"But these aren't dumb ani-

mals! Look at that brain case.

At that knife." Neri needed a
space of time before he had the
lungful to continue his fury:
"We've dealt with nonhumans
often enough. Fought them once
in a while. But they had a reason
to fight . . . mistaken or not,

they did. I never saw or heard of
anyone striking down utter
strangers at first sight."

"We may not have been stran-
gers," Regor said.

"What?" Neri's head twisted
around to stare at the older man.
Regor shrugged. "There was a

human colony here. The natives
seem to have wiped it out. I imag-
ine they had reasons then. And
the tradition may have sur-
vived."

For ten thousand years or
more? Jong thought, shocked.
What horor did our race visit on
theirs, that they haven't been
able to forget in so long?
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HE tried to picture what might

have happened, but there

was no reality to it, only a dry

and somehow thin logic. Presum-

ably this colony was planted by

some civilization that followed

the Star Empire. Presumably

that civilization had crumbled in

its turn. The settlers had most

likely possessed no spaceships of

their own ;
outposts worlds found

it easiest to rely on the Kith for

what few trade goods they want-

ed. Often their libraries did not

even include the technical data

for building a ship, and they

lacked the economic surplus nec-

essary to do that research over

again.

So—the colony was orphaned.

Later, if a period of especially

virulent anti-Kithism had oc-

curred here, the traders might

have stopped coming ; might even

have lost any record of this

world's existence. Or the Kith

might have become extinct, but

that is not a possibility we will

admit. The planet was left iso-

lated.

Without much dry land, it

couldn't support a very big popu-

lation, even if most of the food

and industrial resources had

been drawn from the sea. How-
ever, the people should have been

able to maintain a machine cul-

ture. No doubt their society

would ossify, but static civiliza-

tions can last indefinitely.

Unless they are faced by vigor-

ous barbarians, organized into

million-man hordes under the

lash of outrage. . . . But was
that the answer? Given atomic

energy, how could a single city

be overrun by any number of

neolithic hunters?

Attack from within? A simul-

taneous revolt of every autoch-

thonous slave ? Jong looked back

to the dead face. The teeth glinted

at him. Maybe I'm softheaded.

Maybe these creatures simply

take a weasel's pleasure in kill-

ing.

They struggled up the scarp

and into the boat. Jong was re-

lieved to get the thing hidden in

a cold storage locker. But then

there came the moment when
they called the Golden Flyer to

report.

"I'll tell his family," said Cap-

tain Ilmaray, most quietly.

But still I'll have to tell Sorya

how he looked, Jong thought. The
resolution stiffened in him:

We're going to recover the body.

Mons is going to have a Kith-

man's funeral; hands that loved

him will start him on his orbit

into the sun.

He had no reason to voice it,

even to himself. The oneness of

the Kith reached beyond death.

Ilmaray asked only if Regor be-

lieved there was a chance.

"Yes, provided we start soon,"

the leader replied. "The bottom

slopes quickly here, but only to

about thirty meters. Then it's al-
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most flat to some distance be-

yond the gate, further than our

sonoprobes reached when we flew

over. I doubt the swimmers are

fast enough to evade us till they

reach too great a depth for a nu-

cleoscope to detect Mons' elec-

tronic gear."

"Good. Don't take risks,

though." Grimly: "We're short

enough on future heredity as

is." After a pause, Ilmaray add-

ed, "I'll order a boat with a high-

powered magnascreen to the

stratosphere, to keep your gen-

eral area under observation. Luck
ride with you."

"And with every ship of ours,"

Regor finished the formula.

As his hands moved across the

pilot board, raising the vessel,

he said over his shoulder, "One of

you two get into a spacesuit and
be prepared to go down. The oth-

er watch the 'scope, and lower

him when we find what we're

after."

"I'll go," said Jong and Neri

into each other's mouths. They
exchanged a look. Neri's glared.

"Please," Jong begged. "May-
be I ought to have shot them
down, when I saw what they'd

done to Mons. I don't know. But
anyhow, I didn't. So let me bring

him back, will you?"
Neri regarded him for nearly a

minute more before he nodded.

THE boat cruised in slow zig-

zags, out across the bay, while

Jong climbed into his spacesuit.

It would serve as well under wa-
ter as in the void. He knotted a
line about his waist, adjusted

the other end to the little winch
by the main personnel lock. The
metallic strand woven into its

plastic would conduct phone mes-
sages. He draped a sack over one
arm for that which he would
find, and hoped there would be
no call to use the slugthrower at

his hip.

"There!"

Jong jerked at Neri's shout.

Regor brought the craft to a
halt, a couple of meters above the
surface and three kilometers

from shore. "You certain?" he
asked.

"Absolutely. Not moving, ei-

ther. I suppose they abandoned
him so as to make a faster es-

cape when they saw us coming
through the air."

Jong clamped his helmet shut.

External noises ceased. The still-

ness made him aware of his own
breath and pulse and—some in-

ner sound, a stray nerve current
or mere imagination—the hunt-
er's horn, remote and trium-
phant.

The lock opened, filling with
sky. Jong walked to the rim and
was nearly blinded by the sun-
light off the wavelets. Radiance
ran to the horizon. He eased him-
self over the lip. The rope payed
out and the surface shut over

him. He sank.
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A cool green roofed with sun-

blaze enclosed him. Even through

the amor, he felt multitudinous

vibrations, the sea lived and

moved, everywhere around. A
pair of fish streaked by, unbe-

lievably graceful. For a hereti-

cal instant he wondered if Mons
would not rather stay here, lulled

till the end of the world.

Cut that! he told himself, and

peered downward. Darkness

lurked below. He switched on the

powerful flash at his belt, probing

after his goal.

Particles in the water scat-

tered the light, so that he fell as

if through an illuminated cave.

More fish passed near. Their

scales reflected like jewels. He
thought he could make out the

bottom now, white sand and up-

lifted ranges of rock on which

clustered many-colored coral-

loids, growing toward the sun.

And then the swimmer appeared.

He moved slowly to the fringe

of light and poised there. In his

left hand he bore a trident, per-

haps the one which had killed

Mons. At first he squinted

against the dazzle, then looked

steadily at the radiant metal

man. As Jong continued to de-

scend, he followed, propelling

himself with easy gestures of feet

and free hand, a motion as lovely

as a snake's.,

Jong gasped and yanked out

his slugthrower.

"What's the matter?" Neri's

voice rattled in his earplugs.

He gulped. "Nothing," he said,

without knowing why. "Lower
away."

The swimmer came . a little

closer. His muscles were tense,

mouth open as if to bite ; but the

deep-set eyes remained unwaver-

ing. Jong returned the gaze.

They went down together, still

considering each the other.

He's not afraid of me, Jong
thought, though he saw on the

beach what we can do.

Impact jarred through his

soles. "I'm there," he called me-
chanically. "Give me a little

slack and—Oh!"
The blood drained from his

head as if an ax had split it. He
swayed, supported only by the

water. Thunders and winds went
through him, and the roar of the

horn.

"Jong!" Neri called, infinitely

distant. "Something's the mat-

ter, I know there is, gimme an
answer, for the love of Kith say

something !"

THE swimmer touched bottom

too. He stood across from
that which had belonged to Mons
Rainart, the trident upright in

his hand.

Jong lifted the gun. "I can fill

you with metal," he heard him-
self groan. "I can cut you to

pieces, the way you—you—

"

The swimmer shuddered, as if

he had understood, but stayed
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where he was. Slowly, he raised

the trident toward the unseen

sun. With a single gesture, he re-

versed it, thrust it into the sand,

let go, and turned his back. A
thrust of the great legs sent him
arrowing off.

The knowledge exploded in

Jong. For a century of seconds he

stood alone with it.

Regor's voice pierced through

:

"Get my suit, I'm going after

him."

"I'm all right," he managed to

say. "I found Mons."
He gathered what he could.

There wasn't much. "Bring me
up," he said.

When he was lifted from the

bay and climbed through the air-

lock, he felt how heavy was the

weight upon him. He let fall the

sack and trident and crouched

beside them. Water ran off his

gear.

The doors closed. The boat

climbed. A kilometer high, Regor
locked the controls and came aft

to join the others. Jong bestirred

himself enough to remove his

helmet, just as Neri opened the

sack.

Mons' head rolled out and
bounced dreadfully across the

deck. Neri strangled a yell,

Regor lurched back. "They ate

him," he croaked. "They cut him
to pieces for food."

He gathered his will, strode to

the port and peered out. "I saw
one of them break the surface, a

short while before you came up,"

he said between his teeth. Sweat
—or was it tears?—coursed

down the gullies in his cheeks.

"We can catch him. The boat has

a gun turret."

"No—" Jong tried to rise, but
hadn't the strength.

The radio buzzed. Regor ran to

the pilot's chair forward, threw
himself into it and slapped the

receiver switch. Neri set lips to-

gether, picked up the head and
laid it on the sack. "Mons, Mons,
but. they'll pay," he said.

Captain Ilmaray's tones filled

the hull : "We just got word from
the observer boat. It isn't there

yet, but the magnascreen's al-

ready spotted a horde of swim-
mers . . . no, several different

flocks, huge, must total tens of

thousands . . . converging on
the island where you are. At the

rate they're going, they should

arrive in a couple of days."

Regor shook his head, as if

stunned. "How did they know?"
"They didn't," Jong mumbled.
"No matter." Neri leaped to

his feet, a tiger movement.
"That's exactly what we want.

A couple of bombs dropped in the

middle of 'em."

"You mustn't!" Jong cried. He
became able to rise too. The tri-

dent was gripped in his hand.

"He gave me this."

"What?" Regor swfveled

around. Neri stiffened where he
stood.
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"Down below," Jong told them.

"He saw me and followed me to

the bottom. Realized what I was
doing. Gave me this. His weap-
on."

"Whatever fori"
"A peace offering. What else?"

Neri spat on the deck. "Peace,

with those filthy cannibals?"

JONG squared his shoulders.

The armor enclosing him no
longer seemed an insupportable

burden. "You wouldn't be a can-

nibal if you ate a monkey, would

you?"
Neri said an obscene word, but

Regor suppressed him with a

gesture. "Well, different spe-

cies," the pilot admitted coldly.

"By the dictionary you're right.

But these killers are sentient.

You don't eat another thinking

being."

"It's been done," Jong an-

swered. "By humans too. More
often than not, as an act of re-

spect or love, taking some of the

person's mana into yourself.

Anyway, how could they know
what we were? When he saw I'd

come to gather our dead, he gave
me his weapon. How else could he

say he was sorry, and that we're

brothers? Maybe he even realized

that's literally true, after he'd

had a little while to think the

matter over. But I don't imagine
their traditions are that old. It's

enough, it's even better, that he
simply confessed we were his kin

because we also care for our

dead."

"What are you getting at?"

Neri snapped.

"Yes, what the destruction's

going on down there?" Umaray
demanded through the radio.

"Wait." Regor gripped the

arms of his chair. His voice fell

low. "You don't mean they're—

"

"Yes, I do," Jong said. "What
else could they be? How could a

mammal that big, with hands
and brain, evolve on these few
islands? How could any natives

have wiped out a colony that had
atomic weapons? I thought
about a slave revolt, but that

doesn't make sense either. Who'd
bother with so many slaves,

when they had cybernetic ma-
chines? No, the swimmers are

the colonists. They can't be any-

thing else."

"Huh?" grunted Neri.

Ilmaray said across hollow

space: "It could be. If I remem-
ber rightly, Homo Sapiens is

supposed to have evolved from
the, uh, Neanderthal, type, in

something like ten or twenty
thousand years. Given a small

population, genetic drift, yes, a

group might need even less time

to degenerate."

"Who says they're degener-

ate?" Jong retorted.

Neri pointed to the staring-

eyed head on the deck. "That
does."

"That was an accident, I tell
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you, a misunderstanding," Jong
said. "We had it coming, blun-

dering in blind the way we did.

They aren't degenerate, they're

just adapted. As the colony got

more and more dependent on the

sea, and there were mutations,

those who could best take that

sort of environment had the most
children. A static civilization

wouldn't notice what was hap-

pening till too late, and wouldn't

be able to do anything about it if

they did. Because the new people

had the freedom of the whole
planet. The future was theirs."

. "Yeh, a future of being sav-

ages."

"They couldn't use our kind of

civilization. It's wrong for this

world. If you're going to spend

most of your life in salt water,

you can't very well keep your
electric machines; and flint you
can pick up almost anywhere is

an improvement over metal that

has to be mined and smelted.

"Oh, maybe they have lost

some intelligence. I doubt even
that, but if they have what of

it? We never did find the Elder

Eace. Maybe intelligence really

isn't the goal of the universe. I

believe, myself, these people are

coming back up the ladder, in

their own way. But that's none
of our business." Jong knelt

and closed Mons' eyes. "We were
allowed to atone for our crime,"

he said very softly. "The least we
can do is forgive them in our

turn. Isn't it? And ... we don't

know if any other humans are

left, anywhere in all the worlds,

except us and these."

"Why did they kill Mons?"
"They're air breathers," Jong

said, "and doubtless they have to

learn swimming, as pinnipeds

do, instead of having an instinct.

So they need breeding grounds.

That beach, yes, that must be

where the tribes are headed. A
party of males went in advance to

make sure the place was in order.

They saw something strange and
terrible walking on the ground
where their children were to be

born, and they felt compelled to

attack it."

Neri slumped down on a
bench. The silence came back.

Until Ilmaray said: "I think

you have the answer. We can't

stay here, then. Return immedi-
ately and we'll get under weigh."

Regor nodded and touched the

controls. The engine hummed
into life. Jong got up, walked to

a port, and watched the sea

beneath him dwindle as the sky
darkened and the stars trod froth.

I wonder what that sound was,

he thought vaguely. A wind
noise, no doubt, as Mons said.

But I'll never be sure. For a mom-
ent it seemed to him that he heard
it again, in the thrum of energy
and metal, in the beat of his own
blood, the horn of a hunter pursu-
ing a quarry that wept as it ran.

THE END
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The fey Mr. Young continues his scholarly researches

in the scientific origins of our myth and legend

with this tale of an agile—and avaricious—one-man

By ROBERT F. YOUNG

Illustrated by FINLAY

BOARDING
PARTY

(Translator's riote: The original

of the following report was re-

eently acquired by the Terran

Industrial Library through the

Interstellar Historical Exchange

Society, into whose illustrious

fold the member nations of the

Terran Economic Bloc have at

last been admitted. The narra-

tive is of primary interest to the

library officials because it pro-

vides unequivocable proof that,

long before the Interstellar Eco-

nomic Community took official

cognizance of our existence, sev-

eral articles of Community Com-
merce found their way into our

culture. To the layman, however,

the narrative is of primary in-

terest because it provides an in-

triguing parallel to a narrative

of an altogether different na-

ture.)

TO : Interstellar Nurse* iw.,

Frimm 4

from: Captain of the Greenship
Uxurient,

Urtz2

subject (s) : (1) Why the Uxuri-
ent put in to an out-of-bounds

system during the Frimm 4-

Urtz 2 run; (2) how a boarding
party of one gained the green-
deck and made off with a Uter-
ium 5 snirk bird, a toy friddle-

fork, and two containers of yel-

low trading disks; (3) why the
Uxurient's flexible ship-to-

ground capillary tube is ten ex-

id# shorter than it used to be.

(1)

Why the Uxurient put in to

an Out-of-Bounds System
during the Frimm U-Urtz

2 Run
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TWO light-cycles out from
Frimm 4, the first shoots of the

yumquat trees broke through the

greendeck precisely on schedule.

A little over a light-cycle farther

out I noticed during one of my
periodic inspections that the

young leaves were beginning to

turn yellow, and subsequent

tests of several greendeck soil

samples revealed an acute defi-

ciency of mineral elements D-2
and Z-l, plus an advanced arid-

ity. I immediately retired to the

greenship's subdeck, where I

found the contents of the soil-

solution vat to be at a shockingly

low level. An analysis of the con-

tents indicated a near-total ab-

sence of mineral elements D- and
Z-l.

Further investigations have

since convinced me that the re-

sponsibility for this critical

shortage rests upon the shoul-
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ders of none other than Ur-Lon-

Ho-Lee, Interstellar Nurseries'

senior shipping clerk, but at the

time, the yumquat-tree shipment

pre-empted my attention to the

exclusion of all other matters. If

the trees were to be allowed to

shoot up at the usual accelerated

growth rate and were to be de-

livered in satisfactory sapling

stage to the Urtz 2 customer who
had ordered them, I had but one

course of action open to me: to

put in to the nearest system,

find a planet with a soil rich in

moisture and rich in mineral

elements D-2 and Z-l, and re-

plenish the soil-solution vat by
means of the Uxurient's ship-to-

ground capillary tube. Fortu-

nately, there happened to be a

system in the vicinity of the Ux-

urient's present position, but un-

fortunately it happened to be one

of the many systems that are

out-of-bounds to Interstellar

Economic Community ships. Be-

fore coming to a decision, then,

I had to weigh the importance

of my mission against the risk

of causing "a substantial inter-

ference in the normal evolution

of an extra-Community culture"

—a possibility that is always

present when a Community ship

is forced to enter an out-of-

bounds system. I decided that it

was my responsibility both to the

customer and to the company to

run this risk, and proceeded to

put in to the system at once.

I wasted no time on the outer

worlds, knowing from experience

that such worlds rarely yield

anything in the way of flora and
hence could not possibly possess

the kind of soil I needed, but ar-

rowed in to the orbital regions of

the first four. Perceiving at once

that Four would not serve my
purpose, I continued on to Three.

Three turned out to be a Frimm
4-type planet in all respects save

its slightly smaller size; it also

turned out to be the reason for

the system's having been placed

out of bounds. I was not sur-

prised: One seldom finds soil of

the type employed by Frimm 4

nurseries without finding intelli-

gent life in the immediate vicin-

ity. In this instance, I used the

term "intelligent life" in its

broadest sense, for the several

civilizations I transchecked at

random revealed technologies

not far removed from the pale-

olithic stage, and in one case, in

the very midst of it.

ON several of the land masses
I detected scattered deposits

of the soil-type I needed, and I

could have replenished the Uxvr
rient's soil-solution vat from any
of them. However, I chose an
unusually rich one on a large

island near the major land mass,

reasoning that the less time I

consumed in the operation, the

less chance there would be of my
occasioning "a substantial in-
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terference in the normal evolu-

tion of an extra-Community cul-

ture". This particular deposit

bordered a small community of
scattered, thatch-roofed dwell-

ings, and abounded in trees sim-
ilar to the yumquat species. Af-
ter activating the Uxurient's

ventral camouflage-unit, I

brought the greenship down to

about two hundred mirids,

grawed it into position above
the edge of the forest, and
opened the capillary-tube lock. I

timed my maneuver to coincide

with the passing of the dusk
belt, but, reluctant to attract any
more attention than was abso-

lutely necessary, I waited
through most of the ensuing
night phase before lowering the
capillary tube. Unfortunately, I

erred somewhat in my calcula-

tions, and the tube's rhizomor-
phous feeding system, owing
partially to the rather strong
wind that had sprung up during
the night phase, entered the soil

much closer to one of the native

dwellings than I had intended
should be the case; however,
dawn being near at hand, I

lacked sufficient time to recoil

and relocate the device, so I left

it where it was. I was not par-
ticularly worried: the natives'

superstitious fear of the tube
would probably preclude their

approaching it closely enough
for them to be able to damage it,

and if their superstitious fear of

the tube itself was not strong
enough to make them keep their

distance," their fear of the "low-

lying cloud" from which the

tube depended should be.

My mind at ease in this re-

spect then, I reduced the opacity

of the hull's upper hemisphere to

complete transparency so that

the greendeck would benefit from
the rays of the system'3 sun,

after which I retired to the sub-

deck to check on the first influx

of nutrients into the soil-solu-

tion vat. The length of the capil-

lary tube prohibited any imme-
diate change in the solution-

level, so while I waited, I busied

myself checking the tubes that

run down to the vat from the

section of the greendeck where
the upper extremities of the cap-

illary tube are affixed. Next, I

checked the outgoing tubes that

feed the greendeck soil. By the

time I finished, the level had be-

gun to rise.

I waited till it rose above the

halfway mark, then I took a

sample and ran an analysis. The
result delighted me: the D-2 and
Z-l mineral element content had
quadrupled ! If the rapidity with
which the vat was filling con-

tinued, I would be able to dis-

engage the capillary tube, re-

coil it, and be on my way before

the next night phase.

I lingered for a while longer,

watching the level climb. Fi-

nally, remembering that I had
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not eaten since before my dis-

covery of the soil deficiency, I

left the vat-room, picked up
three lliaka hind quarters in

the meat-compartment, attached

them to my belt, and proceeded
up the ramp to the greendeck.

The thought of the fine steaks

which the quarters would yield

made me realize how truly hun-

gry I was, and I set off across

the greendeck toward my distant

living quarters with quickened

steps. As I walked, the sight of

the arid soil stretching away in

every direction afflicted me with

melancholy, even though I knew
that the deplorable condition

was well on its way toward being

corrected. The leaves of the baby
yumquat trees, I saw to my dis-

may, had more than merely yel-

lowed: they had shriveled too.

And so scrawny were the little

shoots that, had I not known
that they were there, I might
very well have walked in their

midst and have been unaware of

their existence. Indeed, the

greendeck, awash now with

bright morning sunlight, had
more of the aspect of a desert

than it did an aspect of a thriv-

ing oasis where plants are grown
during shipment. I submit that

my bringing the Uxurient in to

an out-of-bounds system was
more than merely justified: it

was in keeping with the highest

ideals that govern man in his re-

lationship to plant-life.

(2)

How a Boarding Party of
One gained the Greendeck
and made off with a Vterium
5 Snirk Bird, a Toy Friddle-

fork, and Two Containers of
Yellow Trading Disks.

A RRIVING at my living quar-
ters, I removed my green-

deck fatigues and laid them upon
the arms of the rack beside the
entrance, wondering as I always
do on such occasions how Ho-
Hat-Li-Tum, the company's mo-
rale manager, could have fallen

for so blatantly whimsical an ap-

pointment as a clothes rack in

the form of a life-size woman.
Granted, greenship pilots lead

lonely lives, but tell me this:

how can the mere act of their

laying their outer garments
upon the outstretched arms of a
brainless, speechless," feelmgless

mannequin in the least alleviate

their loneliness? If Ho-Hat-Li-
Tum were really concerned about
the morale of the greenship pi-

lots, he would spurn such half-

way measures and concentrate

his energies on getting the regu-

lation that forbids pilots to take
their wives into space with them
rescinded.

To continue: Once in my liv-

ing quarters, I proceeded direct-

ly to the galley were I cut two
large steaks from one of the

lliaka hindquarters. Placing the

steaks upon the grill to sear, I
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got a loaf of bread and de-

canter of wine out of the provi-

sion closet, after which I set the
table. When the steaks were
done, I placed them on a large

platter and sat down to eat. It

was at this point that I received

a very definite impression that I

was being watched.

I looked around the galley.

Other than myself, of course, no
one was there, and certainly the
various cupboards were much
too small to harbor a secret on-

looker. A secret onlooker indeed

!

Angry with myself, I put the
matter from my mind, conclud-
ing that the condition of the
yumquat trees had depressed me
to a greater extent than I had re-

alized, and that I had fallen prey
to preposterous imaginings. I

wish now that I had been less

eager to ascribe what proved to
be a perfectly valid psychosen-
sory perception to my emotional
letdown.

I ate ravenously, devouring
both of the steaks and the entire

loaf of bread. Afterward, a feel-

ing of peace and good will stole

over me, and on an impulse I

called the Uterium 5 snirk bird

down from its perch above the
galley doorway and persuaded it

by means of a crust of bread to

perch upon my forefinger. De-
spite the large and ovoid xan-
thous droppings which these
birds sporadically deposit on
chairs, tables and floors, they

make wonderful pets, and 1 en-

vied the particular customer who
was to receive this one—a tiny,

bright-eyed female—as a partial

bonus for his yumquat-tree or-

der. The other components of his

bonus—the toy friddlefork and
the two containers of yellow
trading disks—stood on a shelf

just behind me, and reaching
around and procuring them, I

set them on the table before me.
Such evidence of largess invari-

ably renews my faith in the com-
pany, and on long runs I often

get out customer bonuses and
speculate on the munificence of a

concern such as ours. Thus I

speculated now—but not for

long. I had not slept for nearly

two zodal periods and was far

more tired than I realized, and to

complicate matters, the heavy
meal which I had just consumed
had had a soporific effect upon
me. Almost before I knew it, I

dozed off.

T believe that my first apprisal

that the previously mentioned
psychosensory perception had
not been illusory after all was
the creak of one of the cupboard
doors. Unfortunately, this ap-

prisal was on the unconscious,

rather than the conscious, level,

and failed to arouse me from my
stupor. It took the hysterical

cackling of the Uterium 5 snirk
bird, a few moments later, to

bring me back to true awareness,
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and by that time, it was too late.

The tiny man who had shinned up
the table leg and seized the snirk

bird, the two containers of yel-

low trading disks, and the toy

friddlefork had already regained

the deck and was running to-

ward the doorway. In the process

of climbing back down, he mast
have bumped the toy friddlefork

and accidentally activated its

tonal unit, for it was bleating

away insistently as he bore it

away. Indeed, so insistent were
its cries that one would have
thought that it expected me to

come after it and succor it.

Incredulously, I got to my feet.

I saw then that the thief was not

a man, but a boy—the tiniest

boy that I have ever seen in my
whole life. Assuming his stature

to be average, it is unlikely that

even a full-grown adult of his

species would come any higher

than a Frimm 4's citizen's knee-

cap!

I called after him, uttering

my name in as gentle a tone of

voice as I could manage and as-

suring him that if he would re-

turn the articles he had stolen no
harm would come to him. He
only ran the faster, and fairly

streaked through the galley

doorway, down the entrance cor-

ridor, and out onto the green-

deck. I had no choice but to set

off in pursuit, and this I did,

naively believing that I could

overtake him easily. In this I

erred indeed. Never have I ever

seen anyone run so fast. Why,
there were times when I could

have sworn that his feet weren't

even touching the deck!

As I lumbered along in his

wake, I wondered how he could

conceivably have gotten on
board. Had he climbed the capil-

lary tube? This didn't seem pos-

sible in view of the Vxurient's

altitude and in view of his di-

minutiveness, but I could think

of no other answer. There was no
need for me to, I saw presently:

that he had climbed up the tube
was unequivocably demonstrat-

ed by the ease and the celerity

with which he now began to

climb down it.

(3)

Why the Uxurient's Flexi-

ble Ship-to-Ground Capil-

lary Tube is now Ten Exids
Shorter than It used to be

LOATH to give up the chase, I

started climbing down the

tube myself. This is not as diffi-

cult as one would at first imagine
—as I myself had imagined, in

fact, prior to making the at-

tempt. The branch-like protuber-

ances that absorb the sunlight

and transmute it into the energy

required for the capillary-action

provide numerous hand- and
footholds, and had it not been for

the almost gale-force wind that

had developed, my descent would
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have been relatively easy. Even
with the wind, I found myself in

no great danger, and I have no

doubt but what I would have

reached the ground in due course

had I not underestimated the

resourcefulness—and the blood-

thirstiness—of my youthful

quarry. He kept calling out re-

peatedly at the top of his voice,

but I did not suspect what he

was up to until, halfway down, I

paused and looked below me. I

was just in time to see a woman
run out of the thatch-roofed

dwelling near which the tube

had rooted itself and hand him a

small object the very moment his

feet touched the ground.

I deduced from the shards of

sunlight that the object threw

off that it was a cutting tool of

some kind. I was not long left in

doubt in any event, for no sooner

did the boy have it in his posses-

sion than he began to wield it. A
series of thuds was borne up-

ward by the wind, and with each

thud, the tube gave a convulsive

shudder. I had seen unattached

ship-to-ground capillary tubes at

the mercy of the wind before,

and I knew the danger that con-

fronted me. Consequently I be-

gan climbing back up toward the

Uxurient at once. While I will not

attempt to deny that I was
frightened, I would like to point

out that it wasn't so much my
predicament that frightened me,

but the cold-blooded attitude of

the young savage below me. He
thought that by severing the

tube he could bring it crashing

to the ground, and the ferocity

and the frequency of his blows

testified to the eagerness with

which he awaited my destruc-

tion.

It was his very attitude, I be-

lieve, that gave me the strength

and the determination to gain

the Uxurient after the tube

broke free and began lashing

wildly back and forth. For a long

while I lay gasping on the green-

deck; then, when my breath

came back, I recoiled the tube,

secured the tube-lock, and lifted

into space. The soil-solution vat

was not as full as I would have

wished, but by careful rationing

I knew that I could make its con-

tents suffice. Whether I could or

not, I wanted no more part of the

world I had just left. I never

want to see the place again.

* * »

I WOULD like to append a word
in my defense. While it is true

that I was instrumental in ex-

posing an extra-Community cul-

ture to a technology far beyond

its ken, it must be remembered
that all such cultures are flexible

in nature and can absorb the

seemingly inexplicable with the

utmost equanimity. They
achieve this quite simply by
identifying the unfamiliar with

the familiar, and by ascribing

those phenomena which happen
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to be beyond their experience to

the workings of magic. Far from
having an adverse effect, the

present instance will, I am sure,

provide the basis for a colorful

legend. No doubt the legend will

acquire a more satisfying end-

ing, and unquestionably the

boy's exploits will be exaggerat-
ed. As regards the Uterium 5

snirk bird, the toy friddlefork,

and the two containers of yellow

trading disks, you may be sure
that the young rascal had al-

ready identified them with ob-

jects with which he was familiar

(and which he coveted) before he
left the galley cupboard in which
he was hiding. If he had not done
so, he would not have stolen

them. In any case, I am not un-
duly bitter about their loss, even
though I must make that loss

good. The measure of a Frimm 4
citizen's true worth is the quan-
tity of his magnanimity; hence
I hope that both the boy and the
woman—probably his mother

—

live happily ever after.

(signed)

Fee-Fi-Fo-Fum

THE END

COMING NEXT MONTH

Cordwainer Smith head-
lines the October issue of

AMAZING with Drunkboat, a
driving novelet of one man's
tortured plunge through a new
dimension of space in the

quest for his galaxy-tossed

love.

In answer to many requests,

Sam Moskowitz will profile

Edmond Hamilton, whose
career covers almost the en-

tire history and range of sci-

ence fiction.

And, also in the October
AMAZING, a truly Classic Re-

print—the unforgettable Prince

of Liars, a double-length nov-

elet by L. Taylor Hansen.

Plus other stories and all our regular features. October
AMAZING goes on sale at newsstands September 10.
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FACT

NEUTRINO ASTRONOMY
By BIN BOVA

A smaller sun, visible day and night ... a heaven

deprived of some if its most familiar constellations

i . . an early-warning system to detect supernovae

in their birth throes . . . this is the way the cosmos

looks to scientists on a new astronomical frontier.

IN a salt mine near Cleveland,

2300 feet underground, where
the only light comes from the

fluorescent lamps on the gallery

ceiling, a group of scientists are

conducting an experiment.

They are astronomers. They
are studying the Sun and stars.

They are "looking" at the

Sun through nearly half a mile

of solid Earth. Not only that.

They "see" not merely the sur-

face of the Sun, but directly into

the depths of the solar core.

Obviously, these astronomers
are not observing visible light.

Nor are they interested in radio

waves. They are studying one of

the rarest, most elusive particles

in all the strange lexicon of nu-

clear physics—the neutrino.

How Does the Energy Get Away?

One of the many paradoxes of

modern astronomy is that, to

study the infinite universe, as-

tronomers must consider the in-

finitesmal atomic nucleus. The
birth and death of the stars de-

pend on nuclear processes taking

place at their core.

It was in 1938 that Hans
Bethe began unravelling the

Sun's nuclear energy reactions.

Suddenly astronomy became as-

trophysics, and the relatively

new discipline of nuclear physics

was applied to the oldest of

man's sciences to explain how
the stars could produce such

prodigious amounts of energy.

The astrophysicists discovered

that the Sun, and all the stars,

were nuclear furnaces convert-

ing hydrogen into helium and
radiating away energy. The Sun
is a controlled fusion reactor

about five billion years old, with
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another five or six billion years

of stable life-span ahead.

Bethe (and Carl von Weiz-

sacker, working independently)

elaborated the now famous car-

bon chain (see Table 1). The net

result of this nuclear roundelay

is that four hydrogen nuclei

(protons) are converted into a

helium nucleus. Later it was dis-

covered that the simpler proton-

proton reaction yields the same
effect (also in Table 1).

Both these fusion reactions

produce the energy that we even-

tually receive as sunlight. What
was not immediately realized was
that these reactions also produce

neutrinos.

BOTH the proton-proton and

carbon-chain reactions take

place in the Sun, with the pro-

ton-proton process contributing

most of the energy output. It is

believed that the carbon chair,

becomes increasingly important

in stars hotter than the Sun.

Astrophysicists have come to

the conclusion that as a star ages

and uses up most of its hydrogen

fuel, its central temperatures in-

crease markedly. At these high-

er temperatures, helium nuclei

begin to fuse into heavier ele-

ments. As the star continues to

age and to heat up, constantly-

heavier elements are produced in

its core. But in some stars (per-

Carbon Chain

H l + CI2 -» N13 + y
N 13 -> C13 + e+ + v

C13 + H1 -» N14 + y
N 1* + Hi-^O15 + y
Oi5 Nis + e+ + v

N 15 + H1 -* C12 + He*

Proton-Proton Reaction

H1 + H 1 ->H2 + e+ + v

H 2 + HiH>He3 + y
He3 + He3 ^He* + 2H 1

TABLE 1

Key

H1 = Hydrogen (proton)

H2 = Deuterium, deuteron)

He3
, He4 = Helium isotopes

C12
, C13 = Carbon isotopes

N13
, N14 = Nitrogen isotopes

O15 = Oxygen isotope

e+ = positron (postive electron)

y = gamma ray

v = neutrino

Two nuclear fusion processes for converting hydrogen to helium, releasing energy in

the form of gamma rays and neutrinos. Note that in the Carbon Chain, only four hy-

drogen nuclei (protons) and one carbon nucleus are required as input; the carbon

nucleus, after several transmutations, returns to its original form at the chain's end.
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haps in all) this cycle is suddenly

interrupted by a cosmic cata-

clysm. The star explodes. Not in

the relatively gentle gas-puff of

an ordinary nova. That type of

event can be considered a mild

burp ; hardly more than 0.01 per-

cent of the star's mass is blown
away. Some stars go into a nova
phase every few weeks. What we
are speaking of here is a really

violent stellar explosion—a su-

pernova. This catastrophe virtu-

ally destroys the star. A super-

nova might release as much en-

ergy in 24 hours as the Sun does

in a million years

!

The Chinese observed a super-

nova on July 4 (!) 1054 A.D. It

was bright enough to be seen in

full daylight. Modern astrono-

mers, using the Chinese an-

nals have found the site of the

cataclysm—the wildly-distorted

cloud of incandescent gases

called the Crab Nebula. Even to-

day, 900 years after the explo-

sion, those gases are hurtling

outward through space at nearly

a thousand miles per second!

Impressive as a supernova
might be, it is even more puz-

zling to astronomers and astro-

physicists. Why does a star ex-

plode? What mechanism can
possibly exist that could permit
a star to expel so much energy so

quickly? How does the energy

get away from the star ? Until

recently, these questions re-

mained stubbornly unanswered.

The Particle That Had To Be

While the astrophysicists were
puzzled by the supernova prob-

lem, the nuclear physicists had a
much more serious matter on
their hands. They were faced

with a full-scale revolution that

threatened to wreck the entire

structure of modern physics.

The furor was over a seemingly-

simple nuclear reaction, the beta

decay of neutrons. Some time
ago physicists realized that the
neutron is not a fully stable par-

ticle. It spontaneously decays
into a proton and electron

(which is also called a beta parti-

cle) . The neutron's half-life is 12
minutes—a very long time, in

nuclear physics, where billionths

of a second are ordinary. If 1000
neutrons are left to themselves,

within 12 minutes, 500 will de-

cay to protons and electrons. In
another 12 minutes, 250 more
will undergo beta decay. And so

on. There is nothing unusual
about beta decay ; it is one of the
fundamental radioactive proc-

esses. Or so physicists thought,

until they took a deeper look.

When a neutron undergoes
beta decay, the energy of motion
of the resulting proton and elec-

tron should be exactly equal to

the mass-energy of the original

neutron. This is the foundation
of physics : energy and mass are
interchangeable, but in any
given reaction, you must end
with exactly the same total
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amount of mass and energy that

you started with. Mass and en-

ergy must be conserved; they

can neither be created out of

nothing, nor disappear info

nothingness. Without this con-

cept of conservation, the whole

structure of physics collapses.

And the beta decay of neutrons

seemed to show that this conser-

vation concept was wrong.

The energy of motion of the

electron and proton should equal

the mass-energy of the original

neutron. But when the energy

was measured, there was no

equality at all. Most of the mo-

tion-energy goes to the very

light electron. Measurement of

the electron's motion (or ki-

netic) energy showed that in

different instances of beta de-

cay, its energy ranged from al-

most the right amount all the

way down to zero. The electron

did not exhibit the proper ki-

netic energy! Worse yet, it

might fly off with almost any

amount of energy. Where was

the missing energy?

There were two possible an-

swers: (1) The conservation of

mass and energy was not a gen-

eral principle of the physical

world. (2) There was another

particle, undetected so far, in-

volved in the beta decay process.

The first alternative would have

meant that the world's physi-

cists might as well start collect-

ing bats' wings and bongo drums

and become witch doctors. So

they chose the second, and

prayed hard that it was right.

Wolfgang Pauli and Enrico Fer-

mi worked out the theoretical

requirements for the missing

particle in the 1930's. It would

have to be a neutral particle, no

electric charge. It would have no

mass (just as photons, particles

of light, have no mass) . And.

again like the photon, it would

travel at the speed of light.

Fermi gave the new particle

an Italian name meaning, "little

neutral one": Neutrino.

A skeptic might have pointed

out that the neutrino had been

invented by the physicists mere-

ly to avoid the ruination of the

conservation principles. And oh

looking at the theoretical de-

scription of the neutrino, the

skeptic might have thought the

physicists were safeguarding

their ruse by making it impossi-

ble to ever find the particle.

A particle of no mass and no

electrical charge, moving at

light-speed. How do you detect

it? Other nuclear particles can

be trapped in a few feet of lead,

or made to leave tracks in a

cloud, bubble, or spark chamber.

The neutrino would leave no
track whatsoever. And as for

stopping it with lead—the neu-

trino can penetrate 50 lightyear?

of lead without interacting with

a single atom! The neutrino is

so aloof that it can pass through
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Htars and planets as though they

were empty space.

Neutrinos and Antrneutrinos

If a skeptic would have been

uneasy about accepting the va-

lidity of the neutrino, he was no

more worried than the physicists

themselves. They knew that they

were treading on thin ice, but

they had no alternative. All that

stood between them and the

downfall of physical science was
the undetectable neutrino. But
although the neutrino could not

be detected, clues to its existence

could be, gathered.

The physicists returned to the

beta decay process. They noted

that if the neutron decayed into

a proton and electron, and no
other particle, then the proton

and electron should fly away
from each other on a straight

line. This is not what happens.

The proton and electron leave

tracks in a cloud chamber that

form a V, with the apex at the

location of the original neutron.

The V-shaped track leads one to

suspect that a third particle par-

ticipated in the decay of the

neutron. A third particle that

leaves no track.

The theoreticians began to de-

fine the neutrino's traits more
exactly, and to fit it in with the

rest of the growing family of

sub-atomic particles—mesons,

hyperons, anti-particles. They
learned that the particle postu-

ated in beta decay is actually an
anti-neutrino, an anti-matter

form of the neutrino proper.

They predicted that neutrinos

proper would combine with a

neutron to form a proton and
electron. The two reactions are

written

:

Beta Decay : n -» p + e- + v

Neutron-Neutrino Combination

:

n + v-»p +e-

Key
n = neutron v = neutrino

p = proton v = antineutrino

e
- = electron

Other neutrino reactions were
predicted, too. But the fact re-

mained that the neutrino itself

had not been predicted, but in-

vented. As the years went by,

the theoreticians' invention re-

mained unseen and unconfirmed.

Water, Water Everywhere . . .

For a number of years, the

neutrino theory lived in an un^
easy state of apprehension. But
the experimental tools of nuclear

physics were steadily becoming
bigger and more powerful. Enor-
mous nuclear reactors and giant

particle accelerators, "atom-
smashers" such as the 30-billion-

volt alternating gradient syn-

chrotron at Brookhaven Nation-
al Laboratory, became available

to bring even the superelusive

neutrino within the threshold of

detection. How can you detect a
particle that can travel through
the entire Earth in about a quar-
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ter of a second, just as though it

was not there at all?

First, the physicists realized

it would be impossible to see the

neutrino itself, or its track. So

they would try to observe reac-

tions in which neutrinos took

part—watch the crime, so to

speak, even though the criminal

remained invisible. But the dev-

ilish part was to make the neu-

trino do something! They pass

through matter as though it did

not exist. The physicists were in

the position of the Ancient Mar-

iner, with neutrinos everywhere,

but no way to get one to stop

long enough to register on a de-

tector.

However, the laws of chance

held out a slim promise. If the

physicists could monitor the

passage of a large-enough num-
ber of neutrinos, sooner or later

one of them would cause a re-

action that could be detected. It

was a slim promise—but no

other was in sight. What was
needed was size : big detecting

equipment and huge numbers of

neutrinos. In 1953, Frederick

Reins and Clyde L. Cowan, Jr.,

of Los Alamos Scientific Labora-

tory, hopefully set up detecting

equipment at the Atomic Energy
Commission's gigantic produc-

tion nuclear reactor at Savannah
River, Ga. One of the world's

largest reactors, the Savannah
River pile produced an avalanch

of anti-neutrinos some 30 times

larger than the neutrino stream

coming in from the Sun and

stars. Theoretically.

The Savannah River reacto;

like all fission reactors, produced

neutron-rich products. The neu-

trons, through the beta decay

process, yielded protons, elec-

trons and antineutrinos. Again
. . . theoretically. Reines and

Cowan set up a detector that

consisted mainly of water—1000

pounds of water. Water contains

hydrogen, and hydrogen nuclei

are simply protons. Anti-neutri-

nos would react with protons,

the theoreticians claimed, to

yield neutrons and positrons

(the positively-charged anti-

matter equivalent of the elec-

tron) :

p + v"->n + e*

The water was doped with

cadmium, which would capture

the neutrons produced by the

reaction. When a neutron is ab-

sorbed by a cadmium atom,

gamma rays are produced. Also,

when the positrons produced by

the reaction meet electrons in the

water, they annihilate each other

and produce another set of gam-
ma rays. Both the gamma rays

produced by the neutron-cad-

mium and positron-electron re-

actions have characteristic en-

ergy levels.

Reines and Cowan set up elec-

tronic equipment—and shielding

devices—that would register

only gamma rays of the proper
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energy levels. The electronics

showed that such gamma rays
did indeed occur; therefore, neu-

trons and positrons were being
produced in the cadmium-laced
water ; therefore anti-neutrinos

were reacting, with protons.

The anti-neutrino was found!
The neutrino theory was veri-

fied.

With six years' hindsight, the

experiment sounds easy. But out

of a flow of some 1017 anti-neu-

trinos passing through the de-

tecting equipment each second,

Reines and Cowan were able to

register about three reactions

per hour. The anti-neutrino fi-

nally did something—but just

barely.

The neutrino itself was finally

captured some while later by
Brookhaven's Raymond Davis,

following a suggestion by Bruno
Pontecorvo of the Soviet Union's

Joint Institute for Research
Studies. Davis' experiment was
based on the fact that the nuclei

of chlorine-37 atoms can absorb
a neutrino and become trans-

formed to argon-37 nuclei:

v + CI37 -» A37 + e-

Argon-37 is radioactive and
can be detected, even in very
minute amounts, by convention-

al radiation counters. Again, the

experiment had to be on a large

scale, because the neutrinos re-

act so very rarely. Thousands of

gallons of carbon tetrachloride,

helium flushing systems, radia-

tion counters, and much patience
were required. But the neutrino

was found.

Within the past year, a new
type of neutrino-antineutrino

pair has been found. These two
new particles are associated with
mu and pi meson—unstable,

short-lived particles produced in

cyclotrons and other accelera-

tors. Not much is known about
the meson-type of neutrino, ex-

cept that it is evidently a differ-

ent species from the original

electron-associated neutrino and
antineutrino. They seem to have
the same physical attributes

—

no charge, and no mass, down to

the limit that can be measured.
But neutrinos coming from mes-
ons do not engage in any of the

reactions that electron-neutrinos

take part in. Hence the suspicion

that they are different species.

Some physicists have suggested
calling the new particle the "neu-

tretto." _

The meson-neutrino, or neu-
tretto, is still too new to be un-
derstood well. Fortunately, it is

the familiar old electron-associ-

ated neutrino that we are con-

cerned with.

Today's Energy Today

We saw a few pages ago that

the Sun and the stars are pro-

ducing neutrinos. Detecting
equipment similar to that used
by Reines, Cowan and Davis is

now being put into operation in
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a salt mine near Cleveland. The

reason that the astronomers

went underground, of course,

was to screen out as much as

possible the effects of cosmic

rays and other spurious radia-

tion that might trigger their de-

tectors erroneously and confuse

their work. The neutrino, of

course, is blithely unhampered

by half a mile of solid Earth. In

fact, the detectors should pick

up just as many neutrinos at

midnight, when they must come

up through the whole planet, as

they would at noon, when they

shine down from the sky!

What will the astronomers

learn from solar neutrinos? No
one is certain, at present. But

scientists always welcome a new

tool for investigating the physi-

cal world, and the neutrino will

show the Sun as it has never

been seen before. With an optical

telescope, you can see the shin-

ing photosphere of the Sun. You

are looking at photons of light

that left the Sun's surface eight

minutes earlier. But these pho-

tons represent energy that was

released in nuclear reactions

deep in the Sun's core a million

years ago.

The Sun's energy is derived

from the proton-proton and car-

bon-chain fusion reactions with-

in its core. These reactions yield

energy in the form of neutrinos

and gamma ray photons. Now, at

its core, the Sun's gases are

75 times denser than water (the :

solid Earth is about five times

denser than water). The parti-

cles in the solar core are packed

so densely that the gamma radi-

ation produced by a fusion re-

action is almost immediately

absorbed by a nearby particle.

The radiation energy is ulti-

mately released by the particle,

but at a longer wavelength. This

"hand-over-hand" process is re- >

peated countless trillions of
'

times. The original gamma rays

become X-rays, then ultra-violet

. . . after perhaps a million-

year-long oddysey through the

Sun's immense bulk, the energy

finally reaches the surface and is

radiated into space as the yel-

lowish visible light we are famil-

iar with.

The neutrinos, on the other

hand, have no such ordeal. Once
created in the solar furnace,

they head straight out, at light-

speed, as though there were

nothing at all in their way.

When some of these neutrinos

are trapped in Earthly detectors,

we shall be observing energy

that was released by the Sun
little more than eight minutes

ago. For the first time, we shall

be seeing the Sun's current

energy-output, instead of the

tail-end of a million-year-long

journey.

More yet. When solar neu-

trinos are identified, it will be

the first experimental proof that
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the Sun is indeed a nuclear fur-

nace. No one doubts that it is,

but experimental proof would ice

the theoreticians' cake nicely.

What the neutrino-astronomers

shall "see" is not the million-

mile-wide ball of glowing gases

that our eyes show us, but a

smaller sphere that gives off

neutrinos. If the size of this

sphere—the solar core—can be

measured, it may be possible to

get some real idea of the Sun's

age and probably life expec-

tancy.

This inner core of the Sun is

our star's real furance. The nu-

clear fusion reactions take place

there—not in the core, however;
on its surface. The core itself is

believed to be primarily helium
"ash" produced by the nuclear

furnace. Along the spherical sur-

face of the core, fresh hydrogen
is being converted into helium,

and giving off gamma and neu-

trino energy. Therefore, the

size of the core is indicative of

the age of the Sun—the length

of time it has been fusing hydro-

gen to helium. Only a qualitative

estimate can be made, probably;

but a large core would certainly

be older than a small one. If the

size of the core can be measured,
and compared to the total diam-
eter of the Sun, estimates of the

Sun's life expectancy might take

on a solidity that is not now
possible.

The Stellar Pituitary Gland

Not only might neutrinos al-

low us to estimate the Sun's age
and life-span more closely. Neu-
trinos might well control the

aging process in the Sun, much
as the pituitary gland is sus-

pected to regulate aging in hu-
man beings. We saw that the

proton-proton fusion reaction is

responsible for most of the sun's

energy output. Strictly speak-
ing, the term proton-proton is a

misnomer. Two protons cannot
combine, their mutual positive

electric charges repel each other.

However, under the proper cir-

cumstances, a proton can emit a
neutrino and a positron, and
change into a neutron. A proton
and neutron can combine to

form a deuteron (the H 2 of Table
1). Once a deuteron has been
formed, the rest of the so-called

proton-proton reaction can take
place.

It has been estimated that on
the average, a proton in the

Sun's core gets only one chance
every few thousand years to pen-
etrate the electrostatic barrier
of fellow proton deeply enough
to have a chance to form a deu-
teron. And of these rare occa-

sions, only once in 10 million

times will one of the protons
happen to emit a neutrino at the
propitious time and allow a deu-
teron actually to be formed.
Thus, for the Sun, the emission
of neutrinos determines the rate
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at which deuterons are formed.

The rate of deuteron formation

determines the rate at which

fusion reactions can take place.

The fusion reaction rate deter-

mines how quickly the Sun is

consuming its hydrogen fuel

—

how fast it is aging. So the neu-

trinos determine the pace of the

Sun's evolution. They also carry

off some 10 percent of the Sun's

energy outright, flying straight

out from the solar core with it,

as soon as they are produced.

"Neutrino Stars" and Supernovas

As a star ages it becomes hot-

ter, not cooler. At some time in

the future, the helium "ash" at

the Sun's core will become dense

enough and (because of the

pressure) hot enough to begin

fusing into heavier elements,

such as carbon, oxygen and

neon. Later still, these elements

will transmute themselves at

even-higher temperatures into

even-heavier elements. Many
stars in the Milky Way galaxy

have gone through this evolution

and have passed along the road

to extinction. The Crab Nebula,

with a feeble white-dwarf star at

its center, is a spectacular ex-

ample. Less dramatic, but nearer

at hand are the white-dwarf

companions of Sirius and Pro-

cyon. Other stars are in the midst

of this evolution; these are the

red giant stars—Capella, Alde-

baran, and Arcturus are three

easily-observed examples.

As a star gets older and hotter,

its neutrino emmision increases.

When a critical temperature is

reached, a new process for creat-

ing neutrinos comes into play,

and the star begins to lose even

more of its energy to neutrinos.

This new process does not re-

quire atomic nuclei. All that is

needed is electrons and their

anti-matter equivalents, posi-

trons. Under ordinary condi-

tions, when an electron and posi-

tron meet, they annihilate each

other and yield a pair of gamma
ray photons—pure electromag-

netic energy. But in the core of

a hot star, electron-positron an-

nihilation can sometimes result

in the production of a neutrino

and anti-neutrino, instead of

gamma rays.

This is a critical factor. If an

electron-positron meeting pro-

duces gamma rays, it is quite

likely that somewhere else in the

star, a pair of gamma photons

are colliding to produce an elec-

tron-positron pair. The two
processes are in balance. The
star loses no energy. But on the

rare occasion when an electron-

positron collision produces a

neutrino and anti-neutrino,

these two particles fly straight

out of the star. The energy is

gone forever.

Neutrino-antineutrino pro-

duction by this method is very

rare, even at temperatures of

600 million degrees Kelvin. Cal-
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dilations show that only once in

1020 electron-positron collisions

will a neutrino-antineutrino pair

be formed. But astrophysics is

filled with large numbers. Aged,
hot stars produce neutrinos and
antineutrinos at a pace brisk
enough to seal their own fate. At
high-enough temperatures, a
star can produce so many neu-

trino-antineutrino pairs that
these particles will carry off all

the star's energy in a little more
than 24 hours!

When that happens, the star

has no recourse but to collapse

violently. This collapse heats up
the star to the point where its

core literally explodes—a titanic

nuclear bomb. The star is torn
apart by the blast wave of the
explosion. This is the answer to

the puzzling question of the su-

pernovae. Ironically, the explo-

sion produces still more neutri-

nos, of the highest energy of all.

Supernova explosions might also

be the source of cosmic rays,

many astronomers believe.

The Neutrino Universa

The age of neutrino astron-

omy is apparently close at hand.
What would the universe look

like, if we could really see neu-

trinos, instead of visible light?

The Sun, of course, would be a
much smaller disk. And it would
be visible regardless of the time

of. day, because we could see it

shining through the Earth. The
heavens would be greatly al-

tered. Most of the constellations

would disappear, since their
stars are only dim emitters of
neutrinos. But perhaps familiar
Orion would not suffer too much,
since that constellation is com-
posed mainly of very hot stars

that should be beaming neu-
trinos at a prodigious rate. (The
Orion stars are young, but for
the most part very large and hot
bluish giants and supergiants.)

If we were capable of watching
the stars for millions of years,

we would notice the neutrino-

brightness of some of them
steadily increasing. And where
we saw a steady increase in anti-

neutrinos as well, we would
know that a supernova is on the
way. In fact, one of the first

tasks the neutrino-astronomers
have set themselves is to monitor
the occurrence of anti-neutrinos,

in an effort to create a supernova
early-warning system.

Neutrino astronomy is still too

new and untried to have had any
effect on astronomy as yet. Still,

20 years ago, radio telescopes

were in the same condition.

Radio astronomy has since added
a new dimension to the old sci-

ence of star-gazing. Will neu-
trino astronomy have as great
an impact? It seems very likely.
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the Winds of If
By A. BERTRAM CHANDLER

Things are bleak enough at the Edge of Darkness

without looking for trouble. But this ship found

trouble time and time again. And not the least of the

problems was: which Time was it in? Another provoca-

tive saga of the men and women of The Rim Worlds.

chapter l how, that a drab and miserable

SHE was old and tired, was Rim end awaited her in the ungentle

Dragon—and after this, her hands of the breakers, as though

final voyage, we were feeling just she had been determined to fore-

that way ourselves. It was as stall the inevitable, to go out in a

though she had known, some- blaze of glory—or as much glory
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as would have been possible for

a decrepit Epsilon Class tramp
finishing her career, after many
changes of ownership, at the

very rim of the Galaxy, the edge

of night.

Fortunately for us, she had

overdone things.

Off Groller, for example, a mal-

functioning of the control room
computer had coincided with a

breakdown of the main propel-

lant pump. If the Second Mate
hadn't got his sums wrong we
should have been trapped in a

series of grazing ellipses, with no
alternative but to take to the

boats in a hurry before too deep

a descent into the atmosphere

rendered this impossible. As
things worked out, however, the

mistakes made by our navigator

(and his pet computer) resulted

in our falling into a nice, stable

orbit, with ample time at our dis-

posal in which to make repairs.

Then there had been Pile trou-

ble, and Mannschenn Drive trou-

ble—and for the benefit of those

of you who have never experi-

enced this latter, all I can say is

that it is somewhat hard to carry

out normal shipboard duties

when you're not certain if it's

High Noon or last Thursday. It

was during the Mannschenn
Drive trouble that Cassidy, our

Reaction Drive Chief Engineer,

briefly lost control of his temper-
amental fissioning furnace. By
some miracle the resultant flood

of radiation seemed to miss all

human personnel. It was the al-

gae tanks that caught it—and
this was all to the good, as a mu-
tated virus had been running riot

among the algae, throwing our
air conditioning and sewage dis-

posal entirely out of kilter. The
virus died, and most of the algae

died—but enough of the organ-

isms survived to be the parents of

a new and flourishing population.

There had been the occasions

when she had not overdone
things, but when her timing had
been just a little out. There had
been, for example, the tube lin-

ing that had cracked just a sec-

ond or so too late (fortunately,

from our viewpoint) but, none-

theless, had resulted in our sit-

ting down on the concrete apron
of Port Grimes, on Tharn, hard
enough to buckle a vane.

There had been another pro-

pellant pump failure—this time
on Mellise—that caused us to be
grounded on that world for re-

pairs at just the right time to be
subjected to the full fury of a
tropical hurricane. Luckily, the

procedure for riding out such at-

mospheric disturbances is laid

down in Rim Runners' Standing
Orders and Regulations.

Anyhow, the voyage was now
over—almost over, that is.

WE were dropping down to

Port Forlorn, on Lorn, fall-

ing slowly down the column of in-
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candescence that was pur Reac-

tion Drive, drifting cautiously

down to the circle of drab grey

concrete that was the spaceport

apron, to the grey concrete that

was hardly distinguishable from
the grey landscape, from the

dreary flatlands over which drift-

ed the thin rain and the grey

smoke and the dirty fumes
streaming from the stacks of the

refineries.

We were glad to be back—but,

even so . . .

Ralph Listowel, the Mate, put

into words the feeling that was,

I think, in the minds of all but

one of us. He quoted sardonical-

ly,

"Lives there a man with soul

so dead

Who never to himself hath said

When returning from some
foreign strand

This is my own, my native

land?".

.

The only genuine, native-born

Rim Worlder among us was the

Old Man. He looked up from his

console to scowl at his Chief Of-

ficer. And then I, of course, had

to make matters worse by throw-

ing in my own two bits' worth of

archaic verse. I remarked, "The

trouble with you, Ralph, is that

you aren't romantic. Try to see

things this way . . .

"Saw the heavens fill with

commerce, argosies with

magic sails,

Pilots of the purple twilight

dropping down with costly

bales . .
."

"What the hell's the bloody

Purser doing in here?" roared

the Captain, turning his glare on

me. "Mr. Malcolm, will you please

get the hell out of my control

room? And you, Mr. Listowel,

please attend to your duties."

I unstrapped myself from my
chair and left, hastily. We car-

ried no Third Mate, and I had

been helping out at landings and

blast-offs by looking after the

R/T. Besides, I liked to be on top

to see everything that was hap-

pening. Sulkily, I made my way
down to the officers' flat, stagger-

ing a little as the ship lurched,

let myself into the wardroom.
The other two "idlers" were

there—Sandra and Doc Jenkins.

They were sprawled at ease in

their acceleration chairs, each

of them sipping a drink from a

tall glass, dewy with condensa-

tion.

"So this is how the poor live,"

I remarked sourly.

"The way that the old bitch

has been carrying on," said the

Doc affably, "we have to assume
that any given drink may be our

last. But how come you're not in

the greenhouse?"

"They gave me the bum's
rush," I admitted, dropping into

the nearest chair, strapping my-
self in. I was feeling extremely

disgruntled. In well manned, well

found ships Pursers are brought
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up to regard the control room as

forbidden ground but, over the

past few months, I had become

used to playing my part in blast-

ings-off and landings, had come

to appreciate the risks that we
were running all the time. If

anything catastrophic happened

I'd be dead, no matter where I

was. But when I die I'd like to

know the reason.

"So they gave you the bum's

rush," said Sandra, not at all

sympathetically. (She had been

heard to complain that if the

Purser was privileged to see all

that was going on, a like privi-

lege should be extended to the

Catering Officer.) "Might I in-

quire why?"
"You might," I told her ab-

sently, listening to the thunder

of the rocket drive, muffled by the

insulation but still loud in the

confined space. It sounded

healthy enough. They seemed to

be getting along without me up

there. But we weren't down yet.

"Why ?" she asked bluntly.

"Give me a drink, and I'll tell

you."

She did not unstrap herself

but extended a long, shapely

arm, managed to shove the heavy

decanter and a glass across the

table so that they were within my
reach.

"All right. If you must know,

I was quoting poetry. Ralph

started it. The Master did not,

repeat not, approve . .
."
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"Poetry," said Sandra flatly,

"and ship handling just don't

mix. Especially at a time like

this."

"She was riding down," I said,

"sweetly and gently, on full au-

tomatic."

"And all of us," she pointed

out, "at the mercy of a single

fuse. I may be only the cook and

bottle washer aboard this wag-

on, but even I know that it is

essential for the officers in Con-

trol to be fully alert at all times."

"All right," I said. "All right."

I glared at her, and she glared

at me. She was always handsome

—but she was almost beautiful

when she was in a bad temper. I

wondered (as I had often won-

dered) what she would be like

when the rather harsh planes

and angles of her face were sof-

tened by some gentler passion.

But she did her job well, and

kept herself to herself—as I had

learned, the hard way.

MEANWHILE, we were still

falling, still dropping, the

muffled thunder of our reaction

drive steady and unfaltering. In

view of the past events and near

disasters of the voyage it was
almost too good to be true. It

was, I decided, too good to be

true—and then, as though in

support of my pessimism, the

sudden silence gripped the

hearts of all of us. Sandra's face

was white under her coppery
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hair and Jenkins' normally rud-
dy complexion was a sickly

green. We waited speechless for
the last, the final crash.

The ship tilted gently, ever so
gently, tilted and righted her-
self, and the stuffy air inside the

wardroom was alive with the
whispered complaints of the
springs and cylinders of her
landing gear. The bulkhead
speaker crackled and we heard
the Old Man's voice: "The set-

down has been accomplished.
All personnel may proceed on
their arrival duties."

CHAPTER 2

TV7E all had work to do—but
*" none of us was particularly

keen on getting started on it. We
were down, and still in one piece,

and we were feeling that sense of
utter relaxation that comes at

the end of a voyage.

Breathing a hearty sigh of un-
ashamed relief, Doc Jenkins un-
strapped himself and poured a
generous drink from the decant-

er into each of our glasses..

"Journey's end," said Doc, mak-
ing a toast of it.

"In lovers' meetings," I add-
ed, finishing the quotation. "Is

there anything left in the bot-

tle?" demanded Ralph Listowel.

We hadn't seen or heard him
come into the wardroom. We
looked up at him in mild amaze-
ment as he stood there, awkward,
gangling, his considerable

height diminished (but ever so
slightly) by his habitual slouch.

There was a worried expression
on his lined face. I wondered just
what was wrong now.

"Here, Ralph," said Sandra,
passing him a drink.

"Thanks." The Mate gulped.
"H'm. Not bad." He gulped again.
"Any more?"

"Building up your strength,
Ralph?" asked Sandra sweetly.

"Could be," he admitted. "Or,
perhaps, this is an infusion of
Dutch courage."

"What do you want it for?" I

asked. "The hazards of the voy-
age are over and done with."
"Those hazards," he said

gloomily. "But there are worse
hazards than those in Space.
When mere Chief Officers are
bidden to report to the Super's
office, at once, there's something
cooking—and, I shouldn't mind
betting you a month's pay, some-
thing that stinks."

"Just a routine bawling out,"
I comforted him. "After all, you
can't expect to get away with
everything aU the time."

A wintry grin did nothing to
soften his harsh features. "But
it's not only me he wants. He
wants you, Sandra, and you, Doc,
and you, Peter. And our commis-
sioned clairvoyant. One of you
had better go to shake him out
of his habitual stupor."

"But what have we done?"
asked Doc in a worried voice.
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"My conscience is clear," I

said. "At least, I think it is . .
."

"My -conscience is clear," stat-

ed Sandra firmly.

"Mine never is," admitted Doc

Jenkins gloomily.

The Mate put his glass down

on the table. "All right," he told

us brusquely. "Go and get

washed behind the ears and

brush your hair. One of you drag

the crystal gazer away from his

dog's brain in aspic and try to

get him looking something like

an officer and a gentleman."

"Relax, Ealph," said Jenkins,

pouring what was left in the de-

canter into his own glass.

"I wish I could. But it's

damned odd the way the Com-

modore is yelling for all of us. I

may not be a psionie radio offi-

cer, but I have my hunches."

Jenkins laughed. "One thing is

certain, Ralph, he's not sending

for us to fire us. Rim Runners

are never that well off for offi-

cers. And once we've come out to

the Rim, we've hit rock bottom."

He began to warm up. "We've

run away from ourselves as far

as we can, to the very edge of

night, and we ean't run any fur-

ther . .
."

"Even so . .
." said the Mate.

"Doc's right," said Sandra.

"He'll just be handing out new
appointments to all of us. With a

bit of luck—or bad luck?—we
might be shipping out together

again,"
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What about the Old Man?" I

asked. "And the engineers? Are

they bidden to the Presence?"

"No," said Ralph. "As far as I

know, they'll just be going on

leave." He added gloomily,

"There's something in the wind

as far as we're concerned. I wish

I knew what it was . .
."

"There's only one way to find

out," said Sandra briskly, get-

ting to her feet.

WE left the ship together

—

Ralph, Doc Jenkins, Sandra,

Smethwick and myself. Ralph,

who was inclined to take his

Naval Reserve commission seri-

ously, tried to make it a march
across the dusty, scarred con-

crete to the low huddle of admin-

istration buildings. Both Sandra

and I tried to play along with

him—but Doc Jenkins and our

tame telepath could turn any

march into a straggle without

even trying. For Smethwick there

was, perhaps, some excuse; re-

leased from the discipline of

watchkeeping he was renewing

contact with his telepathic

friends all over the planet. He
wandered along like a man in a

dream, always on the point of

falling over his own feet. And
Jenkins rolled happily beside

him, a somewhat inane grin on

his ruddy face. I guessed that in

the privacy of his cabin he had
depleted his stocks of Jungle

Juice still further.
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It was a relief to get into the
office building, out of the insist-

ent, nagging wind. The air was
pleasantly warm, but my eyes
were still stinging. I ased my
handkerchief to try to clear the
gritty particles from them, saw,

through tears, that the others
were doing the same—all save

Smethwick who, lost in some
private world of his own, was
oblivious to discomfort. Ralph in

the lead, we started to ascend
the stairs, paused to throw a
beckoning nod at us. Not with-
out reluctance we followed.

'"FHERE was the familiar door
-- at the end of the passageway,
with Astronautical Superintend-
ent inscribed on the translucent

plastic. The door opened of itself

as we approached. Through the
doorway we could see the big,

cluttered desk and, behind it, the

slight, wiry figure of Commodore
Grimes. He had risen to his feet,

but he still looked small, dwarfed
by the furnishings that must
have been designed for a much
larger man. I was relieved to see

that his creased and pitted face
was illumined by a genuinely
friendly smile, his teeth star-

tlingly white against the dark
skin.

"Come in," he boomed. "Come
in, all of you." He waved a hand
to the chairs that had been set

in a rough semi-circle before his

desk. "Be seated."

When the handshaking and
the exchange of courtesies were
over we sat down. There was a
period of silence while Miss Hal-
lows busied herself with the per-
colator and the cups. My atten-
tion was drawn by an odd look-
ing model on the Commodore's
desk, and I saw that the others,
too, were looking at it curiously
and that old Grimes was watch-
ing us with a certain degree of
amusement. It was a ship, that
was obvious, but it could not
possibly be a spaceship. It was, I

guessed, some sort of aircraft;
there was a cigar-shaped hull

and, protruding from it, a fan-
tastically complicated array of
spars and vanes. I know even
less about aeronautics than I do
about astronautics—after all,

I'm just the spacefaring office

boy—but even I doubted if such
a contraption could ever fly. I
turned my head to look at Ralph

;

he was staring at the thing with
a sort of amused and amazed
contempt.

"Admiring my new toy?"
asked the Commodore with a
knowing smile.

"It's rather . . . It's rather
odd, sir," said Ralph.

"Go on," chuckled Grimes.
"Why don't you ask?"
There was an embarrassed si-

lence, broken by Sandra. "All
right, Commodore. What is it?"

"That, my dear," he told her,
"is your new ship."
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CHAPTER 3

WE looked at the Commodore,

and he looked back at us. I

tried to read his expression,

came to the reluctant conclusion

that he wasn't joking. We looked

at the weird contraption on his

desk. Speaking for myself—the

more I stared at it, the less like a

ship it seemed. Have you ever

seen those fantastic ornamental

carp that are bred on Earth,

their bodies surrounded by an

ornate tracery of filmy fins, util-

ity sacrificed to appearance?

That's what the thing reminded

me of. It was pretty, beautiful,

even, in a baroque kind of way,

but quite useless. And Grimes

had told us, quite seriously, that

it was a model of our new ship.

Ralph cleared his throat. He
said, "Excuse me, sir, but I don't

quite understand. That . . .

that model doesn't seem to rep-

resent a conventional vessel. I

can't see any signs of a ven-

turi . . ." He was on his feet

now, bending over the desk.

"And are those propellers? Or

should I say airscrews?" He
straightened up. "And she's not

a gaussjammer, one of the old:

Ehrenhaft Drive jobs. That's

certain."

Old Grimes was smiling again.

"Sit down, Captain Listowel.

There's no need to get excited."

"Captain Listowel?" asked

Ralph.

"Yes." The smile vanished aa

though switched off. "But only if

you agree to sail in command
of . . ." he gestured towards the

model . . . "Flying Cloud."

"Flying Cloud? But that's a

Trans-Galactic Clipper name

Grimes smiled again. "The

first Flying Cloud was a clipper

on Earth's seas, in the days of

wooden ships and iron men. This

Flying Cloud is a clipper, too

—

but not a Trans-Galactic Clipper.

She is the latest addition to Rim
Runners' • fleet, the first of her

kind."

"But . . ." Ralph was looking

really worried now. "But, sir,

there are many senior Masters

in this employ. Come to that,

there are quite a few Chief Of-

ficers senior to me . .
."

"And all of them," said

Grimes, "old and set in their

ways, knowing only one way of

getting from Point A to Point

B, and not wanting to know any

other. Lift on Reaction Drive.

Aim for the target star. Acceler-

ate. Cut Reaction Drive. Switch

on Mannschenn Drive. A child

could do it. And while all this is

going on you have the ship over-

manned with a pack of engineers,

eating their heads off and pull-

ing down high salaries, and get-

ting to the stage where they re-

gard the ship merely as a plat-

form upon which to mount their

precious machinery . .

I couldn't help grinning. It
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was common knowledge that

Grimes didn't like engineers and
was hardly on speaking terms
with the Engineer Superintend-

ents.

But Ralph, once he" had
smelled a rat, was stubborn. And
he was frank. He said, "I appre-

ciate the promotion, sir. But
there must be a catch in it."

"Of course there is. Life is just

one long series of catches.

Ralph was persistent. This

. .
." he nodded towards the

model . . . "is obviously some-
thing new, something highly ex-

perimental As you know, I hold

my Master's Certificate—but it's

valid in respect of conventional

drives only . .
."

"But you, Captain Listowel,

are the only officer we have with
any qualifications at all in re-

spect of the Erikson Drive." He
pulled a folder out of the top
drawer of his desk, opened it.

"Like most of our personnel, you
made your way out to the Rim by
easy stages. You were four years
on Atlantia. You shipped in

tops'l schooners as navigator

—

it seems that the Atlantian Min-
istry of Transport recognizes as-

tronautical certificates of com-
petency insofar as navigation is

concerned. You thought of set-

tling permanently on the planet

and becoming a professional sea-

man. You sat for, and obtained,

your Second Mate's Certificate in

Sail . .
."

"But what connection . . .
?"

"Let me finish. You were in

Rim Leopard when she had that
long spell for repairs on Tharn.
You elected to take part of your
leave on that world—and you
shipped out as a supernumerary
officer in one of their trading
schooners . .

."

"Even so . .
."

"Take it from me, Captain
Listowel, that your fore-and-aft

rig Second Mate's ticket, togeth-

er with your experience, means
more than your Master Astro-
naut's Certificate. Too, you are
qualified in one other, very im-
portant way." He looked at each
of us in turn. "You're all quali-

fied."

"I know nothing about wooden
ships, Commodore," said Jen-
kins, "and I'm not an iron man."

"Too right, Doctor," agreed
the Commodore cheerfully. "But
you have no close ties on any of
the Rim Worlds—neither chick
nor child, as the saying goes.

And that applies to all of you."
"This new ship is dangerous?"

asked Ralph quietly.

"No, Captain Listowel. She's
safer than the average spaceship
—far safer than Rim Dragon.
She'll be as easy as an old shoe.
And economical to run. She is,"

he went on, "a prototype. It is

our intention, insofar as some
trades are concerned, to make
her the standard carrier."

"And the catch?"
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ALL right. You're entitled to

know." He leaned back in

his chair, gazed at the ceiling as

though in search of inspiration.

"You are all of you, I take it,

familiar with the principle of the

conveyor belt?"

"Of course," Ealph told him.

"Good. You know, then, that as

long as the belt is kept loaded,

the speed at which it is run is of

relatively minor importance. So

it is with shipping. Express

services are desirable for mails

and passengers and perishables

—but what does it matter if a

slab of zinc is ten years on the

way instead of ten weeks?"

"It will matter a lot to the

crew of the ship," grumbled Doc.

"I agree. But when the ship is

travelling almost at the speed of

light, there will not be a lapse of

ten years subjective time. To the

crew it will be just a normal

interstellar voyage."

"But," objected Ralph. "Ten

years. Where does the economy

come in?"

"In manning, for a start. I

have already discussed the mat-

ter with the Astronauts' Guild,

and they agree that personnel

should be paid on the basis of

subjective elapsed time . .
."

"What !" exploded Ralph.

"Plus a bonus," added Grimes

hastily. "Then there's fuel eon-

sumption. There'll be a Pile, of

course, but it will be a small one.

It will be required only to supply

power for essential services and

auxiliary machinery. As you all

know, fissionable elements are ini

short supply and very expensive,

on the Rim Worlds, so that's a

big saving. Then, there'll be no'

Reaction Drive and Interstellar

Drive Engineers to wax fat on

their princely salaries. One Don-

keyman, on junior officer's pay,

will be able to handle the job . .

."
:

"A Donkeyman?" asked San-

dra, her voice puzzled.

"Yes, my dear. In the last days

of sail, on Earth, the windjam-

mers used some auxiliary ma-

chinery, steam driven. The me-

chanic who looked after and ran

this was rated as Donkeyman."

Then Ralph voiced the

thoughts, the objections of all of

us. He complained, "You've told

. us nothing, Commodore. You
want us to buy a pig in a poke.

You've mentioned something

called the Erikson Drive, and

you've given us a short lecture

on the economics of ship man
agement, but we're spacemen,

not accountants. Oh, I know that

we're supposed to get our star

wagons from Point A to Point B
as economically as possible—but

getting them there is the prime

consideration. And, frankly, I

don't see how that contraption

could get from one side of the

spaceport to the other . .
."

Grimes looked down at the

cold coffee in his cup with dis-

taste. He got up, went to his fil-
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ing cabinet and pulled out the

"W" drawer, taking from it a
bottle of whisky and glasses. He
said, "It's rather a long story,

but you're entitled to hear it. I

suggest that we all make our-

selves comfortable."

We settled down with our
drinks to listen.

CHAPTER 4

VOU will recall (he said) that,

some few years ago, I com-
missioned Faraway Quest to

carry out a survey of this sector

of the Galaxy. To the Galactic

East I made contact with Tharn
and Groller, Mellise and Stree,

but you are all familiar with the

planets of the Eastern Circuit.

My first sweep, however, was to

the West . . . Yes, there are
worlds to the West, populous
planets whose peoples have fol-

lowed a course of evolution par-

allel to our own. They're more
than merely humanoid, some of

these people. They're human.
But—and it's one helluva big
"but"—their worlds are anti-

matter worlds. We didn't realize

this until an attempt was made
to establish contact with an alien

ship. Luckily only two people

were directly involved—our own
Psionic Radio Officer and a wom-
an, who seemed to hold the same
rank, from the other vessel. The
idea was that they should meet
and rub noses and so on in one
of Faraway Quest's boats'; mid-

way between the two ships ; both
I and the other Captain were
worried about the possibility of
the exchange of viruses, bacteria
and whatever, and this boat of
mine was supposed to be a sort of

quarantine station. But we need
not have worried. Our two pet
guinea pigs went up and out in a
flare of energy that would have
made a fusion bomb look silly.

So that was it, I thought at

the time. The Psionic Radio Of-
ficers had had it, in a big way,
so communications had broken
down. And it was quite obvious
that any contact between our-
selves and the people of the anti-

matter worlds was definitely im-
possible. I got the hell out and
ran to the Galactic East. I made
landings on Tharn and Grollor
and Mellise and Stree and dick-

ered with the aborigines and laid

the foundations of our Eastern
Circuit trade. But there was that
nagging doubt at the back of my
mind; there was that unfinished
business to the West. Cutting a
long story short, after things
were nicely sewn up on the East-
ern Circuit worlds I went back.

I managed to establish contact
—but not physical contact!

—

with the dominant race. I'd re-

placed my Psionic Radio Officer,

of course, but it was still a long
job. I'm sure that Mr. Smeth-
wick won't mind if I say that the
average professional telepath
just hasn't got the right kind of
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mind to cope with technicalities.

But we worked out a code to use

with buzzer and flashing lamp

and, eventually, we were even

able to talk directly on the RT
without too many misunder-

standings.

We traded ideas. Oddly enough

—or not so oddly—there wasn't

much to trade. Their technology

was about on the same level as

our own. They had atomic power

(but who hasn't?) and inter-

stellar travel, and their ships

used a version of the Manns-

chenn Drive, precessing gyro-

scopes and all. It was all very

interesting, academically speak-

ing, but it got neither party any-

where. Anything we knew and

used, they knew and used. Any-

thing they knew and used, we

knew and used. It was like hav-

ing a heart to heart talk with

one's reflection in a mirror.

Oh, there were a few minor

differences. That new system of

governor controls for the Mann-

schenn Drive, for example—we
got that from the anti-matter

people. And they'd never

dreamed of keeping fish in their

hydroponics tanks, but they're

doing it now. But there was noth-

ing really important.

But I had to bring something.

back. And I did. No doubt you've

often wondered just what is go-

ing on inside Satellite XIV. It's

been there for years, hanging in

its equatorial orbit, plastered

56

with keep off notices. It's still

there—but the reason for its

construction has been removed.

I BROUGHT something back. I

brought back a large hunk of

anti-matter. It's iron—or should

I say "anti-iron"? But, iron or

anti-iron, it still behaves as iron

in a magnetic field. It's hanging

in its casing, making no contact

with the walls—and it had better

not!—held in place by the pow-

erful magnets. It'd be safe in a

hard vacuum, but it's safer still

suspended in the neutronium

that the University boys were

able to cook up for me.

Well, I had this hunk of anti-

matter. I still have. The problem

was—what was it good for?

Power? Yes—but how could it

be used? No doubt some genius

will come up with the answer

eventually, but, so far, nobody

has* In the laboratory built

around it—Satellite XIV—tech-

niques were developed for carv-

ing off small pieces of it, using

laser, and these tiny portions

were subjected to experiment.

One of the experiments—bom-

bardment with neutrinos—yield-

ed useful results. After such a

bombardment anti-matter ac-

quires the property of anti-grav-

ity. It's analogous to permanent

magnetism in many ways—but,

as far as the scientists have been

able to determine really perma-

nent.
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But how to use it? The answer
is obvious, you'll say. Use it in

spaceships. That's what I came up
with myself. I passed the problem
on to Dr. Kramer at the Univer-
sity. I don't profess to be able to

make head or tail of his math

—

but it boils down to this: Anti-
matter and the temporal preces-

sion field of the Mannschenn
Drive just don't mix. Or they do
mix—too well. This is the way
that I understand it. You use anti-

matter, and anti-gravity, to get
upstairs. Well and good. You use
your gyroscopes to get lined up on
the target star, then you accel-

erate. You build up velocity, and
then you cut the Reaction Drive.

Well and good. Then you switch
on the Mannschenn Drive . . .

You switch on the Mann-
schenn Drive—and as your ship
consists of both normal matter
and anti-matter she'll behave

—

abnormally. Oh, there'll be tem-
poral precession all right. But
. . . The ship, herself, will go
astern in Time, as she should

—

and that hunk of anti-matter
will precess in the opposite tem-
poral direction. The result, of
course, will be catastrophic.

Even so—if I may borrow one
of your pet expressions, Captain
Listowel—even so, I was sure
that anti-matter, with its prop-
erty of induced anti-gravity,

would be of great value in space
travel. There was this lump of

iron that I had dragged all the
way back from the Galactic
West, encased in aluminum and
neutronium and alnico magnets,
hanging there in its orbit, quite

useless, so far, but potentially

extremely useful. There must be
a way to use it.

But what was the way?
(He looked at us, as though

waiting for intelligent sugges-
tions. None were forthcoming.
He drained his glass. He refilled

it. He waited until we had re-

filled ours.)

I kept thinking of what Julius
Caesar said when he landed in

England, Veni, vedi, vici. I came,
I saw, I conquered.

Well, insofar as the anti-mat-
ter worlds were concerned, I

came, I saw—and I didn't con-
quer. All I had to show for my
trouble was this damned great
hunk of anti-iron, and I just
couldn't figure out a use for it. It

irked me more than somewhat.
So, after worrying about it all

rather too much, I retired from
the field and left it all to my
Subconscious.

I had a fairly large library at
home including many books on
the history of transport. In my
leisure I found them fascinating
reading. Galleys, with sweating
slaves manning the sweeps. Gal-
leons—with wind power replac-

ing muscle power. The clipper

ships—acres of canvas spread to

the gales of the Roaring Forties.
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The first steamships. The mo-

tor ships. The nuclear powered

ships. And, in the air, the air-

ships—dirigible balloons. The
aeroplanes. The jets. The rockets

—and the first spaceships.

And with the spaceships sail

came back, but briefly. There

was the Erikson Drive. There

were the ships that spread their

great plastic sails and drifted

out from the orbit of Earth to

that of Mars, but slowly, slowly.

It was a good idea—but as long

as those ships had mass it was
impracticable. Even so, had
there then been any means of

nullifying gravity they would

have superseded the rockets.

Then the penny dropped. The
oldtimers didn't have anti-grav-

ity. I do have anti-gravity. I can

build a real sailing ship—a ves-

sel to run before the photon gale,

a ship that can be handled just

as the old windjammers on

Earth's seas were handled. A
ship, come to that, Captain Lis-

towel, that can be handled just

as the tops'l schooners on At-

lanta's seas are handled . . .

(He waved a hand towards the

model on his desk.)

There she is. There's Flying

Cloud. The first of the real light-

jammers. And she's yours.

CHAPTER S

EVEN so . . ." murmured
Ralph, breaking the silence,

"I don't think that I'm qualified.

I doubt if any of us are quali-

fied."

"You are qualified," stated

Grimes flatly- "You've experience

in sail, which is more than afly

other Master or officer in this

employ can boast. Oh, there was
Calver. He was in sail, too, be-

fore he joined us, but he's no

longer with us. So you're the

only possible choice."

"But . . . I've no real qualifi-

cations."

Grimes laughed. "Who has?

There teas a Certificate of Com-
petency, Erikson Drive, issued

on Earth a few centuries ago.

But don't let that bother you.

The Rim Confederacy will issue

Certificates of Competency for

the Improved Erikson Drive."

"And the examiner?" asked

Ralph.

"For a start, you," stated

Grimes.

"But, damn it all, sir, there

aren't any text books, manu-

als . .
."

"You will write them when you

get around to it."

"Even so, sir," protested

Ralph, "this is rather much.

Don't think that Im not appreci-

ative of the promotion, but . .
."

Grimes grinned happily. He
said, "In my own bumbling way
—after all, I'm a spaceman,

neither a seaman nor an airman

—I've worked out some rough

and ready methods for handling

this brute," His hand went out to
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the beautiful model on his desk
with a possessive, caressing ges-

ture. "If it were not for the fact

that I have a wife and family

I'd be sailing as her first Master.

As things are, although not

without reluctance, I've had to

waive that privilege. But I can

give you a rough idea of what's

required . .
."

He took from the top drawer
of his desk a little control panel,

set it down before himself. He
pressed a stud and we watched,

fascinated, as the spars rotated

on their long axes and then,

when the sails were furled, folded

back into slots in the shell plat-

ing.

"As you see," he told us,

"there are now only the atmos-

pheric control surfaces left ex-

posed—including, of course, the

airscrews. In appearance the
ship is not unlike one of the dir-

igible airships of the early days

of aviation. A lighter-than-air

ship, in fact. But she's not light-

er than air. Not yet.

"This model, as you've all

probably guessed by this time, is

a working model—insofar as her
handling inside atmospheric

limits is concerned. She has
within her a tiny fragment of

the anti-iron, a miniscule sphere
of anti-matter complete with in-

duced anti-gravity . . ." He
looked at Ralph. "Now, I'd like

you to get the feel of her, Cap-
tain Listowel. Go on, she won't

bite you. Take hold of her. Lift

her off the desk."

Ralph got slowly to his feet,

extended two cautious hands, got

his fingers around the cylindri-

cal hull. He said, accusingly,

"But she's heavy . .
."

"Of course she's heavy. When
the real ship is berthed on a
planetary surface to discharge

and load cargo we don't want her
at the mercy of every puff of

wind. All right, put her down
again. And now stand back."

T>ALPH stood back, without
reluctance. Grimes pressed

another stud on his control pan-
el. None of us was expecting
what happened next—the stream
of water that poured from vents
on the underside of the model,
flooding the desk top, dripping

onto the carpet. Miss Hallows
clucked annoyance, we just
watched, fascinated. The Com-
modore smiled happily, his

hands busy at the miniature
controls. There was the whine of
a motor inside the model ship
and the two airscrews at the af-

ter end started to turn. Before
they had picked up speed, while
the separate blades were still

clearly visible, Flying Cloud be-

gan to move, sliding slowly over
the smooth surface of the desk.

(I noticed that she barely dis-

turbed the film of moisture.) She
reached the edge and she dropped
—but slowly, slowly, and then
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the control surfaces, elevators

and rudder, twitched nervously,

and her screws were a translu-

cent blur, and her fall was

checked and she was rising,

obedient to her helm, making a

circuit of the desk and gaining

altitude with every lap. There

was still a dribble of water from
her outlets that fell, shockingly

cold, on our upturned faces.

"You see," said Grimes. "In an

atmosphere you have no worries

at all. Drive her down on nega-

tive dynamic lift, start the com-

pressors if you have to to give

her a little extra mass with com-

pressed air." (A faint throb was

audible above the whine of the

motors.) "Open your valves if

you think that she's getting too

heavy." (We heard the thin,

high whistle.) "I'm sorry that I

can't give a real demonstration

of how she'll handle in Deep
Space, but I can give you some

sort of an idea." (He jockeyed

the model almost to ceiling level,

manipulated the controls so that

she was hanging stern on to the

big overhead light globe.)

"There's the Sun," he said. "The
Sun, or any other source of pho-

tons. You spread your sails . .
."

(The spars extended from the

hull, the complexity of plastic

vanes unfurled.) "And off you

go. Mind you, I'm cheating. I'm

using the air screws. And now,

watch carefully. One surface of

each sail is silvered, the other

surface is black. By use of the

reflecting and absorbing sur-

faces I can steer the ship, I can

even exercise control over her

speed . . . Any questions, Cap-

tain Listowel?"

"Not yet," said Ralph cau-

tiously.

"I've told you all I know,"

Grimes told him cheerfully. "I

admit that this handling of her

in Deep Space, under sail, is all

theory and guesswork. You'll

have to make up the rule as you

go along. But the atmospheric

handling is pretty well worked

out. Landing, for example." He
looked at his secretary. "Miss

Hallows, is the spaceport open

for traffic?"

She sighed, then said, "Yes,

Commodore."
"But it's not," he said.

She sighed again, got to her

feet and went to a door, her man-

ner displaying a certain embar-

rassment. Behind the door was
Commodore Grimes' private lav-

atory.

"And that," said Grimes, "is

a working model of the spaceport

of the near future. A lake, natu-

ral or artificial. Or a wide river.

Or a sheltered bay. Maintenance

costs cut to a bare minimum . .
."

I got to my feet, saw that the

tub was full.

The model Flying Cloud

droned slowly over our heads,

her suit of sails once again with-

drawn, steered through the open
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door of the bathroom, her air-

screws and elevators driving her
down in a long slant towards the

surface of the water in the tub.

While she was still all of three

feet above it a tendril snaked
from her underbelly, a long tube

that extended itself until its end

was submerged. Once again

there was the throbbing of a tiny

pump and the model settled,

gradually at first, then faster,

then dropping with a startlingly

loud splash.

"A clumsy landing," admitted

Grimes, "but I'm sure that you'll

do better, Captain."

"I hope so," said Ralph gloom-

ily.

CHAPTER 6

J^VEN so, Ralph, I think, thor-

oughly enjoyed himself in the

few weeks that followed. I

doubt if any of the rest of us

did. I know that I didn't. Sailing

as a sport is all very well on a
planet like Caribbea, but it has

little to recommend it on a bleak

slag heap such as Lorn. Oh,

there's always a wind—but

that wind is always bitter and,

as often as not, opaque with grit-

ty dust.

I don't think that anybody had
ever sailed on Lorn until we, the

future personnel of Flying Cloud

cast off our sleek, smart cata-

maran from the rickety jetty on
the shore of Lake Misere, under

the derisive stares of the local

fishermen in their shabby,

power-driven craft, to put in

hour after hour, day after day of

tacking and wearing, running
free, sailing close hauled and all

the rest of it.

But Ralph was good. I have to

admit that. I was amazed to

learn that so much control of the

flimsy, complicated, wind-driven

contraption was possible. In my
innocence I had always assumed
that a sailing vessel could pro-

ceed only in a direction exactly

opposite to that from which the

wind was blowing. I learned bet-

ter. We all learned better. But I

still think that there are easier

ways of under sail.

Yes, we all of us had to get a

grounding in sail seamanship

—

Sandra, Doc Jenkins and Smeth-
wick as well as myself. We gath-

ered that Commodore Grimes
wasn't finding it easy to find of-

ficers for his new, new ship.

When we had all become mors
or less competent sailormen

—

Ralph called it Part A of our
certificates—we thought that the

worst was over. How wrong we
were! The next stage of our
training was to bumble around
in yet another archaic contrap-

tion, a clumsy, lighter-than-air

monstrosity called a blimp. (Like

the catamaran, it had been built

merely for instructional pur-

poses.) I don't profess to know
the origin of the name, but it

looked like a blimp. One just
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couldn't imagine it's being called

anything else. There was a flac-

cid bag of gas—helium—shaped

like a fat cigar, and from this

depended a streamlined cabin

that was control room, living

quarters and engine room. There

was a propeller driven by a small

diesel motor, that drove us

through the air at a maximum
speed of 50 knots. (Our speed

over the ground was, of course,

governed by wind direction and

velocity.) There was a lot of com-

plicated juggling with gas and

ballast. There was the occasion

when we were blown off course,

drifting helplessly over Port

Forlorn just as Rim Hound was

coming in. Ralph told us after-

wards that had the blimp been

hydrogen filled it would have

been our finish—as it was, with

our gasbag all but burst by

the searing heat of Rim Hound's

exhaust, leaking from every

seam, we made an ignonomious

crash landing in Lake Misere,

from which dismal puddle we
were rescued by the fishermen

—

who were, of course, highly

amused to see us again, and in

even more ludicrous circum-

stances than before.

But the blimp was patched up

and made airworthy—as air-

worthy as she ever would be,

and we carried on with our train-

ing. And we got the feel of the

brute. We neither respected nor

loved her, but we came to under-

stand what she could and could

not do and, when Ralph had de-

cided that we all (including him- '

self) had passed for Part B of <

our certificates we proceeded, in

the little airship, to Port Erikson

on the southern shore of Cold-
j

harbor Bay.

THERE'S one thing you can

say in favor of the Survey

Service boys who first made land-

ings on the Rim Worlds, and you

can say the same thing in favor

of the first colonists. When it

came to dishing out names they

were realistic. Lorn . . . Port

Forlorn . . . Lake Misere . . .

The Great Barrens . . . Mount
Desolation . . . Coldharbor Bay

The trip was not a happy one.

In spite of the heat from the sin-

gle diesel the cabin was bitterly

cold as we threaded our way over

and through the Great Barrens,

skirting the jagged, snow-cov-

ered peaks, fighting for altitude

in the higher passes, jettisoning

ballast when dynamic lift proved

insufficient and then, perforce,

being obliged to valve gas for

the long slant down over the

dreary tundra that somebody in

the First Expedition had named
the Nullarbor Plain.

And there was Coldharbor Bay
ahead, a sliver of dull lead inset

in the dun rim of the horizon.

There was Coldharbor Bay, lead-

en water under a leaden sky, and
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a huddle of rawly new buildings

along its southern shore, and
something else, something big
and silvery, somehow graceful,

that looked out of place in these

drab surroundings.

"The ship," I said unnecessar-

ily. "Flying Cloud."

"Flying Crud!" sneered Doc
Jenkins. He was not in a good
mood. His normally ruddy face

was blue with cold, and a violent

pitch and yaw of the ship, a few
minutes since, had upset a cup
of scalding coffee in his lap.

"And what ruddy genius was it,"

he demanded, "who decided to

establish a spaceport in tbese

godforsaken latitudes? Damn it

all, it isn't as though we had the

Ehrenhaft Drive to contend with
and lines of magnetic force to

worry about. And both old

Grimes and you, Ralph, have
been harping on the fact—or is

it only a theory?—that these

fancy lightjammers will be far

easier to handle in an atmos-
phere than a conventional space-

ship."

"True," admitted Ralph.

"True. But, even so . . . Just
remember that on Lorn every
major center of population is on
or near the equator. And there's

a certain amount of risk in hav-
ing conventional spaceports near

cities—and the conventional

spaceship isn't one per cent as

potentially dangerous as a light-

jammer."

"I don't see it," insisted Doc.
"T.b begin with, there's a much
smaller Pile. A lightjanuner is

far less dangerous."

"Don't forget what's in the
heart of her," said Ralph quiet-

ly. "That core of anti-iron.

Should the casing be breached,

should the anti-matter come into

contact with normal matter . .
."

He lifted his gloved hands
from the wheel in an expressive,

explosive gesture. The ship
swung off course, dipped and
rolled. It was my turn to get a
lapful of hot coffee. I decided
that there was a lot to be said
in favor of the despised drinking
bulbs used in Deep Space.

"Any more questions," asked
Ralph, "before we make it land-

ing stations?"

"If you insist on answering
with your hands," I said, "no."
He grinned ever so slightly.

"All right, then. Now remember,
all of you, that this won't be the
real thing—but it'll be as near
to real as we can make it. To be-
gin with—an upwind approach

"I can see the windsock," said
Sandra, who was using the binoc-
ulars.

"Where away?"
"A degree or so to starboard

of the stern of the ship. On that
tower."

"And wind direction?"

"As near south as dammit.
A following wind."
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"Good. Now, Peter, you're in

charge of the gas valves, and

you, Doc, can handle the bal-

last . .
."

"The tank's dry," grumbled

Jenkins.

"Anything with mass is bal-

last. Anything. Open a port and

have a pile of odds and ends

ready to dump. And you, Mr.

Smethwick, stand by the hose

and pump . .
."

We were over the spaceport

now. We could see the adminis-

tration buildings and the ware-

houses, the long wharf alongside

which lay Flying Cloud. We
could see the little, waving fig-

ures of people. And we could

hear, from our telephone, the

voice of Commodre Grimes

speaking from Spaceport Con-

trol: "What are your intentions,

Captain Listowel? The ground

crew is standing by for your

lines."

"I intend to land on the Bay,

sir, to make this a rehearsal of

landing the big ship."

"A good idea, Captain. Berth

ahead of Flying Cloud."

Ralph brought the blimp

round in a long curve, lined her

up for the beacon at the end of

the wharf. He said sharply,

"Don't valve any gas unless I

tell you, Peter. That's one thing

we shan't be able to do in the

real ship." I saw that he was us-

ing the control surfaces to drive

us down, heard the complaining

of structural members. But the

surface of the water was close

now, closer with every second.

"Mr. Smethwick, the hose!"

I couldn't see what was hap-

pening, but I could visualize that

long tube of plastic snaking

down towards the sea. I felt the

blimp jump and lift as contact

was made and, at Ralph's barked

order, valved a cubic centimetre

or so of helium. I heard the

throbbing whine as the ballast

pump started.

We were down then, the boat

bottom of the cabin slapping (or

being slapped by) the crests of

the little waves, and then, a little

heavier, we were properly water-

bone and taxi-ing in towards the

raw concrete of the new wharf.

It was a good landing—and if

good landings could be made in a

misshapen little brute like the

blimp, then equally good ones

should be made in the proud,

shining ship that we were ap-

proaching.

I thought, with a strong feel-

ing of relief, There's nothing to

worry about after all.

I don't know if that sentence

is included in any collection of

Famous Last Words. If it's not,

it should be.

CHAPTER 7

WE made fast to a couple of

bollards at the foot of the

steps at the end of the wharf.

The blimp lay there quietly
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enough, her wrinkled hide
twitching in the light, eddying
breeze; the high warehouse in-

shore from the quay gave us a
good lee. The linesmen ran out a
light gangway and we maneuv-
ered the end of it through the
cabin door. Smethwick, who had
suffered from airsickness during
our northward flight, started to
hurry ashore. Ralph halted him
with a sharp order. Then he said,
m £l gentler voice, "We all of us
still have a lot to learn about the
handling of lighter-than-air
ships. One thing always to bear
in mind is that any weight dis-

charged has to be compensated
for." He turned to me, saying,

"Peter, stand by the ballast
valve. We shouldn't require the
pomp."

I opened the valve, allowing
the water to run into the tank
below the cabin deck. I shut it

when the Water outside was lap-

ping the sill of the open door.

Smethwick scrambled out and
the ship lurched and lifted. I

opened the valve again, then it

was Sandra's turn to disembark.
Doc Jenkins followed her. Ralph
took my place at the valve and I

followed the Doctor. Finally
Ralph, having satisfied himself
that the blimp wasn't liable to
take off unmanned, joined us on
the wharf.

Commodore Grimes was there,

muffled in a heavy synthefur
coat. With him were two women,

similarly clad. The Super greet-

ed us, then said to Ralph, "A nice

landing, Captain Listowel. I hope
you do as well with Flying
Cloud."

"So do I, sir."

Grimes laughed. "You'd bet-

ter." He gestured towards the
slender, gleaming length of the
big ship. "She cost a little more
than your little gasbag."

We all stared at her. Yes, she
did look expensive. I suppose
that it was because she was new.
The ships to which we had be-

come used out on the Rim were
all second- and even third-hand
tonnage, obsolescent Epsilon
Class tramps auctioned off by
the Interstellar Transport Com-
mission.

Yes, she looked expensive, and
she looked new, and she looked
odd. She didn't look like a space-
ship—or, if she did look like a
spaceship she looked like one
that, toppling on its vaned land-
ing gear, had crashed on to its

side. And yet we felt that this

was the way that she should be
lying. She reminded me, I decid-
ed, of the big commercial sub-
marines used by the Llarsii on
their stormy, watery world.
Grimes was still talking. "Cap-

tain, I'd like you to meet your
new shipmates for the maiden
voyage. This is Miss Wayne, of
the Port Forlorn Chronicle. And,
over here, Miss Simmons, your
Donkeyman ..."
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I looked at the girls curiously

and, I must confess, hopefully.

Perhaps the voyage would be

even more interesting than an-

ticipated.

Martha Wayne was a tall,

slim, sleek brunette—and how
she managed to look sleek and

slim in her shaggy and bulky

furs was something of a mys-

tery. I had read some of her

articles in the Chronicle—usu-

ally towards the end of a voyage,

during that period when any and

every scrap of hitherto unread

printed matter is seized upon

avidly. They'd been just the

Woman's Page slush. Anyhow,
she extended her hand to Ralph

as though she expected him to

make a low bow and kiss it. He
shook it, however, although

without much warmth.
Then there was Miss Simmons.

("Call me Peggy," she said at

once.) She was short, dumpy in

her cold weather clothing. She

had thrown back the hood of her

parka, revealing a head of

tousled sandy hair. Her face was
pretty enough, in an obvious sort

of way, and the smudge of dark

grease on her right cheek some-

how enhanced the prettiness.

"Commodore," said Ralph

slowly, "did I understand you to

say that Miss Simmons is to be

our Donkeyman?"
"Yes, Captain." Grimes looked

slightly embarrassed. "A little

trouble with the Institute . .
."

I could guess what the trouble

was. (I found later that my
guess was right.) The Institute

of Spatial Engineers would be

taking a dim view of the Im-

proved Erikson Drive, the sys-

tem of propulsion that would rob

its members of their hard-won
status. They would refuse to al-

low even a junior member to sign

as Donkeyman—and, no doubt,

they had been able to bring pres-

sure to bear on other engineer-

ing guilds and unions, making
sure that no qualified engineer

would be available.

But a woman . . .

"It's quite all right, Captain,"

the girl assured him brightly.

I had an oil can for a feeding

bottle, and when other kids were
playing with dolls I was amusing
myself with nuts and bolts and
spanners."

"Miss Simmons," explained

Grimes, "is the daughter of an
old friend of mine. Simmons, of

Simmons' Air Car Repair Shop
in Port Forlorn. Her father as-

sures me that Peggy is the best

mechanic he has working for

him."

"Even so . . ." said Ralph.

"There'll be no more discus-

sions," said the Super briskly.

"That's that. Now, if you feel up
to it after your flight in that

makeshift contraption, I suggest

that we make an inspection of

the ship."

"Even so . .
." began Ralph.
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"Even so," flared Grimes, "I've

got you a Donkeyman, and a
damned good one. And Miss
Wayne has been commissioned
to write the journal—a human
journal—of the maiden voyage,

but she's willing to make herself

useful. She'll be signing as As-
sistant Purser."

"All right, Commodore," said

Ralph coldly. "You can hand over

the ship."

CHAPTER 8

TVTORMALLY, handing over a
* spaceship is a lengthy busi-

ness.

But these, we learned, were
not normal circumstances.

Lloyd's of London had issued a
Provisional Certificate of Space-

worthiness—but this, Grimes
told us, was liable to be cancelled

at the drop of a hat. The big

majority of Lloyd's Surveyors
are engineers, and Flying Cloud
was an affront to those arrogant
mechanics. She, as far as they

were concerned, was an impu-
dent putting back of the clock,

an insolent attempt to return to

those good old days when the

Master, in Lloyd's own words,

was "Master under God" and, in

effect, did as he damn' well

pleased. The speed of a wind-
jammer was in direct ratio to the

skill of her Master. The speed of

a lightjammer would be in direct

ratio to the skill of her Master.

The Donkeyman of a windjam-

mer held Petty Officer's rank
only, messing with the Bo's'n,

Carpenter and Sailmaker. The
Donkeyman of a lightjammer
would be a Junior Officer only

because the Merchant Navy
doesn't run to Petty Officers. So
the Institute of Spatial Engi-
neers didn't like lightjammer?.

So they had run, squealing pite-

ously, to Lloyd's. So the heirs

and successors to that Pommy
coffee house proprietor, acting

on the advice of their prejudiced

Surveyors, would, sooner or later

—and, quite probably, sooner

—

get around to revoking that

Provisional Spaceworthiness
Certificate.

Flying Cloud was Grimes'
baby. He had brought back the

anti-matter from the anti-matter

systems. He had worked out a
way in which it might be used.

He had succeded in convincing
his employers that a lightjam-

mer would be the most economi-
cal form of interstellar trans-

port. Now it was up to us to

prove him right. Once the maid-
en voyage was completed suc-

cessfully, Lloyd's would have no
excuse for not granting a Certifi-

.

cate.

So we joined a ship already

spaceworthy in all respects.

While we had been playing
around in the catamaran and the
blimp Grimes had achieved won-
ders. Flying Cloud was fully

stored and provisioned. Algae,
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yeast and tissue cultures were

flourishing. The hydroponic

tanks would have been a credit

to an Empress Class liner. The

last of the cargo—an unromantic

consignment of zinc ingots for

Grollor—was streaming into the

ship by way of the main con-

veyor belt.

We had to take Grimes' word
for it that everything was work-

ing as it should. Grimes' word,

and the word of the Simmons
girl, who assured us that she,

personally, had checked every

piece of machinery. We hoped

that they were right, especially

since there was some equipment,

notably the spars and sails, that

could not be actually tested in-

side an atmosphere, in a heavy

gravitational field.

Anyhow, that was the way of

it. Ralph affixed his autograph to

the Handing Over Form and I, as

Mate (Acting, probably Tempo-
rary, but not Unpaid) witnessed

it. And Martha Wayne, as repre-

sentative of the Port Forlorn

Chronicle, made a sound and vi-

sion recording of the historic

moment. And Doc Jenkins sug-

gested that the occasion called

for a drink. Sandra brought out

two bottles of champagne.
Grimes opened them himself,

laughing wrily as the violently

expanding carbon dioxide shot

the corks up to the deckhead.

"And this," he chuckled, "will be

the only Reaction Drive as far as

this ship's concerned!" And
then, when the glasses were

filled, he raised his in a toast. "To
Flying Cloud," he said solemnly,

"and to all who sail in her." He
repeated this, emphasizing the

.

word sail. "To Flying Cloud,"

we repeated.

The Commodore drained his

glass, set it down on the table.

There was a sudden sadness in

his manner. He said quietly,

"Captain Listowel, I'm an out-

sider here. This is your ship. I'll

leave you with your officers to get

the hang of her. If you want to

know anything, I shall be in my
office ashore . .

."

He got slowly to his feet.

"Even so, sir . .
." began Ralph.

"This is your ship, Listowel.

Your Donkeyman knows as much
about the auxiliary machinery as

I do; probably more. And as far

as the handling of the sails is

concerned, you'll have to make up
the rules as you go along." He
paused, then said, "But I shall be
aboard in the morning to see you

off."

He left us then.

"He should have sailed as her

first Master," said Ralph.

"Returning, still a relatively

young man, to find his wife an
old woman and his son his sen-

ior," said Jenkins. "I can see

why we were the mugs. We have

no ties."

"Even so . .
" said Ralph

doubtfully.
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"Come off it, Skipper. There's

nobody to miss us if this scow
comes a gutser. We're expenda-
ble, even more so than the aver-

age Rim Runner officer. And
that's saying plenty."

Ralph grinned reluctantly, and
gestured to Sandra to refill the

glasses. He admitted, "I do be-

lieve you're right, Doc. I really

do . .
." But the moment of relax-

ation didn't last long. His man-
ner stiffened again. "All right.

Finish your drinks, and then
we'll get busy. I'd like you and
the Doc, Sandra, to make sure

that all's well as far as the farm's
concerned. I could be wrong, but
I didn't think that the yeasts
looked too healthy. And you're

the Mate, Peter ; ballast and car-

go are your worry. Just make
sure that everything's going as

it should."

"Ay, ay, sir," I replied in what
I hoped was a seamanlike man-
ner.

He scowled at me, then turned
to the Donkeyman. "And you,

Miss Simmons, can give me an-
other run through on the various
auxiliaries."

"And what can I do, Cap-
tain?" asked the journalist.

"Just keep out of the way,
Miss Wayne," he told her, but
not unkindly.

CHE attached herself to me and
^ followed as I made my way to

the Supercargo's Office. It was

already occupied; Trantor, one
of the Company's Wharf Super-
intendents, was there, sitting

well back in the swivel chair, his

feet on the desk, watching a
blonde disrobing on the tiny

screen of the portable TV set

that he had hung on the bulk-

head.

He started to take his feet off

the desk slowly when he saw me
—and with more haste when he
saw Martha Wayne. He reached
out to switch off his TV.

"Don't bother," said Martha
Wayne. "I've often wondered
just who does watch that pro-
gram. Nobody will admit it."

Nevertheless, he switched off.

He saved face by sneering at the

new braid on my epaulettes.

"Ah," he said, "the Chief Officer.

In person. From office boy to

bucko mate in one easy lesson."

"There was more than one les-

son, Trantor," I told him. "And
they weren't all that easy."

Ignoring Trantor, I inspected

the gauges. Numbers 1 and 7
ballast tanks were out ; 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 were still in. There was no
way of ascertaining the dead-
weight tonnage of cargo loaded
save by tally and draught—and
the columns of mercury in the
Draught Indicator told me that
if steps were not taken, and soon,

Flying Cloud would shortly look

even more like a submarine than
she already did.

I went to the control panel,
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opened the exhaust valves to

Numbers 2 and 6 tanks, pressed

the button that started the pump.

I heard the throbbing whine of

it as it went into action, saw the

mercury columns begin to fall in

their graduated tubes.

"What the hell do you think

you're doing?" demanded Tran-

ter.

"I'm the Mate," I told him.

"You said so. Remember?"
"If you're taking over," he

said huffily, "I might as well get

ashore."

"You might as well," I agreed.

"But, first of all, I want you to

come with me to make sure that

the cargo is properly stowed and

secured."

"Fussy, aren't you?" he

growled.

"That's what I'm paid for," I

said.

"But what is all this about

stowage?" asked Martha Wayne.

"We have to watch it here," I

told her. "Even more so than in a

conventional ship. In the normal

spaceship, down is always to-

wards the stern, always—no

matter if you're sitting on your

backside on a planetary surface

or accelerating in Deep Space.

But here, when you're on the sur-

face or navigating in a planetary

atmosphere, down is at right an-

gles to the long axis. Once we're

up and out, however, accelerat-

ing, down will be towards the

stern."

"I see," she said, in that tone

of voice that conveys the impres-

sion that its user doesn't.

"I suppose you know that your

pump is still running," said

Trantor.

"Yes. I know. It should be.

It'll run till the tanks are out,

and then it'll shut itself off."

"All right. It's your worry,"

he said.

"It's my worry," I agreed.

"And now we'll look at the stow-

age."

With Trantor in the lead, we
made our way along the alleyway

to the hold and then, when we
were through the airtight door,

along the tunnel through the car-

go bins. There was nothing to

worry about—but that was due

more to Grimes' foresight than to

Trantor's efficiency. As each bin

had been filled the locking bars

—

stout metal rods padded with re-

silient plastic—had slid into

place.

As we walked between the

bins, the words of that ancient

poem chased through my mind.

Argosies with magic sails, pilots

of the purple twilight dropping

down with costly bales . . . But
there weren't any costly bales

here. There were drab, prosaic

ingots of lead and zinc and cad-

mium, cargo for which there was
a steady demand but no mad
rush. Oh, well, we still had the

magic sails.

The stevedore foreman, who
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had been juggling another set of
locking bars into position, looked

up from his work. He said cheer-

fully, "She'll be right, Mister."

"I hope so," I said.

"Just another twenty tons of
zinc," he said, "an' that's it. You
can have her then. An' welcome
to her. I've loaded some rum
ships in my time, but this'n's the
rummest . .

."

"She'll be right," I told him.
"That's your worry, Mister,"

he said. "Can't say that I'd like

to be away on a voyage for all of
twenty years." He gave Martha
Wayne an appraising stare. "Al-
though I allow that it might
have its compensations."

"Or complications," I said.

CHAPTER 9

YY7E finally got to our bunks
" that night, staggering to our

cabins after a scratch meal of
coffee and sandwiches in the
wardroom. Ralph had driven us
hard, and he had driven himself
hard. He had insisted on testing

everything that could be tested,

had made his personal inspec-

tion of everything capable of be-

ing inspected. Ballast tanks had
been flooded and then pumped
out. The ingenious machinery
that swivelled furniture and fit-

tings through an arc of 90° when
transition was made from at-

mospheric to spatial flight was
operated. The motors driving the
airscrews were tested.

At the finish of it all, Doc and
Smethwick were on the verge of
mutiny, Sandra was finding it

imperative to do things in her
galley by herself, and Martha
Wayne was looking as though
she were already regretting hav-
ing accepted this assignment.
Only Peggy Simmons seemed to
be enjoying herself. As well as
being obviously in love with her
machinery, she appeared to have
gotten a crush on Ralph.

I was just about to switch off

the light at the head of my bunk
when there was a gentle tapping
at my door. My first thought was
that it was Ralph, that the Mas-
ter had thought of something
else that might go wrong and had
come to worry his Mate about it.

Then, hopefully I thought it

might be Sandra.

"Come in," I called softly.

It was Peggy Simmons,
dressed in a bulky, unglamorous
robe. She looked like a little girl

—and not one of the nymphette
variety either.

She said, "I hope you weren't
asleep, Peter."

"Not quite."

She said, "I just had to talk to
somebody. This is all so strange.
And tomorrow, after we get
away, it will be even stranger."
"What isn't strange?" I

countered. "Come to think of
it, it's the normal that's really
strange."

"You're too deep for me," she
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laughed ruefully. "But I came to

talk to you because you're not

clever . .
."

"Thank you," I said coldly.

"No. That wasn't quite what

I meant, Peter. You are clever

—

you must be, to be Chief Officer of

a ship like this. And I'm clever

too—but with machinery. But
the others—Sandra and Martha
Wayne and Doc—are so . .

."

"Sophisticated," I supplied.

"Yes. That's the word. Sophis-

ticated. And poor Claude is the

reverse. So unworldly. So weird,

even . .
."

"And Ralph?" I prodded.

Her face seemed to light up

and to cloud simultaneously.

"Oh, he's . . . exceptional? Yes.

Exceptional. But I could hardly

expect a man like him to want to

talk to a girl like me. Could I?"

And why the hell not? I

thought. Put on some make-up,

and throw something seductively

translucent over the body beauti-

ful instead of that padded tent,

and you might get somewhere.

But not with me, and not to-

night.

"I haven't known many space-

men," she went on. "Only the

Commodore, really, and he's so

much one of the family that he

hardly counts. But there's al-

ways been something about you

all, those few of you whom I have

met. I think I know what it is.

You all have pasts . .
."

t

And how! I thought at once.<

"Like Ralph. Like the Captain,-

I mean. You and he have been >

shipmates for a long time, Peter,

haven't you ? I can't help wonder-

ing why such a capable man
should come out to the Rim."
"Women," I said.

"Women?"
"Yeah. That's the usual reason

why we all come out to the Rim."

"Men," she said, "even the

most brilliant men, are such

fools where women are con-

cerned. I wish . .
."

"You wish what, Peggy?"
"Oh, I ... I don't know, Peter

it's . .
."

/ wish that you'd get the hell

out of here, I thought. J wish

that I could get some sleep.

"Have you a drink?" she

asked. "A nightcap."

"In that locker," I told her,

"there's a bottle of brandy. Medi-

cinal. Get out two glasses and
I'll have a drink with you. I could

use some sleep myself."

She splashed brandy gener-

ously into the glasses, handed

one to me.

"Down the hatch," I said.

"Down the hatch," she repeat-

ed. Then, the alcohol having de-

stroyed her inhibitions, she de-

manded, "What haven't I got,

Peter?"

I knew what she nleant. "As
far as I can see," I told her, "you

have all the standard equipment.

As far as I can see."
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She said abruptly, "She's with

him. In his cabin."

I felt a stab of jealousy.

"Who?" I asked.

"Sandra."

So they managed to keep it a

secret in Rim Dragon, I thought.

I said, "But they've known
each other for years."

"And I'm just the small girl

around the ship. The newcomer.
The outsider."

"Miss Simmons," I said se-

verely, "people who affix their

autographs to the Articles of

Agreement are engaged for one
reason only—to take the ship

from Point A to Point B as re-

quired by the lawful commands
of the Master. Who falls for

whom is entirely outside the

scope of the Merchant Shipping
Act . .

."

"There's no need to get angry.

I didn't mean . .
."

"Forget it. I guess I'm just

tired."

"Of course, I'd better get some
sleep myself." She set her empty
glass down gently on the table.

Her face was pale.

She said, "I'm sorry to have
troubled you. Goodnight."

"Goodnight," I replied.

She left then, closing the door
quietly behind her.

CHAPTER 10

'"PHE next morning Sandra was
in one of her housewifely

moods; they had been the occa-

sion for jocular comment, now
and again, in Rim Dragon. She
called each of us individually,

with tea and toast. Now that I

knew the reasons for these

spasms of domesticity I wasn't
any happier.

By the time that the breakfast

gong sounded, I was showered
and shaved and dressed in the

rig of the day and feeling a little

better. This was our first real

meal aboard the ship and some-
thing of a ceremonious occasion.

Ralph was at the head of the ta-

ble and rather conscious, I could

see, of the gleaming new braid

on his epaulettes. I sat down at

his right, with Sandra, when she

wasn't bustling to and from the
pantry, opposite me. The others

took their places, Peggy Sim-
mons, as the most junior mem-
ber of the ship's company, sit-

ting at the foot of the table. She
blushed when I said Good Morn-
ing to her. I hoped that none of

the others noticed, although Doc
Jenkins, who never missed much
of what was going on, leered in

my direction.

"This," said Ralph rather

stuffily before we could make a
start on the eggs and bacon, "is

a momentous occasion."

"We still have to get off the
ground," Jenkins told him.

"Off the water, you mean," I

amended.
"Even so . .

." began Ralph se-

verely.
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"Good morning to you all,"

said a familiar voice. We turned

to see that Grimes had just en-

tered the wardroom.

We got to our feet.

"Carry on," he said. "Don't

mind me."

"Some breakfast, sir?" asked

Ralph.

"No thank you. But some cof-

fee, if I may, Captain."

He pulled up a chair and San-

dra attended to his needs.

He said, "You'll forgive me for

talking shop, but I take it that

you're secured for Space?"

"We are, sir," Ralph told him.

"Good. Well, I have no wish to

interfere with your arrange-

ments, but there must be no de-

lay. While you're eating, I'll

bring you up to date." He patted

his lips with the napkin Sandra

had given him. "Throughout my
career I've never been overly fus-

sy about treading on toes, but I

seem to have been trampling on

some very tender ones of late.

This is the way of it. My spies

inform me that this very morn-
ing, Metropolitan Standard

Time, the Flying Cloud issue is

going to be raised in the Senate.

The Honorable Member for

Spelterville will demand an in-

quiry into the squandering of

public money on the construction

of an utterly impracticable

spaceship. And his cobber, the

Honorable Member for Ironhill

East, will back him up and de-

mand that the ship be held pend-;

ing the inquiry . .
."

"Amalgamated Rockets," said:

Martha Wayne. "And Interstel-;

lar Drives, Incorporated."

"Precisely," agreed Grimes.,

"Well, I don't think that they'll

be able to get things moving )

prior to your take-off, Captain—

,

but if you should have to return '

to surface for any reason, or even

if you hang in orbit, there's a;

grave risk that you'll be held. I

;

want there to be no hitches."

"There will be none," said

Ralph stiffly.

"Good. And when do you in-

tend getting upstairs?"

"At the advertized time, sir.

0900 hrs."

"And you're quite happy about

everything ?"

"Yes, sir. Even so . .
."

"Every spaceman always feels

that 'even so'—otherwise he
wouldn't be worth a damn as a
spaceman. I suppose that I'll still

be around when you return. I

hope so. But I shall be getting

your voyage reports by way of

the psionic radio . .
."

"I'm surprised, Commodore,"
said Martha Wayne, "that the

ship hasn't been fitted with the

Carlotti equipment."

"It wouldn't work," Grimes
told her. "It will run only in con-

junction with the Mannschenn
Drive." He turned to the tele-

path. "So you're the key man,
Mr. Smethwick."
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Claude grinned feebly and
said, "As long as you don't ex-

pect me to bash a key, sir."

We all laughed. His ineptitude

with anything mechanical was
notorious.

Grimes got to his feet reluc-

tantly. "I'll not get in your hair

any longer. You all have jobs to

do." He said, as he shook hands

with Ralph, "You've a good ship,

Listowel. And a good crew. Look
after them both."

"I'll do my best," promised

Ralph.

He swung away abruptly,

walked quickly out of the ward-
room. I hurried after him to es-

cort him to the gangway.
At the airlock he shook hands

with me again. He said quietly,

"I envy you, Mr. Malcolm. I envy

you. If things had been different

I'd have been sailing in her. But
under the circumstances . .

."

"There are times," I said,

"when / envy those who have
family ties."

He allowed himself to grin.

"You have something there,

young man. After all, one can't

have everything. I've a wife and
a son, and you have the first of

the interstellar lightjammers. I

guess that we shall each of us

have to make the best of what
we have got. Anyhow, look after

yourself."

I assured him that I would
and, as soon as he was ashore,

went back inside the ship.

'HE take-off was a remarkably

painless procedure.

When the ship was buttoned

up and we were at our stations,

the linesmen let go our moorings

fore and aft. The little winches,

obedient to the pressing of but-

tons in the control room, func-

tioned perfectly. On the screen of

the closed circuit TV I watched
the lines snaking in through the

fairleads, saw the cover plates

slide into place as the eyes van-

ished inside our hull. There was
no need for any fancy maneu-
vers; the wind pushed us gently

away from the wharf.

"Ballast," ordered Ralph.

"Pump 3 and 5."

"Pump 3 and 5," I repeated,

opening valves and pressing the

starter buttons.

I heard the throbbing of the

pumps, watched the mercury fall

in the graduated columns of the

draught indicator, a twin to the

one in the Super-cargo's office.

But we still had negative lift, al-

though we were now floating on
the surface like a huge bubble.

There was a new feel to the ship,

an uneasiness, an expectancy as

she stirred and rolled to the low
swell. And still the mercury
dropped in the transparent tubes

until, abruptly, the pulsation of

the pumps cut out.

"Number 4, sir?" I asked.

"No, Peter. Not yet. Extrude
atmospheric control surfaces."

"Yes, sir."
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On the screen I saw the stubby

wings extend telescopically from
the shining hull.

"I thought that you just

pumped all ballast and went
straight up," said Martha
Wayne, who was seated at the ra-

dio telephone.

"We could," said Ralph. "We
could; but, as I see it, the secret

of handling these ships is al-

ways to keep some weight up
your sleeve. (After all, we shall

have to make a landing on Grol-

lor.) I intend to see if I can get

her upstairs on aerodynamic
lift." He turned to me. "I don't

think that it's really necessary to

keep Sandra and Doc on stations

in the storeroom and the farm.

After all, this isn't a rocket blast-

off, and they're supposed to be

learning how to handle this scow.

Get them up here, will you?"
"And Claude and Peggy?" I

asked.

"No. Claude is hopeless at any-

thing but his job, and Miss Sim-
mons had better keep her eye on
her mechanical toys."

I gave the necessary orders on
the intercom, and while I was do-

ing so the speaker of the RT
crackled into life. "Spaceport

Control to Flying Cloud," we
heard. "Spaceport Control to

Flying Cloud. What is the delay ?

I repeat—what is the delay?"

The voice was familiar; it be-

longed to Commodore Grimes.

And it was anxious.

"Pass me the mike," said

Ralph. He reported quietly, "Fly-

ing Cloud to Spaceport Control.

There is no delay. Request. per-

mission to take off."

"Take off then, before the bar-

nacles start growing on your bot-

tom!" blustered Grimes.

Ralph grinned, handed the

microphone back to Martha. He
waited until Sandra and Doc,

who had just come into Control,

had belted themselves into their

chairs, then put both hands on
the large wheel. "Full ahead
port," he ordered. I pressed the

starting button, moved the han-

dle hard over, and Ralph turned

his wheel to starboard. "Full

ahead starboard," he ordered.

The ship came round easily,

heading out for the open sea.

From the transparent bubble
that was the control room we
could now see nothing but grey
water and grey sky, and the dark

line of the horizon towards which
we were steering, but on the

screen of closed circuit TV we
could watch the huddle of space-

port buildings and the wharf, to

which the little blimp was still

moored, receding.

With his left hand Ralph held

Flying Cloud steady on course;

his right moved over the con-

trols on the steering column.

And the motion was different

now. The ship was no longer

rolling or pitching, but, from
under us, came the rhythmic
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slap, slap of the small waves
striking our bottom as we lifted

clear of the surface. And then

that was gone and there was only

the clicking of our compass and

the muffled, almost inaudible

throbbing of our screws.

From the RT came Grimes'

voice, "Good sailing, Flying

Cloud. Good sailing!"

"Tell him 'thank you'," said

Ralph to Martha. Then, charac-

teristically, "Even so, we haven't

started to sail yet."

CHAPTER 11

WE should have spent more
time in the atmosphere than

we did, getting the feel of the

ship. But there was the broad-

cast that Martha picked up on

the RT, the daily transmission

of proceedings in the Senate. The
Honorable Member for Spelter-

ville was in good form. We heard
Flying Cloud described in one

sentence as a futuristic fiction-

eer's nightmare, and in the next

as an anachronistic reversion to

the dark ages of ocean transport.

And then, just to make his lis-

teners' blood run cold, he de-

scribed in great detail what
would happen should she chance

to crash in a densely populated

area. The casing around the

sphere of anti-iron would be rup-

tured and, the anti-matter com-
ing into contact with normal

matter, there would be one hell of

a Big Bang. Furthermore, he

went on, there was the strong

possibility of a chain reaction

that would destroy the entire

planet.

It would all have been very

amusing—but there were far too

many cries of approval and sup-

port from both Government and
Opposition benches—especially

when the Honorable Member,
after having divulged the infor-

mation that Flying Cloud was al-

ready airborne, demanded that

the Government act now.

Ralph, as he listened, looked

worried. He said, "Miss Wayne,
I think that our receiver has

broken down, hasn't it?"

She grinned back at him. "It

has. Shall I pull a fuse?"

"Don't bother," "If we get a
direct order from the Commo-
dore to return to port we shall do
so, I suppose. Otherwise . .

."

He had handed over the con-

trols to Doc Jenkins and myself

;

I was steering and Doc was func-

tioning, not too inefficiently, as

Altitude Coxswain. We were ris-

ing in a tight spiral, and below

us was a snowy, almost feature-

less field of alto-cumulus. Above
us was the sky, clear and dark,

with the great lens of the Galaxy
already visible although the sun
had yet to set. So far all had
gone well and smoothly, although

it was obvious that in order to

break free of the atmosphere we
should have to valve more bal-

last.
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Suddenly Sandra cried out,

pointing downwards.

We all looked through the

transparent deck of the Control

Room, saw that something small

and black had broken through

the overcast. A tiny triangle it

was, a dart, rather, and at its

base was a streak of blue fire

bright even against the gleam-

ing whiteness of the cloud. Ralph

managed to bring the big,

mounted binoculars to bear.

"Air Force markings," he

muttered. "One of the rocket

fighters."

Somebody muttered something

about "bloody fly-boys".

"Better have the transceiver

working," ordered Ralph.

Hard on his words came a

voice from RT. "Officer Com-
manding Defense Wing Seven to

Master of Flying Cloud. Return

at once to your berth. Return at

once to your berth."

"Master of Flying Cloud to

unidentified aircraft," replied

Ralph coldly. "Your message re-

ceived."

The plane was closer now,

gaining on us rapidly. I watched

it until a sharp reprimand from
Ralph caused me to return my
attention to the steering. But I

could still listen, and I heard the

airman say, "Return at once to

your berth. That is an order."

"And if I refuse?"

"Then I shall be obliged to

shoot you down." This was fol-

lowed by a rather unpleasant

chuckle. "After all, Captain,

you're a big target and a slow

one."

"And if you do shoot us

down," said Ralph reasonably,

"what then ? We are liable to fall

anywhere. And you know that

the anti-iron that we carry

makes us an atomic bomb far

more powerful than any fission

or fusion device ever exploded by
Man to date." He covered the

microphone with his hand, re-

marking, "That's given him
something to think about. But he

can't shoot us down, anyhow. If

he punctures the ballast tanks or

knocks a few pieces off the hull

we lose our negative lift . . . And
if he should rupture the casing

around the anti-iron . .
."

"What then?" asked Martha
Wayne.

"It'll be the last thing he'll

ever do—and the last thing that

we shall ever experience."

"He's getting bloody close,"

grumbled Doc. "I can see the

rockets mounted on his wings,

and what look like a couple of

cannon . .
."

"Comply with my orders!"

barked the voice from the RT.
"Sandra," said Ralph quietly,

"stand by the ballast controls."

"I give you ten seconds," we
heard. "I have all the latest Met.

reports and forecasts. If I shoot

you down here you will fall some-

where inside the ice cap. There's
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no risk of your dropping where
you'll do any damage. Ten . . .

nine . . . eight . .
."

"Jettison," ordered Ralph
quietly.

"Valves open," reported San-

dra.

Looking down, I could see the

water gushing from our ex-

hausts—a steady stream that

thinned to a fine spray as it fell.

I could see, too, the deadly black

shape, the spearhead on its shaft

of fire that was driving straight

for our belly. And I saw the

twinkle of flame at the gun muz-
zles as the automatic cannon
opened up, the tracer that arched

towards us with deceptive lazi-

ness. So he wasn't using his air

to air missiles—yet. That was
something to be thankful for.

The ship shuddered—and I

realized, dimly, that we had been
hit. There was an alarm bell

shrilling somewhere, there was
the thin, high scream of escap-

ing atmosphere. There was the

thudding of airtight doors slam-

ming shut and, before the fans

stopped, there was the acrid reek

of high explosive drifting

through the ducts. Then, with
incredible swiftness, the aircraft

was falling away from us, dim-

inishing to the merest speck

against the gleaming expanse of

cloud. She belatedly fired her

rockets, but they couldn't reach

us now. We were up and clear,

hurled into the interstellar emp-

tiness by our antigravity. We
were up and clear, and already

Lorn was no more than a great

ball beneath us, a pearly sphere

glowing against the blackness of

Space. We were up and clear and
outward bound—but until we
could do something about get-

ting the ship under control we
were no more than a derelict.

THINGS could have been
worse.

Nobody was injured, although
Peggy had been obliged to

scramble, but fast, into a space-

suit. There were several bad
punctures in the pressure hull,

but these could be patched.

(There was a consignment of

steel plates in our cargo, our use
of them in this emergency would
be covered by General Average.)

The loss of atmosphere could be
made good from our reserve bot-

tles. It was unfortunate that we
were now in a condition of posi-

tive buoyancy rather than the
neutral buoyancy that Ralph had
planned for the voyage—but, he
assured us, he had already

worked out a landing technique

for use in such circumstances.

(Whether or not it would prove
practicable we still had to find

out.)

So, clad in space armor and
armed with welding torches,

Peggy and I turned to render the

ship airtight once more. As Mate
I was in official charge of re-
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pairs, but I soon realized that

my actual status was that of a

welder's helper. It was Peggy
Simmons who did most of the

work. A tool in her hands was an

extension of her body—or, even,

an extension of her personality.

She stitched metal to metal with

delicate precision.

I watched her with something

akin to envy—and it was more
than her manual dexterity that I

envied. She had something that

occupied all her attention. I had

not. Although it was foolish,

every now and then I had to

throw back the welder's mask
and look about me. I was far

from happy. This was not the

first time that I had been Out-

side in Deep Space—but it was
the first time that I had been

Outside on the Rim. It was the

emptiness that was so frighten-

ing. There was our sun, and there

was Lorn (and it seemed to me
that they were diminishing vis-

ibly as I watched) and there was
the distant, dim-glowing Galac-

tic lens—and there was nothing.

We were drifting towards the

Edge of Night in a crippled ship,

and we should never (I thought)

return to comfort and security.

I heard Peggy's satisfied

grunt in my helmet phones,

wrenched my regard from the

horrid fascination of the Ulti-

mate Emptiness. She had fin-

ished the last piece of welding, I

saw. She straightened up with a

loud sigh. She stood there, an-

chored by the magnetic soles of

her boots to the hull, a most un-

feminine figure in her bulky,

suit. She reached out to me, and
the metallic fingers of her glove

grated on my shoulder plate. She
pulled me to her, touched her

helmet to mine. I heard her whis-

per, "Switch off."

I didn't understand what she

wanted at first—and then, after

the third repetition, nudged the

switch of my suit radio with my
chin. She said, her voice faint

and barely audible, "Do you
think that this will make any dif-

ference?"

"Of course," I assured her.

"We can bring pressure up to

normal throughout the ship

now . .
."

"I didn't mean that I" she ex-

claimed indignantly.

"Then what the hell did you
mean?" I demanded.
"Do you think that this will

make any difference to Ealph's

—

the Captain's—attitude towards
me? After all, the other two
women weren't much use, were
they?"

"Neither was I," I admitted

sourly.

"But you're a man." She
paused. "Seriously, Peter, do

you think that this repair job

will help? With Ralph, I mean."
"Seriously, Peggy," I told her,

"it's time that we were getting
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back inside. The others are prob-

ably watching us and wondering
what the hell we're playing at." I

added, "There's never been a case

of seduction in hard vacuum yet

—but there's always a first time
for everything."

"Don't be funny!" she flared.

Then, her voice softening,

"There's an old saying : The way
to a man's heart is through his

stomach. It follows that the way
to a space captain's heart is

through his ship."

"Could be," I admitted. "Could
be. But Ralph won't love either

of us for dawdling out here when
he's itching to clap on sail. Come
on, let's report that the job's fin-

ished and get back in." I

switched on my suit radio again.

Before I could speak I heard
Ralph's voice. Even the tinny

quality of the helmet phones
couldn't disguise his bad temper.

"What the hell is keeping you?
Mr. Malcolm, are the repairs fin-

ished? If so, report at once and
then return inboard."

"Repairs completed, sir," I

said.

"Then let's not waste any
more time," suggested Ralph
coldly.

"We didn't waste any more
time. Carefully, sliding our feet

over the metal skin, we inched

towards the open airlock valve.

Peggy went in first and I handed
the tools and the unused materi-

als to her. I followed her into the

little compartment, and I was
pleased when the door slid shut,

cutting out the sight of the black

emptiness.

The needle on the illuminated

dial quivered, then jerked

abruptly to the ship's working
pressure.

WE were all of us in the Con-
trol Room—all save Peggy,

who had been ordered, somewhat
brusquely, to look after her mo-
tors. From our sharp prow the

long, telescopic mast had already

been protruded, the metal spar

on the end of which was mounted
the TV camera. On the big screen

we could see the image of Flying
Cloud as she appeared from
ahead. I thought that it was a
pity that we did not have other

cameras that would allow us to

see her in profile, to appreciate

the gleaming slenderness of her.

"The first problem," said

Ralph, in his best lecture room
manner, "is to swing the ship.

As you are all, no doubt, aware,
we possess no gyroscopes. Even
so, such devices are not essen-

tial. The Master of a windjam-
mer never had gyroscopes to

aid him in setting and steering a
course . .

."

"He had a rudder," I said,

"acting upon and acted upon by
the fluid medium through which
his hull progressed."

Ralph glared at me. "A re-

sourceful windjammer Master,"
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he stated flatly, "was not utterly

dependent upon his rudder. Bear
in mind the fact that his ship

was not, repeat not, a submarine

and, therefore, moved through

no less than two fluid mediums,

air and water. His rudder, as

you have been so good to tell us,

acted upon and was acted upon

by the water in which it was im-

mersed. But his sails acted upon

and were acted upon by the air."

He paused for breath. "We, in

this vessel, may consider light a

fluid medium. Now, if you will

observe carefully . .
."

We observed. We watched

Ralph's capable hands playing

over the control panel. We
watched the TV screen. We saw
the spars extend from the hull so

that the ship, briefly, had the

appearance of some spherical,

spiny monster. And then the

roller reefing gear came into play

and the sails were unfurled

—

on one side a dazzling white, on

the other jet black. We could feel

the gentle centrifugal force as

the ship turned about her short

axis, bringing the Lorn sun dead

astern.

Then spars rotated and, as far

as that camera mounted at the

end of its telescopic mast was
concerned, the sails were invis-

ible. Their white surfaces were

all presented to the Lorn sun, to

the steady photon gale. We were

running free, racing before the

interstellar wind.

I realized that Ralph was sing-

ing softly.

"Way, hey, and up she rises,

Way, hey, and up she rises,

Way, hey, and up she rises . .

.

Early in the morning!"

CHAPTER 12

SO there we were, bowling

along under full sail, running
the easting down. In some ways
the Erikson Drive was a vast

improvement over the Mann-
schenn Drive. There was not

that continuous high whine of

the ever-precessing gyroscopes,

there was not that uneasy feel-

ing of deja vu that is a side ef-

fect of the Mannschenn Drive's

temporal precession field. Too,

we could look out of the Control

Room and see a reasonable pic-

ture of the Universe as it is and

not, in the case of the Galactic

Lens, something like a Klein

Flask fabricated by a drunken

glass blower.

She was an easy ship, once the

course had been set, once she

was running free before the pho-

ton gale. She was an easy ship

—

as a ship, as an assemblage of

steel and plastic and fissioning

uranium. But a ship is more than

the metals and chemicals that

have gone into her construction.

In the final analysis it is the

crew that make the ship—and
Flying Cloud was not happy.

It was the strong element of

sexual jealousy that was the
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trouble. I did my best to keep

my own yardarm clear, but I

could observe—and feel jealous

myself. It was obvious that

Sandra was Captain's lady. It

was obvious, too, that both Mar-
tha Wayne and Peggy Simmons
had aspired to that position and

that both were jealous. And Doc
Jenkins couldn't hide the fact,

for all his cynicism, that he

would have welcomed Martha's

attentions. The only one who was
really amused by it all was
Smethwick. He drifted into the

Control Room during my watch

and said, "Ours is an 'appy ship."

"Are you snooping?" I de-

manded sharply. "If you are,

Claude, I'll see to it, personally,

that you're booted out of the

service."

He looked- hurt. "No, I'm not

snooping. Apart from the Regu-

lations, it's a thing I wouldn't

dream of doing. But even you

must be sensitive to the atmos-

phere, and you're not a telepath."

"Yes," I agreed. "I am sensi-

tive." I offered him a cigarette,

took and struck one myself. "But
what's fresh? Anything?"
"The flap seems to have died

down on Lorn," he told me.

"We're a fait accompli. Old

Grimes got Livitski—he's the

new Port Forlorn Psionic Radio

Officer—to push a message

through to wish us well and to

tell us that he has everything

under control at his end."

"Have you infomed the Mas-

ter?" I asked.

"He's in his quarters," he
said. "I don't think that he wants

to be disturbed."

"Oh," I said.

We sat in silence—there was
still enough acceleration to en-

able us to do so without using

seat belts—smoking. I looked

out of the transparency at the

blackness, towards the faint, far

spark that was the Grollor sun.

Claude looked at nothing. I heard

the sound of feet on the Control

Room deck, turned and saw that

the faint noise had bee jmade by
Peggy Simmons. She said, "I'm

sorry. I ... I thought that you
were alone, Peter . .

."

"Don't let me interfere with

love's young dream," grinned

Smethwick, getting to his feet.

"I was just leaving."

PEGGY dropped into the chair

just vacated by the telepath

and accepted a cigarette from
my pack. I waited until Claude

was gone, then asked, "What's
the trouble, Peggy?"

"Nothing," she said. "Nothing
mechanical, that is. Although I

should check some of the wiring

where the shell splinters pierced

the inner sheathing."

"Then why don't you?" I

asked.

"Because," she told me, "for

the first few days in Space one
has more important things to
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worry about. There's the Pile,

and the auxiliary machinery,

and . .
."

"Surely the wiring is part of

the auxiliary machinery," I

pointed out.

"Not this wiring. It's the pow-

er supply to the trimming and

reefing gear—and we shall not be

using that for a while, not until

we make landfall."

"Planetfall," I corrected.

"Ralph says landfall," she

told me.

"He would," I said. "He must
have brought at least a couple of

trunks full of books about wind-

jammers—fact, fiction and poet-

ry—away with him. Mind you,

some of it is good." I quoted,

"I must go down to the sea

again,

To the lonely sea and the sky,

And all I ask is a tall ship

And a star to steer her by . .
."

I gestured widely towards the

Grollor sun, the distant spark

that, thanks to Doppler Effect,

was shining with a steely glitter

instead of its normal ruddiness.

I said, "There's his star to steer

by." I thumped the arm of my
chair. "And here's his tall ship."

"And so he has everything he

wants," she said.

"Everything." I decided to be

blunt. "He's got his tall ship,

and he's got his star to steer by,

and he's got his woman."

"But," she said, '7 could give

him so much more."
"Peggy," I admonished,

"don't kid yourself. You're at-

tractive, and you're capable

—

but Sandra is more than attrac-

tive. And she's a good cook. Take
my advice, forget Ralph. We're

probably in enough trouble al-

ready without having triangles

added to our worries."

She took a cigarette from my
pack, struck it and put it to her

mouth. She stared at the eddying

wisps of smoke. She said, "That
poetry you quoted. Tall ships

and stars. That's what Ralph re-

ally wants, isn't it?"

"Tall ships and stars and the

trimmings," I said. Her face lit

up. "I can give him real trim-

mings. I'm the woman who can

make Ralph, and his ship, go

down in history."

"Judging by the flap when we
shoved off," I said, "they already

have."

She said, "Correct me if I'm

wrong—but the Erikson Drive,

as it stands, will never be a com-

mercial success. It takes far too

long for a cargo, even a non-

perishable cargo for which

there's no mad rush—to be cart-

ed from Point A to Point E. And
there's the problem of manning,

too. As far as this ship was con-

cerned, Uncle Andy was able to

assemble a bunch of misfits with

no close ties for the job, people

who wouldn't give a damn if the
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round voyage lasted a couple of

objective centuries. But it

mightn't be so easy to find an-

other crew for another light-

jammer. Agreed?"
"Agreed," I said, after a

pause.

She went on, "I'm new to

Space, but I've read plenty. I'm

no physicist, but I have a rough
idea of the modus operandi of the

various interstellar drives. And,
so far, there's been no Faster

Than Light Drive."

"What!" I exclaimed.

"No, there hasn't. I'm right,

Peter. The basic idea of the Eh-
renhaft Drive was that of a

magnetic particle trying to be in

two places at the same time in a
magnetic field or current, the

ship being the particle. But, as

far as I can gather, Space was
warped so that she could do just

that. I couldn't follow the math,

but I got the general drift of it.

And then, of course, there's the

Mannschenn Drive—but, there,

the apparent FTL speeds are

achieved by tinkering with
Time."

"H'm," I grunted. "H'm."
"Getting away from machin-

ery," she said, "and back to per-

sonalities, Ralph loves his ship.

I'm sure that if he had to make a

choice between Sandra and Fly-

ing Cloud it wouldn't be Flying
Cloud left in the lurch. But . . .

But what do you think he'd feel

about a woman who made him

the Captain of the first real FTL
starwagon ?"

I said, "You'd better see Doc
on your way aft. He stocks quite

a good line in sedative mixtures."

She said, "You're laughing at

me.

"I'm not," I assured her. "But,
Peggy, even I, and I'm no physi-

cist, can tell you that it's quite

impossible to exceed the speed of

light. As you have already point-

ed out, we can cheat, but that's

all. And in this ship we can't

cheat, even. We can no more
outrun light than a windjammer
could outrun the wind that was
her motive power." I pointed to

a dial on the panel before me.
"That's our Log. It works by
Doppler Effect. At the moment
our speed is Lume 0.345 and a

few odd decimals. It's building

up all the time, and fast. By the

end of the watch it should be
about Lume 0.6 . .

."

She said, "A fantastic acceler-

ation."

"Isn't it? By rights we should

be spread over the deck plates

like strawberry jam. But, thanks
to the anti-gravity, this is al-

most an inertialess drive. Any-
how, thanks to our utterly

weightless condition, we may
achieve Lume 0.9 recurring. But
that's as high as we can possibly

get."

"I see," she said in a tone of

voice that conveyed the impres-
sion that (a) she didn't and (b)
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didn't want to. She added, "But
. . ." She shrugged and said,

"Oh, never mind."

She got up to leave.

"Thanks for dropping in," I

said.

"And thanks for the fatherly

advice," she said.

"Think nothing of it," I told

her generously.

"I shan't," she said, with what
I belatedly realized was deliber-

ate ambiguity.

And then she was gone.

CHAPTER 13

TT was a couple of mornings
later—as measured by our

chronometer—and, after a not

very good breakfast, I was mak-
ing rounds. It's odd how that un-

appetizing meal sticks in my
memory. Sandra was Acting

Third Mate now, and Ralph had
decreed that Martha Wayne take

over as Catering Officer. And
Martha, as the old saying goes,

couldn't boil water without burn-

ing it.

Anyhow, I was not in a good
mood as I made my way aft from
the wardroom. Flying Cloud was
still accelerating slightly, so aft

was "down". Rather to my disap-

pointment I discovered nothing

with which to find fault in the

"farm"—the compartment hous-

ing the hydroponic tanks and
the yeast and tissue culture vats.

I hurried through the Anti-Mat-

ter Room—frankly, that huge,

spherical casing surrounded by
great horseshoe magnets always

gave me the shivers. I knew what
was inside it, and knew that

should it ever make contact with

normal matter we should all go
up in a flare of uncontrolled and
uncontrollable energy. In the

auxiliary machinery space I did

start finding fault. It was obvi-

ous that Peggy, as yet, had done
nothing about removing the

splinter-pierced panels of the in-

ternal sheathing to inspect the

wiring.

But there was no sign of Peg-

gy.

I continued aft, through the

Reactor Room and then into the

tunnel that led to the extreme
stern. As I clambered down the

ladder I heard the clinking of

tools and the sound of a voice

upraised in song. It was Doc
Jenkins' not unpleasant tenor.

I dropped the last few feet into

the transom space, landing with

a faint thud. Doc Jenkins and
Peggy looked up from what they

were doing. Doc was wearing
only a pair of shorts and his

podgy torso was streaked with

grime and perspiration. Peggy
was clad in disreputable over-

alls. She was holding a welding

torch.

She said, rather guiltily,

"Good morning, Peter."

"Good morning," I replied au-

tomatically. Then, "I know that

I'm only the Mate, but might I
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inquire what you two are up

to?"

"We're going to make this

wagon roll and go," replied Jen-

kins happily.

"What do you mean?" I asked

coldly.

I looked around the cramped

compartment, saw two discarded

spacesuits that had been flung

carelessly on to the deck. And I

saw what looked like the breech

of a gun protruding from the

plating. Around its circumfer-

ence the welding was still bright.

I looked from it to, once again,

the spacesuits.

"Have you been Outside?" I

demanded.

"No," said Peggy.

"Don't worry, Peter," said

Jenkins. "We didn't lose any at-

mosphere. We sealed the tran-

som space off before we went to

work, and put the pump on

it . .
."

"Remote control," said Peggy,

"from inside."

"And you pierced the hull?" I

asked with mounting anger.

"Only a small hole," admitted

the Doctor.

"Damn it!" I flared. "This is

too much. Only four days out

and you're already space happy.

Burning holes in the shell plat-

ing and risking all our lives. And

I still don't know what it's all

about. When Ralph hears . .
."

"He'll be pleased," said Peffgy

simply.

"He'll be pleased, all right.

He'll roll on the deck in uncon-

trollable ecstasy. He'll have your

guts for a necktie, both of you,

and then boot you out of the air-

lock without a spacesuit."

"Be reasonable, Peter," ad-

monished Jenkins.

"Be reasonable? I am being

reasonable. Peggy here has work
that she should be doing, instead

of which I find her engaged in

some fantastic act of sabotage

aided and abetted by you, one of

the ship's executive officers."

"Come off it, Peter," said the

Doc. "I'm Second Mate of this

wagon, and I signed the Articles

as such, and one of the clauses

says that Deck and Engine Room
Departments should cooperate."

"Never mind this Second Mate
business," I told him. "As Ship's

Surgeon, you're still a member
of the Deck Department, rank-

ing with, but below, the Mate.

And as far as I'm concerned, the

prime function of the Engine

Room Department is to do as it's

told."

"Then why don't you tell

me something?" asked Peggy,

sweetly reasonable.

"I will," I promised. "I will.

But, to begin with, you will tell

me something. You will tell me
just what the hell you two are

up to down here."

"Is that a lawful command?"
asked Peggy.
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"I suppose so," admitted Jen-

kins grudgingly.

"All right," she said slowly.

"I'll tell you. What you see . .
."

she kicked the breech of the can-

non with a heavy shoe . . . "is

the means whereby we shall ex-

ceed the speed of light."

"But it's impossible," I said.

"How do you know?" she

countered.

"It's common knowledge," I

sneered.

"Once," she said, "it was com-

mon knowledge that the Sun
went round the Earth . .

."

But I was giving her only half

my attention. Out of the corner

of my eyes I was watching Doc
Jenkins. He was edging gradu-

ally towards the switch of the

power point into which the weld-

ing tool was plugged. I

shrugged. I didn't see why he

had to be so surrepititous about

it. If Peggy wanted to finish

whatever welding she had been

doing when I had disturbed

them, what did it matter?

Or perhaps it did matter.

I said, "I suppose this welded

seam is tight?"

"Of course," she said.

"Then we'll get back amid-

ships. You've plenty of work to

do in the auxiliary motor room."

"I have," she admitted.

Then my curiosity got the bet-

ter of me. "But just how," I de-

manded, "did you ever hope to

attain FTL?"

"This," she said, gesturing
with the torch towards the
breech of the gun, "is an auxili-

ary rocket. There is already a
charge of solid propellant—Doc
mixed it for me—in the firing

chamber. We were going to con-

nect up the wiring to the detona-

tor at the time you interrupted

us ..."

"It's just as well that I did

interrupt you," I said. "But how
was it supposed to work?"

"I thought that it would be
obvious. The ship is already
proceeding at almost the speed of

light. The rocket is just to give
her the extra nudge . .

."

I couldn't help laughing.
"Peggy, Peggy, how naive can
you be? And with homemade
solid propellant yet ..."

"Solid propellants have their

advantages," she said.

"Such as ?" I asked scornfully.

"This!" she snapped.
The welding torch flared

blindingly. I realized her inten-

tion, but too late. As I tried to

wrest the tool from her hands
the metal casing of the firing

chamber was already cherry red.

I felt rather than heard the
whoomph of the exploding pow-
der . . .

And . . .

CHAPTER 14

T^VEN so," Ralph was saying,
-*-J the tucker in this wagon
leaves much to be desired."
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I looked up irritably from the

simmering pot of lamb curry on

the stove top—and then, obeying

an odd impulse, looked down

again, stared at the savory stew

of meat and vegetables and hot

spices, at my hand, still going

through the stirring motions

with the spoon.

I asked myself, What am I do-

ing here?

"You have about three pet

dishes," went on Ralph. "I admit

that you do them well.

But they're all that you do do

well . .
."

This time I did look up at him.

What was he doing in civilian

shirt and shorts ? Then, chasing

the thought, But why should the

Federation Government's ob-

server, even though he is a full

Commander in the Survey Serv-

ice, be wearing a uniform?

"Sandra's getting browned off

with the lack of variety," said

Ralph.

"Mrs. Malcolm, you mean," I

corrected him coldly.

"Captain Malcolm, if you in-

sist," he corrected me, grinning.

I shrugged. "All right. I'm

only the Catering Officer, and

she's the Captain. At the same

time—I am the Catering Officer,

and she's my wife."

"Such a set-up," said Ralph,

"would never be tolerated in a

Federation ship. To be frank, I

came out to the Rim as much to

see how the Feminists managed

as to investigate the potentiali- ;

ties of this fancy new Drive of
'

yours. And this ship, cut off

from the Universe for objective

years, is the ideal microcosm."

"We get by, out here on the

Rim," I said shortly.

"Even so," he said, "you're not

a Rim Worlder yourself. You're

none of you Rim Worlders, born

and bred, except the Engineer

and that tame telepath of yours.

I can understand the women
coming out here, but not the

men. It must rankle when you're

allowed to come into Space only

in a menial capacity."

"Our boss cockie, Commodore
Grimes, is a man," I said. "And
most of the Rim Runners fleet is

manned by the male sex. Any-

how, there's nothing menial in

being a cook. I'm far happier

than I was as Purser in the Wav-
erley Royal Mail. Furthermore,"

I said, warming up to the sub-

ject, "all the best chefs are men."

Ralph wiped a splatter of cur-

ry from his shirt. (I had ges-

tured with my spoon.) "But it

doesn't follow," he said, "that all

men are the best chefs."

"Everybody likes my curry," I

told him.

"But not all the time. Not for

every meal," he said. "Well, Mal-

colm, I'll leave you to it. And
since we have to eat your curry,

you might see that the rice isn't

so soggy this time."

Ignoring him, I brought the
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spoon to my lips, tasted. It was
not a bad curry, I decided. It

wasn't a bad curry at all. Served
with the sliced cucumber and the
shredded coconut and the

chopped banana, together with
the imported mango chutney
from Caribbea, it would be edi-

ble. Of course, there should be
Bombay Duck. I wondered, as I

had often wondered before, if it

would be possible to convert the

fish that flourished in our algae

vats into that somewhat odorous
delicacy.

Again I was interrupted.

"More curry?" complained
Claude Smethwick.

"It's good," I told him. I

scooped up a spoonful. "Taste."
"Not bad," he admitted. "If

you like curry, that is. But I'm
concerned about more important
things. Peter, there's something
wrong about this ship. You're
the only one that I can talk to

about it. Commander Listowel's

an outsider, and Doc has gone on
one of his verse and vodka jags,

and the others are . . . wom-
en."

"They can't help it," I said.

"I know they can't—but they
look at things differently from
the way that we do. Apart from
anything else, every one of them
is chasing after that Survey
Service Commander . .

."

"Every one?" I asked coldly.

"Not Sandra, of course," he
assured me hastily. (Too hast-

ily?) "But Sandra's got all the
worries of the ship—after all,

she is Captain of the first inter-

stellar lightjammer—on her
shoulders, and Martha and Peg-

gy are trying hard to get into

Listowel's good graces—and so

there's only you."

"I'm flattered," I said, stirring

the curry. "Carry on, anyway."
"You know the deja vu feeling

that you get when the Mann-
schen Drive starts up? Well, it's

something like that. But it's not
that ..."

"I think I know what you
mean ..." I said slowly.

HE went on, "You'll think that

I'm crazy, I know. But that
doesn't matter—all you so-called

normals think that psi people are
at least half way round the bend.
But I've a theory . . . Couldn't
it be that out here, on the Rim,
on the very edge of this expand-
ing Galaxy, there's a tendency
for alternative Time Tracks to
merge? For example, just sup-
pose that the Feminist ships had
never got out here . .

."

"But they did," I said.

"But they could very easily

not have. After all, it was back
in the days of the Ehrenhaft
Drive, the gaussjammers. And
you've read your history, and
you know how many of those
cranky brutes got slung away to
hell and gone off course by mag-
netic storms."
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"So in this Alternative Uni-

verse of yours," I said tolerant-

ly, "the Rim Worlds never got

colonized."

"I didn't say that. You've

only to look at the personnel of

this shii)—all outsiders but Peg-

gy and myself, and neither Peg-

gy nor I can claim descent from

the First Families. My ancestors

came out long after the Feminist

Movement had fizzled on Earth,

and so did Peggy's . .
."

I stirred the curry thought-

fully. "So on another Time Track

there's another Aeriel, the first

of her kind in Space, and another

Peter Malcolm in the throes of

cooking up a really first class

curry for his unappreciative

shipmates . .
."

"Could be," he said. "Or the

ship could have a different name,

or we could be serving in her in

different capacities—all but my-
self, of course."

I burst into sing,

"Oh, I am the Cook, and the

Captain bold,

And the Mate of the Nancy
brig,

And the Bo's'n tight, and the

Midshipmite,

And the crew of the Captain's

gig!"

"But not," I was interrupted,

"the Engineer."

I turned away from the stove.

"Oh, it's you, Peggy."

"Who else?" She took the

spoon from my hand, raised it to

her lips, blew on it. She sipped

appreciatively. "Not bad, not

bad . . ." She absentmindedly

put the spoon into a side pocket

that already held a wrench and a

hammer. I snatched it back,

carefully wiped it and returned

it to the pot.

She asked, her voice deliber-

ately casual, "Have you seen

Ralph?"

"I think he's gone up to Con-

trol," I told her.

She said sulkily, "He's been

promising to let me show him
the auxiliary motor room for the

last three days."

"After all," I consoled her,

"he's not an Engineer Com-
mander."
"But . .

."

"Curry again?" complained a

fresh voice.

I resumed my stirring with

an unnecessary clatter. I mut-

tered mutinously, "If my galley

is going to be turned into the

ship's Social Club there won't be

anything. But aren't you sup-

posed to be on watch, Miss

Wayne?"
"The Old Woman relieved

me," she said. "She's showing

Ralph just how a lightjammer

should be handled." She leaned

back against a bench, slimly ele-

gant in her tailored shirt and

shorts, nibbling a piece of celery

that she had picked up from the

chopping board. "If the Federa-

tion Survey Service doesn't build
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a fleet of Improved Erikson Drive

wagons it won't be Sandra's

fault."

"Love me, love my ship," mut-
tered Peggy.

"What was that?" I asked

sharply.

"Nothing," she said.

Both women looked at me in

silence, and I was suddenly

afraid that what I could read in

their eyes was pity.

CHAPTER 15

T WAS relaxing in the easy

chair in the Captain's day
room, smoking a cigarette and
listening to a recording of the

old-time sea chanties of distant

Earth. I wondered what those

ancient sailormen would have

made of this fabrication of metal

and plastic, with atomic fire in

her belly, spreading her wings in

the empty gulf between the

stars, running free before the

photon gale. Then I heard the

door between bathroom and bed-

room open, turned my head.

Sandra, fresh from her shower,

walked slowly to the chair at her

dressing table, sat down before

the mirror. I had seen her this

way many times before. (But
had I?) But this was the first

time. (But how could it be?) I

felt the stirrings of desire.

I got up, walked through to

the bedroom. I put my hands
gently on her smooth shoulders,

kissed her gently behind the ear.

"No," she said. "No, don't."

"But ..." -

"I've done my hair," she said,

"and I don't want it messed up."

"Damn it all," I told her, "we
are married."

But are we? I asked myself.

"Take your hands off me," she

ordered coldly.

I did so, and looked at her and
at her reflection in the mirror.

She was beautiful.

"Don't maul me," she said.

"Sorry," I muttered.

I went to sit on the bed.

"Haven't you anything better

to do?" she asked.

"No," I said.

She made a sound that can
only be described as a snarl and
then, ignoring me, went on with
her toilet. There was a session

with the whirring hair dryer,

after which she affixed glittering

clips to the lobes of her ears. She
got up then and walked to the

wardrobe, ignoring me. She took

out a uniform shirt of thin black

silk, a pair of black shorts and a

pair of stilleto heeled black san-

dals. Her back to me, she
shrugged into the shirt and then
pulled the shorts up over her
long, slim legs. She sat on the

bed " (and I might as well not
have been there) and buckled the
sandals over her slender feet.

She returned to the mirror and
applied lip rouge.

"Going ashore?" I asked sar-

castically.
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"If you must know," she told

me, "Commander Listowel has a

fine collection of films made by

the Survey Service on worlds

with non-human cultures."

"Good," I said. "I'll brush my
hair and wash behind the ears."

"You," she said, "were not in-

vited."

"But . .
."

Her manner softened—but

briefly, very briefly. "I'm sorry,

Peter, but when senior officers of

different space services want to

talk shop they don't want juniors

in their hair."

"I see," I said.

She got up from the chair. In

the form-moulding shirt, the ab-

breviated shorts, she looked

more desirable than when she

had come from the shower. I was
acutely conscious that under the

skimpy garments there was a

woman. My woman. (Or was
she? Had she ever been?)

"Thank you," I said.

"You needn't wait up for me,"
she said.

"You're rather sweet," she

said, "in your own way."

T WATCHED her go, then

struck another cigarette and
stuck it in my mouth. I knew
now what was happening. I'd

seen it happen before, to other

people, but that didn't make it

any the better. Ashore it would
have been bad enough—but here,

in Deep Space, with Sandra the

absolute monarch of this little,

artificial world, there was noth-

ing at all that I could do. Ashore,

even in a Feminist culture, a man
can take strong action against

an erring wife and her para-

mour. But if I took action here I

should be classed as a mutineer.

But there must be something

that I could do about it.

There must be something.

How much did Martha know?
How much did Peggy know ?

Women know women as no

man can ever know them. There
is that freemasonry, the Lodge
into which no male may ever in-

trude.

Peggy, I thought, would be

the best bet. As a woman Martha
might hate Sandra's guts, but as

Mate she would be loyal to the

Captain. Peggy, brought up in

the workshop rather than the

wardroom, would be less over-

awed by gold braid and Queen
Mother's Eegulations.

I still didn't like it, but I was
feeling desperate. I put out my
cigarette and headed for Peggy's

room.

I tapped at the door. She
called out, "Come in."

I stepped into the cabin—then

started to back out. She was
prone on her bunk, absorbing the

radiation of a sun lamp.

I stammered, "I can come back
another time."

"There's no need. Come in.

Shut the door."
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I shut the door, then sat down
heavily in the chair.

"Do you mind if I smoke?"
She said, "I don't care if you

burst into flame."

"Not very orginal," I told her.

"And not very funny." I struck a

cigarette. She stretched a shape-

ly arm and took it from me. I

struck another cigarette, took a

deep puff.

For a while we smoked in si-

lence. Finally, I asked, "Aren't

you done on that side?"

She said, "No."
More silence. This time, she

broke it.

"Why did you come to see me,

Peter?"

I said, "I thought you might
be able to help."

"And why should I want to

help you?"
"Just enlightened self-inter-

est," I said. "You want Listowel.

(God knows why.) I want San-

dra back. If you get that stuffed

shirt Commander it'll leave my
everloving wife at a loose end

—

and I don't think, somehow, that

she'll make a pass at either Doc
Jenkins or poor old Claude . .

."

"All right," she said. "You
help me, and I help you. If the

Old Woman returns to her hus-

band that leaves Ralph all on

his ownsorae. Then Martha and
I can fight it out between us."

"This mutual aid ..." I said.

"It's all rather complicated,"

Peggy told me. She threw the

end of her cigarette into the dis-

poser. "It all hinges on the fact

that Sandra puts the ship first.

And I think—mind you, it's not

a certainty—that you can get

yourself well into her good books.

How would it be if you could say,

'Look, darling, I've made you
the Captain of the first FTL
ship in history,'?"

"This ship is not faster than
light," I said. "But the Mann-
schenn Drive ships are, and the

Ehrenhaft Drive wagons, what
few there are left of them."

"Is that so?" she countered.

"Of course," I said.

"Oh." She paused for a second

or so, then said slowly, "Correct

me if I'm wrong, but the Erikson
Drive, as it stands, will never be

a commercial success. It takes

far too long for a cargo, even a
non-perishable cargo for which
there's no mad rush, to be carted

from Point A to Point B. And
there's the problem of manning,
too. As far as this ship was con-

cerned, Auntie Susan was able

to assemble a bunch of misfits

with no close ties for the job,

people who wouldn't give a damn
if the round voyage lasted a

couple or three centuries—ob-

jective centuries, that is. Or even
subjective. But it mightn't be so

easy to find another crew for

another lightjammer. Agreed?"
I said, "You drifted away

from the script."

"What do you mean?" she
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asked. Her face looked fright-

ened.

"Nothing," I said. "Nothing.

It's just that I seem to have

heard you say almost the same
words before."

SHE said but doubtfully,

"You're Space-happy, Peter."

Then she went on, "I'm new in

Space, relatively new, compared
to the rest of you, but I've read

plenty. I'm no physicist, but I

have a rough idea of the modus
operandi of the various inter-

stellar drives. And, so far, there's

been no Faster Than Light

Drive."

"What!" I exclaimed.

"No, there hasn't. I'm right,

Peter. The basic idea of the Ehr-
enhaft Drive was that of a mag-
netic particle trying to be in two
places at the same time in a

magnetic field or current, the

ship being the particle. But, as

far as I can gather, Space was
warped so that she could do just

that. I couldn't follow the math,

but I got the general drift of it.

And then, of course, there's the

Mannschenn Drive—but, there,

the apparent FTL speeds are

achieved by tinkering with Time

"H'm," I grunted. "H'm."
"Getting away from machin-

ery," she said, "and back to per-

sonalities, Sandra loves her ship.

I'm sure that if she had to make
a choice between Ralph and

Aeriel it wouldn't be Aeriel left

in the lurch. Or if she had to

make a choice between you and

Aeriel . . . But . . . But what

do you think she'd feel about the

man who made her Captain of

the first real FTL starwagon?"

I said, "You'd better see Doc
when he comes off watch. He
stocks quite a good line in seda-

tive mixtures."

She said, "You're turning

down a good chance, perhaps

your only chance, Peter."

"Damn it all," I said, "even I,

and I'm no physicist, can tell

you that it's quite impossible to

exceed the speed of light. As you

have already pointed out, we can

cheat, but that's all. And in this

ship we can't cheat, even. We
can no more outrun light than a

windjammer could outrun the

wind that was her motive pow-

er." I started to point towards

something that wasn't there.

"That's our Log. It works by

Doppler Effect. At the moment
our speed is . .

."

She looked at me hard, a puz-

zled expression on her face. "A
log? Here? What the hell's

wrong with you, Peter?"

I said, "I don't know."
She said, "There's something

screwy about this ship. But defi-

nitely. Anyhow, let me finish

what I was going to say. I main-

tain that we can give it a go

—

exceeding the speed of light, I

mean."
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"But it's impossible," I said.

"How do you know?" she

countered.

"It's common knowledge," I

sneered.

"Once it was common knowl-

edge that the Sun went round the

Earth."

"Oh, all right," I grunted.

"But tell me, please, just how do
you expect to attain FTL
speeds ?"

"With an auxiliary rocket,"

she said. "Just a stovepipe,

sticking out from the back end

of the ship. I can make it—and
you, with your access to the

chemicals for the hydroponics

tanks, can make the solid pro-

pellant, the black powder . . .

We're doing about Lume 0.9 re-

curring at the moment, all we
need is a nudge . .

."

I couldn't help laughing.

"Peggy, Peggy, how naive can

you be? And with homemade
solid propellant yet . .

."

"You can make it," she said.

"And it's to your advantage."

I looked at her. During our

discussion she had turned over. I

said, "I'm not sure that I'm re-

ally interested in getting Sandra
back . .

."

She flopped back again on her
belly in- a flurry of limbs.

She said coldly, "Let's not for-

get the purpose of this discus-

sion. Frankly, it was my inten-

tion to bribe you with the body
beautiful to play along with me

on this FTL project, but it

wouldn't be right. You want
Sandra back, and I want Ralph.

Let's keep it that way, shall,

we?"
"But . .

."

"On your bicycle, spaceman.
Come and see me again when
you've a couple or three pounds
of black powder made up. And if

you can't make it, then Martha
and I will figure out some other

way."

I asked, "She's in on this?"

"Of course," said Peggy scorn-

fully. "We have our differences,

but she's a good Mate. I'd never
be able to cut a hole in the stern

for my auxiliary rocket unless

she approved. Now on your,

way. And don't come back until

you have that powder."

CHAPTER 16

T DON'T know whether or not

you have ever tried to make
black powder, but I can tell you
this, it's easier talking about it

than doing it. You want flowers

of sulphur, and you want char-

coal (or carbon) and you want
saltpeter. At first I made the
mistake of trying to mix the in-

gredients dry, and all I got was
a greyish dust that burned with
a half-hearted fizzle. Then I sub-

stituted potassium chlorate for

the sodium nitrate, and my sam-
ple went off prematurely and
took my eyebrows with it. I

came to the conclusion then, that
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the powder would have to be

properly mixed, with water, and

then dried out—using, of course,

the recommended ingredients.

And it worked out, even though

I dried the sludge by exposure to

vacuum instead of in the sun, as

was done (I suppose) by the first

cannoneers.

Anyhow, it was as well that I

had something to occupy my
mind. It was obvious, far too ob-

vious, what was going on be-

tween Listowel and Sandra. Peg-

gy's scheme was a hare-brained

one, but it might just get results.

I had little doubt that it would

get results—but what those re-

sults would be I could not imag-

ine. Meanwhile, everybody in

Aeriel continued to do his or her

appointed duty, even though the

ship was fast becoming a seeth-

ing cauldron of sexual jealous-

ies.

And then, one night (as reck-

oned by our chronometer) I had

the last batch of gunpowder
mixed and dried. There was a

five gallon can full of the stuff.

I picked it up, let myself out of

the galley and made my way to

the officers' flat. As I entered the

alleyway I saw Doc Jenkins

knocking on the door of Martha
Wayne's cabin. I wondered who
was in Control, then wished that

I hadn't wondered. The Control

Room would be well manned, of

course. There would be the Cap-

tain, and there would be that

blasted Survey Service Com-
mander, the pair of them looking

at the stars and feeling roman-

tic.

"Ah," said Jenkins, noticing

me, "the Commissioned Cook. In

person. Singing and dancing."

"Neither singing nor danc-

ing," I said grimly.

"And what have you got in the

can, Petey boy? You know that I

have the monopoly on jungle

juice."

"Nothing to drink," I said.

"Then what is it?"

"Something for Peggy."

"Something for Peggy," he

mimicked. "Something for Peg-

gy . .
." He quoted

:

"When in danger or in fear,

Always blame the engineer."

I tried to edge past him, but

he put out his hand and grabbed
my arm. In spite of his flabby

appearance he was strong. And I

was afraid to struggle; there

was the possibility that the can
of black powder might get a hard

knock if I did so. (I knew that in

theory it was quite safe, but I

still didn't trust the stuff.)

"Not so fast," he said. "Not so

fast. There's something going on

aboard this ship, and as one of

the executive officers, as well as

being the Surgeon, it's my duty

to find out what it is."

The door of the Chief Officer's

cabin slid open. Martha stood

there looking at us. "Come in,"
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she ordered sharply. "Both of

you."

We obeyed." Martha shut the

door behind us, motioned us to

chairs. We sat down. With a cer-

tain relief I put the can of pow-

der gently on the carpeted deck

—and then, before I could stop

him, Doc snatched it up. He
shook it.

He demanded, "What's in

this?"

"Some powder," I said lamely.

"Powder?" He worried the lid

off the container. "Powder?
What sort of powder?"

"Abrasive powder," I lied.

"Peggy gave me the formula and
asked me to cook some up for

her."

"Oh." He put the can, lid still

off, down beside his chair, away
from me. He took a cigarette

from the box on Martha's desk,

struck it, put it to his lips. He
inhaled deeply, inhaled again.

The burning end glowed bright-

ly, the ash lengthened as we
watched. He made as though to

use the open can as an ash tray.

MARTHA'S hand flashed out,

smacked the cigarette

from his fingers sent it flying

across the cabin in a flurry of

sparks.

Jenkins looked hurt. "What
was that in aid of?"

She said, "You were going to

spoil the . . . mixture."

"How? If it's abrasive powder,

a little ash might improve it."

"Not this mixture," she said.

"No," I supported her. "No, It

wouldn't."

"I'm not altogether a fool,"

grumbled Jenkins.

"No?" asked Martha sweetly.

"No?" She extended a slender

leg, and with her slim foot gently

shoved the can out of harm's

way. "No?"
"No!" he almost shouted.

"I've lived on primitive worlds,

Martha, planets where military

science has been in its infancy.

And here's Peter, lugging

around a dirty great cannister of

villainous saltpeter, and there's

P«ggy» sweating and slaving

over something that looks like a

breech-loading cannon." He
snorted. "If it were a couple of

dwelling pieces it would make
sense. Pistols for two and coffee

for one. And then after the Com-
missioned Cook and the bold

Commander had settled their

differences, you and Peggy could

do battle, at twenty paces, for the

favors of the survivor.

"But a cannon ... It doesn't

make sense."

"No, it doesn't," agreed Mar-
tha. She got up, went to a locker.

I thought that she was going to

offer us drinks. There were
racked bottles there, and glasses.

And there was a drawer under
the liquor compartment, which
she pulled open. She took fcom
it a nasty looking automatic.
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She said, "I'm sorry, Doc, but

you know too much. We have to

keep you quiet for the next few

hours. And you, Peter, see about

tying him up and gagging him,

will you ?" She motioned with the

pistol. "Down, boy, down. I won't

shoot to kill—but you wouldn't

like your kneecaps shattered,

would you?"
Jenkins subsided. He looked

scared—and, at the same time,

oddly amused. "But I don't know
too much," he expostulated. "I

don't know enough."

Martha allowed a brief smile

to flicker over her full mouth.

She glanced at me fleetingly.

"Shall we tell him, Peter?"

I said, "It wouldn't do any

harm. Now."
Martha sat down again, the

hand with the pistol resting on

one slender thigh. It remained

pointing directly at Jenkins. Her
finger never strayed from the

trigger.

"All right," she said. "I'll put

you in the picture. As you are

aware, there's a considerable

amount of ill-feeling aboard this

vessel."

"How right you are!" ex-

claimed Jenkins.

"We think that the Captain is

behaving in a manner prejudi-

cial to good order and disci-

pline."

He chuckled softly. "Mutiny,

is it? In all my years in SOT
I've never seen one . . . But

why that absurd, archaic can

non? After all, you've access t~

the ship's firearms." He added,'

"As you've just proved, Martha."

"Its not mutiny," she;

snapped.

"Have I another guess?"

She told him, "You can guess

all the way from here to Grollor, ';

but you'll never guess right."
,

"No?" He made as though to

rise from his chair, but her gun
hand twitched suggestively.

"No? Then why not tell me and •

get it over with."

"If you must know," she said

tiredly, "it's a way—it might
work and it might not—to dis-

tract Sandra's attention from'

Ralph. She's more in love with
her ship than with anybody in

the ship, but if Peter were to be
able to say, 'Look, darling,

thanks to me you are now the

Captain of the first real FTL
starwagon,' she'd be eating out

of his hand."

He stared at me in mock ad-

miration. "I didn't know you had
it in you, Peter."

"He hasn't," said Martha. "It

was Peggy and I who cooked up
the scheme. We don't know if it

will succeed or not—but some-
thing is bound to happen when
Peggy's solid rocket gives the

ship just that extra nudge."

"And all these years," whis-

pered Jenkins, "I've regarded

you as just a stuffed shirt

—

mind you, a well stuffed shirt

—
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and Peggy as a barely literate

mechanic. But there's a streak of

wild poetry in you, in both of

you. Mark you, I dont think that

Listowel is worth the trouble

—

but throwing your bonnet over

the windmill is always worth-

while. This crazy scheme ap-

peals to me . . . I'm with it,

Martha, and I'm with you. I've

been dreaming about something
on those lines myself, but not so

practically as you have done . .

."

His hand went to the side

pocket of his shorts—and Mar-
tha's hand, holding the pistol,

lifted to cover him. But it was a

folded sheet of paper that he

pulled out.

"Martha," he pleaded, "put the

Outer Reaches Suite on your

playmaster, will you? Or get

Peter to put it on, if you don't

trust me. And, if you would be

so good, something to wet my
whistle . .

."

"Fix it, Peter," she ordered.

I fixed it, first of all pouring a

stiff whisky on the rocks for

each of us, then adjusting the

controls of the gleaming instru-

ment. The first notes of the Suite

drifted into the cabin. It wasn't

music that I have ever cared for.

There was too much of loneliness

in it, too much of the blackness

and the emptiness—the empti-

ness that, somehow, was not

empty, that was peopled with the

dim, flimsy ghosts of the might-
have-been.

Jenkins drained his glass,

then unfolded the piece of paper,

blinked at it.

"Down the year

And the light years,

Wings wide spread

To the silent gale ...
Wide wings beating

The wall between

Our reality and our reality

And realities undreamed . . .

Or dreamed?
Down the years

And the darkness . .
."

He broke off abruptly, and
Martha stiffened, her Minetti

swinging to cover the open door.

Peggy was there, demanding ir-

ritably, "Aren't you people going

to lend a hand? Do I do all the

work in this bloody ship?" She
saw Doc, muttered, "Sorry. Did
not know you had company."
"We have company, Peggy,"

corrected Martha.

"You mean he . .
."

"Yes. He knows."

"Yes, indeed," agree Doc hap-

pily. "And I'll help you to beat

your wings against the wall."

"What wall?" demanded Peg-

gy disgustedly.

CHAPTER 18

TT was odd that we now trusted

Doc without any question. Or
was it so odd? There were those

half memories, there was the

haunting feeling that we had
done all this before. Anyhow,
we poured Peggy a drink, had
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another one ourselves, and then

made our way aft. In the work-

shop we picked up the thing that

Peggy had been making. It did

look like a cannon, and not a

small one, either. It was fortu-

nate that our acceleration was

now extremely gentle, otherwise

it would have been impossible

for us to handle that heavy steel

tube without rigging tackles.

We got it down, at last, to the

transom space and dropped it on

the after bulkhead. Martha

climbed back, with Peggy and

myself, into the air screw motor

room; Doc stayed below. While

Peggy and I climbed into space-

suits Martha passed the other

equipment down to Jenkins

—

the welding and cutting tools,

the can of powder. And then Doc

came up and Peggy and I, ar-

mored against cold and vacuum,

took his place.

Over our heads the airtight

door slid shut. I heard the faint

whirr of the pump that Peggy

had installed in the motor room,

realized that the atmosphere was
being evacuated from our com-

partment. I saw the needle of

the gauge on the wrist of my
suit falling, watched it continue

to drop even when I could no

longer hear anything.

Peggy's voice in my helmet

phones was surprisingly loud.

She said, "Let's get cracking."

It was Peggy who did most of

the work. A tool in her hands was

an extension of her body—or, :

even, an extension of her person-
'

ality. The blue-flaring torch cut

,

a neat round hole in the bulk-

head and then, after I had lifted

the circle of still glowing steel

away and clear, in the shell plat-

ing beyond. This section I kicked

out, watched fascinated as it

diminished slowly, a tiny, twin-

kling star against the utter

blackness. Peggy, irritably,

pulled me back to the work in

hand. Together we maneuvered
the rocket tube into place. It was
a tight fit, but not too tight. And
then Peggy stitched metal to

metal with the delicate precision

that an ancestress might have

displayed with needle, thread

and fine fabric.

I watched her with something

akin to envy—and it was more
than her manual dexterity that

I envied. She had something that

occupied all her attention, I had

not. I had time to doubt, and to

wonder. At the back of my mind
a nagging, insistent voice was
saying, No good will come of this.

I heard Peggy's satisfied

grunt in my helmet phones, saw
that the job was finished. She
unscrewed the breech of the

tube, flipped it back on its hinge.

She picked up a wad of rags,

shoved it down the barrel, but

not too far down. I managed to

get the lid off the powder can-

nister, handed it to her. She
poured the black grains on to the
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wad. Her guess as to the posi-

tioning of it had been a good
one; only a spoonful of gun-
powder remained in the can.

This she transferred to a tubu-

lar recess in the middle of the

breech block, stoppering it with
another scrap of rag. She re-

placed the block then, gasping
slightly as she gave it that extra

half turn to insure that it was
well and tightly home.

"O.K., Martha," she said. "You
can let the air back in."

"Valve open," Martha's voice

said tinnily from the phones.

I watched the needle of my
wrist gauge start to rise, heard,

after a while, the thin, high
screaming of the inrushing at-

mosphere. And then the airtight

door over our heads opened and
I saw Martha and Doc framed
in the opening, looking not at us
but at what we had done. After a
second's hesitation they joined

us in the transom space. Martha
helped Peggy off with her hel-

met; Doc removed mine for me.
"A neat job," said Martha.
"It will do," said Peggy.
"I hope," added Doc, but he

did not seem unduly worried.

"You wire her up," said Peggy
to Martha. "I can't do it in these

damn' gloves."

"Anything to oblige," mur-
mured Martha. She handed the
double cable that she had
brought down with her to Jen-
kins, started to loosen the

thumbscrews on the breech
block.

T KNOW that I'm only the Cap-
A tain," said a cold, a very cold

voice, "but might I inquire what
the hell you're up to?"

"We're going to make this

wagon roll and go," replied Jen-
kins happily.

I looked up from the make-
shift rocket, saw that Sandra
and Listowel were standing in

the motor room, looking down at
us through the doorway. Sandra
was icily furious. Listowel
looked mildly interested.

Sandra's finger pointed first

at Peggy, then at myself.

"Spacesuits . . . Have you been
Outside?" she demanded.

"No," said Peggy.
"Don't worry, Skipper," said

Jenkins. "We didn't lose any at-

mosphere. We sealed the tran-

som space off before Peggy and
Peter went to work, and put the
pump on it . .

."

"But you pierced the hull,"

she said with mounting anger.
"Only a small hole," admitted

Jenkins.

"This," she grated, "is too
much. Only a couple of weeks
out and you're already space
happy. Burning holes in the
pressure plating and risking all

our lives. Are you mad?"
"No," stated Doc. "And when

you find out what it's about
you'll be pleased . .

."
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"Pleased? I shall be pleased

all right. I shall roll on the deck

in uncontrollable ecstasy. And
I'll have your guts for a necktie,

and then I'll boot you out of

the airlock without spacesuits.

I'll . .
."

"Be reasonable, Sandra," ad-

monished Listowel rashly.

"Reasonable? I am being rea-

sonable. All these officers have

work that they should be doing,

instead of which I find them en-

gaged in some fantastic act of

sabotage . .
."

"Sandra," I put in, "I can ex-

plain . .
."

"You? You ineffectual pup-

py!" I saw with shock that there

was a pistol in her hand. "Come

up out of there, all of you. That

is an order." She turned to her

companion. "Commander Lis-

towel, as Captain of this vessel I

request your aid in dealing with

these mutineers."

"But," I began.

"Drop whatever you're do-

ing," she snapped, "and come

up."

"Better do as she says," grum-

bled Peggy. She picked up her

welding torch.

"Just let us tell you what it's

all about, Skipper," pleaded Jen-

kins, edging towards the power

point into which the torch was
plugged.

"No," said Sandra flatly.

"But . . ." murmured Peggy,

her voice trailing off.

There was the sharp click of a

switch and the torch flared-

blindingly. I realized Peggy's*

intention, but too late. As I tried-:

to wrest the tool from her hands'

(but why? but why?) the

metal casing of the firing cham-

ber was already cherry red.

I felt rather than heard the

whoomph of the exploding pow-

der . . .

And . . .

CHAPTER 19

HEE body against mine was
warm and resilient, yielding

—and then, at the finish, almost

violently possessive. There was
the flaring intensity of sensa1-

tion, prolonged to the limits of

endurance, and the long, long

fall down into the soft darkness

of the sweetest sleep of all.

And yet . . .

"Sandra. ..." I started to

say, before my eyes were prop-

erly focussed on the face beside

mine on the pillow.

She snapped back into full

consciousness, stared at me cold-

ly.

"What was that, Peter? I've

suspected that . .
."

"I don't know, Peggy," I mut-

tered. "I don't know . .
."

/ don't know, I thought. I

don't know. But I remember

. . . What do I remember? Some
crazy dream about another ship,

another lightjammer, with San-

dra as the Captain and myself as
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Catering Officer and Ralph as

some sort of outsider . . . And
I was married to Sandra, in this

dream, and I'd lost her, and I

was trying to win her back with
Peggy's help . . . There was
something about a solid fuel

rocket . . .

"What is it, Peter?" she asked
sharply.

"A dream," I told her. "It

must have been a dream . .
."

I unsnapped the elastic web-
bing that held us to the bunk,
floated away from it and from
Peggy to the center of the cabin.

I looked around me, noting de-

tails in the dim light, trying to

reassure myself of its reality,

of our reality. It was all so famil-

iar, and all so old. The ghosts of

those who had lived here, who
had loved here and hated here,

generation after generation,

seemed to whisper to me, This is

Thermopylae. This is all the

world you have ever known, ever

will know . . .

It was all so unfamiliar.

And Peggy . . .

I turned to look at her as she

lay on the bed, still held there by
the webbing, the bands star-

tlingly white against her golden

skin. She was real enough. Her
naked beauty was part of my
memories—all my memories.

"Peter," she said. "Peter, come
back."

From nowhere a tag of poetry
drifted into my mind.

". . . and home there's no re-

turning.

The Spartans on the sea-wet
rock sat down and combed
their hair."

It made an odd sort of sense.

Thermopylae—the last stand
of the Spartans, back in the early

dawn of Terran history . . .

Thermopylae—one of the great

windjammers that sailed Earth's

seas . . . Thermopylae—the last

stand of the Spartacists ...
"Come back," she called plead-

ingly.

"I'm here," I told her. "I'm
here. It was just that I had a
little trouble getting myself ori-

ented ..."
Stretching my right leg I was

just able to touch the bulkhead
with the tip of my big toe, shoved
gently. I drifted back in the gen-
eral direction of the bed. Peggy
extended her arm and caught
me, pulled me to her.

"Born in the ship," she scold-

ed, "raised in the ship, and you
still haven't the sense to put
your sandals on . .

."

"There was that . . . strange-

ness ..." I faltered.

"If that's what I do to you, my
boy, I'd better see about getting
a divorce. There's nothing
strange about us. I'm a perfectly

prosaic Plumber, and you're a
prurient Purser, and our names
start with a P as well as our rat-

ings, so we're obviously made
for each other. At least, I
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thought so until just now . • .

But when the bridegroom, on his

wedding night, starts calling his

blushing bride by another wom-
an's name it's rather much . .

."

She smiled tantalizingly. "Of

course, I had quite a crush on

Ralph once—not that he'd ever

notice me. Plumbers are rather

beneath the Captain's notice. He
reminds me so much of my fath-

er . . ." Her face sobered. "I

wonder what it would be like to

live on a real world, a planet,

with ample living room and with

no necessity to stash parents

away in the Deep Freeze when
they've lived their alloted span?

I wonder if our fathers and

mothers, and their fathers and

mothers, will ever be revived to

walk on grass and breathe fresh

air ... I wonder if we shall

ever be revived after we're put

away to make room for our chil-

dren . .
." She reached out for

something from the bedside

locker—and suddenly her ex-

pression was one of puzzlement

and disappointment. She whis-

pered, "I wanted a cigarette . . .

I wanted a cigarette to smoke
and to wave in the air as I

talked . .
."

I asked, "What is a ciga-

rette?"

"I ... I don't know ... I

think it would be one of those

tiny, white smouldering tubes

that characters are always play-

ing with in the old films . . .

Those men and women who
played out their dramas on

worlds like Earth and Austral

and Caribbea, or aboard ships

that could cross the Galaxy in a
matter of months." She said in-

tensely, "At times I hate the

Spartacists. It was all very well

for them, the disgruntled tech-

nicians and scientists who
thought that they had become
the slaves of capital and organ-

ized labor—whatever they were
and who staged their futile

slave revolt, and built this crazy

ship because they hadn't the

money or materials to construct

a Mannschenn Drive job—what-
ever that was. It was all very

well for them, the romantic

Burnhamites, pushing out under

full sail for the Rim Stars

—

but what about us? Born in this

tin coffin, living in this tin coffin

and, at the end, put to sleep in

this tin coffin—unless we die first

—in the hope of a glorious resur-

rection on some fair planet cir-

cling a dim, distant sun. And
we've never known the feel of

grass under our bare feet, never

known the kiss of the sun and
the breeze on our skins, making
do with fans and UV lamps, tak-

ing our exercise in the centri-

fuge instead of on the playing

field or in the swimming pool,

subsisting on algae and on tissue

cultures that have long since lost

any flavor they once had.

"Why, even on Lorn ..."
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"Even on Lorn?" I echoed.

"What am I saying?" she

whispered. "What am I saying?

Where is Lorn?"

T ORN, Faraway, Ultimo and
-LJ Thule ..." I murmured.
"And the worlds of the Eastern

Circuit—Tharn and Grollor,

Mellise and Stree . . . Tharn, with

the dirt streets in the towns, and
the traders' stalls under the flar-

ing gas jets as the evening falls,

and the taverns with good liquor

and good company . . . Mellise,

and the long swell rolling in from
half way across the world, break-

ing on the white beaches of the

archipelago . .
."

"What's happened to us?" she

cried. Then, "What have we
lost?"

"How can we have lost," I

asked, "what we have never

known ?"

"Dreams," she whispered.

"Dreams ... Or the alternative

time tracks that Claude is always

talking about . . . Somewhere, or

somewhen, another Peter and
Peggy have walked the white

beaches of Mellise, have swum
together in the warm sea . . .

Somewhen we have strolled to-

gether along a street on Tharn,

and you have bought for me a
bracelet of beaten silver . .

."

"Dreams," I said. "But you
are the reality, and you are beau-

tiful . .
."

As I kissed her my desire

mounted. But there was a part of

myself holding back, there was a
cold voice at the back of my
mind that said, You are doing

this to forget. You are doing this

to forget the worlds and the ships

and the women that you have
known . . . And, coldly, I an-

swered myself with the question,

Is there a better way of forget-

ting? And why should one not

forget a foolish dream?
Her urgent mouth was on

mine and her arms were about

me, and forgetfulness was sweet
and reality was all we need ever

ask, and . . .

A giant hand slammed us
from the bunk, snapping the

webbing, hurling us against the

bulkhead. The single dim light

went out. We sprawled against

the cold, metal surface, held

there by some' pseudo-gravity,

desperately to each other. Dimly
I heard the incessant shrilling of

alarm bells and, somewhere,
somebody screaming. Felt rather

than heard was the thudding
shut of airtight doors.

The pressure against us re-

laxed and, slowly, we drifted in-

to the center of the cabin. I held

Peggy to me tightly. I could

hear her breathing, could feel

her chest rising and falling

against my own. She stirred fee-

bly.

"Peggy, are you all right?" I

cried. "Darling, are you all

right?"
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"I ... I think so . . ." she re-

plied faintly. Then, with a flash

of the old humor, "Do you have

to be so rough?"
There was a crackling sound

and then, from the bulkhead

Ralph, calm as always, authorita-

tive.

"This is the Captain. We have

been in collision with a meteor

swarm. Will all surviving per-

sonnel report to the Control

Room, please? All surviving per-

sonnel report to the Control

Room."
"We'd better do as the man

says," said Peggy shakily, "even

though it means dressing in the

dark . .
."

CHAPTER 20

WE were in the Control Room
—those of us who had sur-

vived.

We had made our rounds, ar-

mored against cold and vacuum.

We had seen the results of our

collision with the meteor swarm,

the rending and melting of tough

metal and plastic, the effects of

sudden decompression on human
flesh. We had seen too much.

Speaking for myself, it was only

the uncanny half knowledge that

was only an evil dream that en-

abled me to keep a hold on my
sanity.

We were in the Control Room
—the seven of us.

There was Ralph Listowel,

Acting Captain, strapped in his

seat before the useless controls.

Beside him, anchored to the deck

by the magnetic soles of her san-

dals, stood Sandra, Acting Mate.

And there was Jenkins, Ship's

Surgeon, and very close to him
stood Martha Wayne, Ship's

Chronicler. There was Peggy,

Ship's Plumber. There was
Claude Smethwick, always the

odd man out. There was myself.

We had survived.

We had made our rounds of

the stricken Thermopylae and
had found no other survivors.

All the accommodation abaft of-

ficers' country had been holed,

as had been the Dormitory, the

"Deep Freeze", in which our par-

ents—and their parents, and
their parents—had been laid

away, in stasis, to await planet-

fall. But they had never known
what had hit them. They were

luckier than our generation, for

whom there must have been a

long second or so of agonized

realization, the horror of burst-

ing lungs and viscera, before the

end.

"Report," ordered Ralph tired-

ly.

There was a long silence,

which Jenkins was the first to

break. He said, "We suited up,

and went through the ship.

She's like a colander. There are

no other survivors."

"None?" asked Ralph.

"No, Skipper. Do you wish de-

tails?"
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"No," said Ralph, heavily.

"I made rounds with David,"

said Sandra. "The Deep Freeze

has had it. So has all the accom-

modation abaft officers' country.

So has most of the accommoda-
tion forward of the bulkhead.

Second Mate, Third Mate, Engi-

neers, Catering Officer—all dead.

Very dead . .
."

"And Outside?" asked Ralph.

"I saw what I could from the

blisters. It's a mess. Spars buc-

kled. Twenty odd square miles of

sail in ribbons ..."
"Report," said Ralph, looking

at me.

I told him, "I've been through
the Farm. We haven't got a

Farm any more. The Tank Room
and the Tissue Culture Room
were both holed. Of course, the

deep frozen, dehydrated tissue

cultures will keep us going for

some time . .
."

"If we had air and water they

would," said Jenkins glumly.

"But we haven't."

"There are the cylinders of re-

serve oxygen," I pointed out.

"And how do we get rid of the

carbon dioxide?" asked the Doc-

tor.

"Chemicals . . ." suggested

Peggy vaguely.

"What chemicals?" he de-

manded. He went on, "Oh, we
can keep alive for a few days, or

a few weeks—but we shall mere-
ly be postponing the inevitable.

Better to end it now, Skipper.

I've the drugs for the job. It will

be quite painless. It could even
be pleasant . .

."

Ralph turned to Peggy. "Re-
port."

She said, "The Generator
Room's wrecked. The only power
we have at our disposal is from
the batteries."

"And their life?"

"If we practice the utmost
economy, perhaps two hundred
hours. But I may be able to get

a jenny repaired . .
."

"And burn up our oxygen re-

serve running it," said Ralph.

Then, to Smethwick, "Report."

"I've tried," the telepath whis-
pered. "I've tried. But there's no
contact anywhere. We are alone,

lost and alone. But . .
."

"But?" echoed Ralph.

"I . . . I'm not sure . .
." Then,

suddenly, Smethwick seemed to

gain stature, to change his per-

sonality almost. Always, until

now, the shyest and most retir-

ing of men, he dominated us by
his vehemence. "Don't you have
the memories—the memories of

the lives you've lived elsewhere,

elsewhen? Haven't you any rec-

ollection of yourself as Captain
Listowel, of the Rim Runners'
fleet, as Commander Listowel, of

the Federation Survey Service?
And the rest of you," he went on,

"don't you remember ? This isn't

the only life—nor is it the only
death . .

."
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"Lorn and Faraway ..." I said

softly.

"Ultimo and Thule . . ." whis-

pered Martha.

"And the planets of the East-

ern Circuit," said Sandra flatly.

"You remember," cried Smeth-

wick. "Of course you remember.

I'm snooping now. I admit it.

You can do what you like to me,

but I'm snooping. I'm peeping

into your minds. And it all adds

up, what I can read of your

memories, your half memories.

There's the pattern, the unbreak-

able pattern. All the time, every

time, it's been just the seven of

us—aboard Flying Cloud, aboard

Aeriel, and now aboard Thermo-

pylae . . .

"There's the pattern . . . We've

tried to break free from it, but

we have never succeeded. But

we have changed it—every time

we have changed it—and we can

change it again. Whether for

better or for worse I cannot say

—but it can hardly be for worse

now."

RALPH was looking at Sandra

—and once, I knew, the way
that she was looking back at him

would have aroused my intense

jealousy. "Yes," he said slowly.

"I remember . . . Hazily . . . Even

so, wasn't there some trouble

with Peter?"

I was holding Peggy close to

me. "There was," I said. "But

not any more."

"And what about you, Mar-

tha?" asked Sandra. "Do you

remember?"
"I do," she said, "but I'm per-

fectly happy the way that things

are now. Both David and I are

happy—so happy, in fact, that I

don't welcome the idea of euthan-

asia . .
."

"Go on," urged Smethwick.

"Go on. Remember!"
"I made a rocket," muttered

Peggy hesitantly. "Didn't I?"

"And I mixed a batch of solid

fuel," I supported her.

"No," contradicted Doc. "I

did."

"Someone did," stated Ralph,

looking rather hostile.

"Too right," said Sandra.

"And whoever it was put us in

the jam that we're in now. I was

quite happy as Catering-Offieer-

cum-Third-Mate of Flying Cloud,

and quite happy as Captain of

Aeriel, and I rather resent find-

ing myself Chief Officer of a dis-

masted derelict, with only a few

days to live."

"You might have been happy,"

I told her, "but you must admit

that the way things were aboard

Aeriel did not, repeat not, con-

tribute to my happiness."

"My marriage to you was a

big mistake," she said.

"Wasn't it just!" I agreed.

"On my part. I should have

known better. Give a woman a

position of authority and she at

once abuses it."
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"I resent that," said Sandra.

"Resent away," I told her, "if

it makes you any happier. Re-
senting seems to be your spe-

cialty, darling."

"But you were such a lousy

cook," she said.

"Like hell I was " I flared.

"I'm a good cook, and you know
it. Aeriel fed a damn' sight bet-

ter than Flying Cloud ever did."

"I suppose," she said, "that

you mixed gunpowder in with
your curry."

"You wouldn't know the dif-

ference," I sneered.

"Who would?" she sneered

back.

"I think his curry is good,"

said Peggy loyally.

"You would," snapped Sandra.

"The rocket!" Claude was
screaming. "The rocket!"

I told him what to do with the

rocket, tail fins and all. I said to

Sandra, "It's high time that we
got things sorted out. You be-

haved very shabbily. Even you
must admit that. I've nothing
against Ralph—in fact I think

that he's more to be pitied than
blamed. But if it hadn't been for

the way that you carried on
aboard both Flying Cloud and
Aeriel there wouldn't have been
any rockets. There wouldn't have
been any misguided attempts to

break the Light Barrier."

"So it's all my fault," she said

sarcastically.

"Of course," I told her.

"And that refugee from a bicy-

cle shop, to whom you happen to

be married at the moment, has
nothing at all to do with it. Oh,
no. And neither has the incompe-
tent pill peddlar who mixed the

first batch of powder. And nei-

ther have you, who mixed the
second. But, as far as I'm con-

cerned, what really rankles is

this. I don't mind all this switch-

ing from one Time Track to an-

other—after all, variety is the

spice of life. What I do object to

is being the victim of the blun-

dering machinations of the same
bunch of dimwits every time. It's

too much. Really, it's too much."
"My heart fair bleeds for

you," I said. "But let me suggest
that on the next Time Track you
get you to a nunnery. Preferably

a Trappist one. If there are such
institutions."

Her face was white with pas-

sion. Her hand flashed out,

caught me a stinging blow across

the mouth. My feet lost their

magnetic contact with the deck
and I floated backwards, fetch- \

ing up hard against the bulk-

head.

Peggy, her voice bitter, said,

"You deserved that."

"No," said Martha. "No. Ev-
erything has been Sandra's
fault."

"Pipe down," ordered Ralph.

"And you, Malcolm, please re-

frain from making any more
slanderous attacks on my wife."
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"My wife," I corrected him.

"Not in this continuum," he

pointed out. "But what hap-

pened in the alternative uni-

verses has a certain bearing

upon our present predicament.

Thanks to your otherwise un-

pardonable outburst, we can re-

member now ..."

"And about time you did,"

said Claude.

"We can't all be perfect,"

stated Ralph, with mild sarcasm.

"Even so, we can try. We know

the way out now—and, this time,

we're all of us involved. All of us.

We must break the Light Bar-

rier once more, and the only way

that we can do it is by giving

this wagon that extra push. Has

anybody any suggestions?"

Martha said slowly, "We must

have been close to Lume One

when the meteors hit us. But the

impact was at right angles to our

trajectory . .
."

"Work it out by the parallelo-

gram of forces," Ralph told her.

"If you really want to, that is.

But we have the Doppler Log

—

it's still working—and that gives

us the answer without any muck-

ing about with slipsticks. Even

though we are a dismasted dere-

lict we're still bowling along at a

good rate of knots. But it'll take

more than a powder-fuelled rock-

et to give us the boost."

"There's the reserve oxygen,"

I said.

"And there's plenty of alco-
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hoi," added Jenkins, helpfully.

"And Peggy's a plumber in

this incarnation," said Sandra.

"So . .
." said Ralph.

CHAPTER 21

IT was dark outside and, in

spite of the heating units and

insulation of our suits, bitterly

cold. Astern of us was the dull-

glowing Galactic Lens, a mon-

strous ember in the black ash of

the Ultimate Night. Ahead of

us, flaring with an unnatural

steely brilliance, was one of the

distant island nebulae. But we
were in no mood for astronomi-

cal sight-seeing. Almost at once

our attention was caught and

held by the horrible tangle of

twisted wreckage that extended

all the way from the stern, where

we were standing, to the stem of

the huge ship, that stood out

sharply and shockingly in the

harsh glare of our working lights

—the buckled spars, the vast,

disorderly expanse of tattered

sail and snapped cordage, the

rent and battered shell plating.

But we did not look long—nor

did we want to. There was work

to do—burning and welding,

manhandling the massive pipe

sections into place, heating and

beating the twisted plating of

the stern so that it conformed,

more or less, to our plans.

Peggy took charge—and it

was Peggy, too, who did most of

the work. A tool in her hands
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was an extension of her body

—

or, even, an extension of her per-

sonality. She stitched metal to

metal with the delicate precision

that an ancestress might have
displayed with needle, thread

and fine fabric. I watched her

with envy, and it was not only

her manual dexterity that I en-

vied. She was so sure of herself,

so certain. And I was not cer-

tain. Oh, I had no doubts that

this was the only way out of our

predicament—but once we had
won through to an alternative

time track should we be any bet-

ter off? In Thermopylae we had
achieved what seemed to be a

stable grouping, like paired with

like, but would it, could it last?

I looked at Peggy, and I hoped
with all my heart that it would.

I heard her satisfied, peculiar-

ly feminine grunt in my helmet

phones. She said flatly, "That's

that."

"Even so," murmured Ralph
doubtfully, "Will it hold?"

"Long enough," she told him
cheerfully. "Long enough. After
all, Ralph, this isn't the first

time . .
."

"No," said Sandra, a nasty

edge to her voice, "it isn't."

"That will do," ordered her

husband coldly.

"And now we'll connect up the

tanks and bottles," said Peggy.

We clambered back inside

through the rents in the shell

plating, back into the wrecked

lazarette. Intended for use as a
sick bay by the ship's builders it

had become, over the genera-
tions, a storeroom, a repository

for things that never had been
used, that never would be used,

that had been stashed away in

the belief that somebody, sooner
or later, would find a use for

them. We had found the piping
there, a fine assortment, large

and small bore. Some had been
damaged by the meteor swarm,
most of it had not. Its being there
had saved us time and labor.

'"THE oxygen cylinders and the
tanks of alcohol we had to lug

through the ship, however, from
the centrally situated storage

compartments. The work was
heavy and awkward, but that

wasn't the worst part of it. The
trouble was that we were obliged

to see again the torn, frozen

bodies of our late shipmates.

And there was that sense of re-

sponsibility that was so hard to

shake off. If it hadn't been for

the pattern, as we were thinking
of it, if it hadn't been for the odd
design which made it, somehow,
imperative that the seven of us,

and only the seven of us, should
be attempting to break the Light
Barrier by means of rocket pow-
er, would Thermoplae have come
to grief? And had we, of our own
volition, established the pattern ?

Or were we no more than pup-
pets?
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But we worked on. We were
still alive, and we had every in-

ducement to stay that way. We
convinced 3urselves that we were
in, but no; 0f, Thermopylae. We
felt that tve were innocent by-

standers involved, by blind

chance, ir a catastrophe not of

our makiig, not of our concern.

All that »oncerned us was get-

ting the hell out, and that as

soon as possible. My parents, I

knew, weie among those who had
perished vhen the cosmic debris

destroyed the Deep Freeze. But
my parer.ts, I knew with even
greater c^tainty, were solid citi-

zens of Bunedin, capital of the

Empire of Waverley, who, with-
out fail, sent me a canned haggis
every year in the pious hope that

it would Arrive at or before Hog-
many. Tien there was the car-

roty cat Susan. I had known her
before I inet Peggy. I had known
her very well indeed. I had seen
her—wh^t was left of her—as I

helped lug the oxygen cylinders

back aft fr0m the stores. And I

told myself, That pitiful, broken
body meo,ns nothing to me. When
I was in Flying Cloud, when I

was in Aeriel, / never knew any-
body called Susan . . .

I told myself that . . .

But ws worked, all of us, fetch-

ing and Carrying at Peggy's com-
mand, Sweating in our suits,

gasping in the stale air. We
watched the makeshift contrap-
tion growing as we worked—the

alcohol tanks with the oxygen

bottles attached to them to drive

the fluid into the firing chamber,

the other oxygen bottles that

would feed directly into the rock-

et motor. It was a dreadfully in

efficient set-up, but it didn't mat-

ter. Mass Ratio didn't worry us.

We weren't concerned with Es-

cape Velocity ; all that we wanted
was that extra nudge, the push

that would drive us faster than

light, that would expel us from
this continuum in which we
didn't belong.

We worked—stumbling, fum-
bling automatons, breathing our

own stinks, our skin ehafed and
sore inside our suits. We worked,

tired and hungry and thirsty as

we were. There was the urgency,

there was the feeling that if we
failed to meet the deadline we
should be marooned here, doomed
to die in a little, ruined world not

of our making. We worked, half

blinded by the actinic flaring of

Peggy's torch, cursing the tools

that slipped from our clumsy,

gloved hands, cursing each other

for clumsiness and failure to co-

operate.

But we worked.

And, astern of us, the target

at which the cannon of our jury

rocket was aimed, we could see

the dull-glowing Galactic Lens,

the smear of smoky crimson

against the darkness. Whatever
happened, we all knew, there was
no return, ever, to the warmth
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and light of the Center. We be-

longed on the Rim. Aboard Fly-

ing Cloud, aboard Aeriel, aboard
Thermopylae—we belonged on
the Rim . . .

"Now," Peggy was saying.

"Now. Stand by, all of you . .
."

"Wait!" Ralph's voice was
sharp. "There'll be acceleration.

Unless we've secured ourselves

we shall fall through the holes in

the plating—and that will be the

end."

"Then secure yourselves," said

Peggy.

I shuffled to where she was
standing, got one arm around a

stanchion, the other around her

waist. I saw that the others were
similarly disposing themselves.

Peggy, with both hands free,

opened two valves. From the ven-

turi of the rocket jetted a white

vapor. Then her right hand went
out to a crude switch—and,

abruptly, the white vapor be-

came a torrent of fire.

It won't work, I thought. It

won't work. Not this time . . .

Desperately I clung to the

stanchion, fighting the pseudo

gravity of our acceleration. I

tried not to look down through

the rents in the shell plating,

tried to ignore the light-years-

deep chasm beneath us. I clung

with desperation to the stanchion

and, even more desperately to

Peggy, who needed both hands

to adjust the valves.

The weight on my arms, as ac-

celeration mounted, became in-

tolerable, but I knew that I must
not, could not, would not let go.

Then I felt the ominous vibra-

tion as the stanchion started to

give.

CHAPTER 22

A HEAD of us had been the

spark of luminescence that

was a planet, astern of us the
disc of fire that was a sun. We
had done the things that had to

be done—mechanically, not too

inefficiently. But I was still see-

ing, in my mind's eye, the dull-

glowing lens of the Galaxy,

smoky crimson against the sooty

depths of the Ultimate Night,

stiH feeling, in my left hand and
arm, the strain—the strain, and
the crepitation of the weaken-
ing, snapping stancheion. What
was real and what was unreal?

Was this world towards which
we were headed some sort of lat-

ter day Fiddlers' Green, a heaven
(or hell?) for the souls of de-

parted spacemen?
But we had done the right

things, shortening sail, trim-

ming sail, rotating the spars so

that the black surfaces of some
of the vanes were presented to

the major luminary, so that their

reflecting surfaces were catch-

ing the reflected light from the

planet. We had slowed down suf-

ficiently for the making of a safe

approach.

I reached out for the big bin-
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oculars on their universally

jointed mount. I thought, I'll

play this for real. But it must be

real. Or must it? Slowly, care-

fully, I adjusted the focus. What
had been, only short hours ago,

little more than a point of light

was now a great, shining sphere.

I stared at it stupidly. About a

third of the planetary surface

was cloud covered, mainly in the

polar regions. I could observe

clearly the seas and the conti-

nents—blue and brown and

green, the snowclad peaks of the

mountain ranges a sparkling

white—the seas and the conti-

nents, the utterly unfamiliar

configurations of land and water.

"What world is it?" asked

Ralph again, addressing me di-

rectly this time.

"I don't know," I admitted,

adding wrily, "But navigation in

this ship—or these ships?—has

been rather a lost art of late . .
."

"But not, unfortunately, rock-

etry," observed Sandra cattily.

"Pipe down," growled Ralph.

"Pipe down. We've all of us come
through, somehow, and we're

back where we belong, in Flying

Cloud. All we have to do now is

to make a landing."

"But where, lord and master ?"

asked Sandra, too sweetly. "But

where?"
"Does it matter?" he growled.

"That looks to be a very pleasant

world. Frankly, I shall be happy
to set this scow down on any

convenient stretch of calm wa-
ter. After we're rested we'll see

about getting our bearings . .
."

"In Space?" she asked. "Or in

Time? Or both?"

"Does it matter?" he almost

shouted. Then—"It's time we
heard something from our tame
telepath."

I said, "His amplifier up and
died on him."

"I hope he hasn't dumped it,"

said Sandra, "although I never

did fancy dog's brain in aspic.

But Peter could make a curry of

it."

"I'm not the Cook," I told her

coldly. "Not on this Time Track.

And neither, my dear, are you

the Captain."

Ralph glared at us, then

turned to the journalist. "Any
luck, Martha?"

"Yes," she said, fiddling with

the controls of her transceiver.

"There are people there, and

they're advanced enough to run

to radio. Their language is

strange—to me, at any rate—but

their music is human enough,

even though it is too corny for

my taste . .
." She switched over

from headphone to speaker.

There was a man singing, in a

pleasant baritone, accompanied

by some stringed instrument.

The melody was hauntingly fa-

miliar, although the words were
in that unknown tongue. Then,

in spite of the shifts in key and
distortions of rhythm, I had it.
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Goodbye, I'll run
To seek another sun
Where I

May find

There are worlds more kind

Than the ones left behind . . .

I said, "The Rim Runners'

March . .
."

"You could be right," said

Ralph doubtfully. Then, with

growing assurance, "You could

be right. Even so, that piece of

music is not the exclusive prop-

erty of Rim Runners. It's old, old

—and nobody knows how many
times it's had fresh lyrics tacked

on to it. But hearing it, on their

radio, is evidence that Terran
ships have been in contact with

this world. The Survey Service,

perhaps, or some off-course star

tramp . . . But I think that we
can expect a friendly reception,

assistance, even . .
." He was be-

ginning to look more cheerful.

"All right. We'll get the rest of

the way off this wagon now. This

is the ideal approach, towards

the sunlit hemisphere of the

planet. You know the drill, all of

you. Trim sails—black surfaces

towards the sun, reflecting sur-

faces towards the source of re-

flected light. Start the pumps as

soon as they have some atmos-

phere to work on . .
."

HtS strong, capable hands
played over the control pan-

el. I watched the tell-tale screen.

There was the ship as seen from

directly ahead, as scanned by the

camera at the end of its long

bowsprit, eclipsing the sun and,

surrounding her, the geometric

array of vanes and spars, some
blindingly white, some sooty

black. I watched—but there was
no change in the design. I heard
Ralph curse softly, looked back

to him. The control panel was
alive with red lights.

The intercom speaker crackled

and from it issued Peggy's voice.

"The wiring's gone. The power
supply to the trimming motors.

Burned out."

"Manual trimming," ordered

Ralph sharply. "Get along to the

Trimming Motor Room, all of

you. And fast."

I was first out of the Control

Room, with Sandra, Doc Jenkins

and Martha hard on my heels.

We shuffled through the alley-

ways at speed, keeping the mag-
netized soles of our sandals in

contact with the deck, knowing
that to fall free would be to waste
time rather than to gain it. But
it was a nightmarish means of

progression. As we passed the

Psionic Radio Room we ran into

Claude Smethwick, who had
just come out into the alleyway.

I grabbed his arm, hustled

him along with us, refused to

listen to what he was trying to

tell me.

The Trimming Motor Room
stank of burned insulation, of

overheated and melted metal and
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plastic, of ozone. Peggy was
there, frantically stripping pan-

els from the bulkhead sheathing,

laying bare the damaged wiring.

I heard Sandra say, "If you'd

done this before, Miss Cum-
mings, instead of playing around

with homemade fireworks . .
."

"Shut up!" I shouted. Then,

"Peggy, put the manual controls

in gear!"

"Peter," Claude Smethwick

was babbling. "Peter, I've made
contact. This world . .

."

"Later," I snapped. "Tell me
later. We have to get the way off

the ship."

"But . .
."

"Get your paws on to that

wheel, all of you ! Now . . . Now
. . . Together!" The hand gear

was stubborn and our actions, at

first, clumsy and uncoordinated.

"Together!" I shouted again.

The worst of it all was that

we were having to work in Free

Fall conditions. All that held us

to the deck was the magnetism

of the soles of our sandals. We
had no purchase. Yet, at last, the

big wheel started to turn—slow-

ly, slowly. I wondered how much,

time remained to us before we
should plunge, a blazing meteor-

ite, down through the planet's

atmosphere.

I snatched a glance at the in-

dicator, gasped, "Belay, there.

Belay." So far, so good. The
main drivers were trimmed. The

auxiliary vanes still presented a

greater reflecting surface to the

sun than did the mains'ls to the

reflected light of the planet, but

things were coming under con-

trol, the feeling of nightmarish

urgency was abating.

Ralph's voice came through

the intercom. "Trim 1 and 2

spinnakers. Then stand by."

"Turn back!" bawled Claude

Smethwick. "We must turn

back!"

"Why, Mr. Smethwick?"
asked Ralph's disembodied voice

coldly.

"I've been trying to tell you,

but nobody will listen. I've been

in touch with the telepaths on

that planet. It's Llanith, one of

the anti-matter worlds. And they

say, 'Turn back! Turn back!'"

"Mr. Malcolm," snapped

Ralph. "Trim all sails!"

Again we strained and sweat-

ed, again we were driven by the

mightmarish sense of urgency.

The first pair of spinnakers was
trimmed—and then, with the

second pair of auxiliary vanes

rotated barely a degree on their

spars, the hand gear seized up.

Peggy said nothing, just relin-

quished her hold on the wheel

and walked rapidly to the space-

suit locker.

I demanded, "Where are you

off to?"

She said, "I have to go Out-

side."

"If there's time," muttered

Sandra. "If there's time. Why
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don't you make another rocket,

dearie?"

"What's the delay?" Ralph
was demanding. "What's the de-

lay?" Then, his voice suddenly

soft, "Goodbye, all of you. It's

been good knowing you. Good-

bye, Sandra . .
."

She said fiercely, "I might be

able to make it to Control in

time . .
."

Dropping our hands from the

useless wheel we watched her go.

"Very touching," whispered Jen-

kins. "Very touching . .
." But,

in spite of the slight edge of sar-

casm to his voice, he was holding

Martha Wayne very closely ^

I said to Peggy, "This seems to

be it. A pity, since everything's

been tidied up so nicely."

She pushed the spacesuit back
into its locker, came to stand be-

side me. She said, putting her
hand in mine, "But this mightn't

be the end, my dear. Even if

there's no after life, we know
that we're still living in the al-

ternative universes ..."
"Or dying . . ." said Jenkins

glumly.

And then—it's odd the way
that the human brain works in a

crisis—a snatch of archaic verse

that I msut have learned as a
child rose from the depths of my
memory, flashed across my mind.
And fast through the mid-

night dark and drear,

Through the whistling sleet

and snow,

Like a sheeted ghost the ves-

sel swept
On the reef of Norman's
woe ...

But the crew of the schooner
Hesperus had died a cold death
—ours would be a fiery one. I

hoped that it would be sudden.
The ship lurched and shud-

dered, as though she had, in ac-

tual fact, driven on to a reef.

There was a rending, tearing
noise, felt as well as heard—the

spars and sails, I realized, bear-

ing the brunt of our impact with
planet's atmosphere, braking us,

slowing us down. There was the
thin, high scream of air rushing
over and through projections on
our hull, gaps in our shell plat-

ing. The temperature rose sharp-

ly. I held Peggy to me tightly,

thinking, This is it.

The screaming died to a faint

whistle, was drowned by a new
sound, the throbbing of the air

compressors.

Ralph's voice from the bulk-

head speaker was faint and
shaky, yet reassuring. He said,

"All hands report to the Control
Room. All hands report to Con-
trol—to splice the main brace.

And then we'll make it Landing
Stations."

CHAPTER 23

TT'S not at all a bad sort of
-• world, this Llanith, and I

rather think that Peggy and I

shall be staying here, even
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though Ralph and the local sci-

entists are sure that they'll be

able to work out just what did

happen, just how Flying Cloud

made the transition from normal

matter to anti-matter, or vice

versa. The Commodore will not

have achieved the economical

means of interstellar travel of

his dreams, but we shall have

presented him with something

better, much better. There's lit-

tle doubt that commerce and cul-

tural exchange between the

Llanithi Consortium and the

Rim Worlds Federation will soon

be practicable. And Peggy and I

will have an edge on those who,

in the not too distant future,

will come to learn and to teach

and to trade.

Meanwhile, Ralph has sug-

gested that each of us tell the

story, in his own words, of what

happened. The stories, he says,

will be of great value to the sci-

entists, both on Llanith and back

home on Lorn. It seems that

there may have been other forces

besides physical ones at play,

that psychology may have come

into it, and psionics. Be that as

it may, it seems obvious—to

Peggy and I, at any rate—that

the attempt to exceed the speed

of light was the governing fac-

tor.

Not that we worry much
about it.

We're doing nicely, very nice-

ly, the pair of us. My restaurant
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is better than paying its way;

even though the Llanithi had

never dreamed of such highly

•spiced dishes as curry they're

fast acquiring the taste for

them. And the bicycles—another

novelty—that Peggy makes in

her little factory are selling like

hot cakes.

Doc and Martha are settling

down, too. There's quite a de-

mand for the sort of verse and

fmusic that they can turn out

without really trying. And when
they get tired of composing they

pick up their brushes and dazzle

the natives with Neo-Abstrac-

tionism. And Claude? He gets

by. A telepath can find himself

at home anywhere where there

are others of his kind. If the

Llanithi were purple octopi

—

which they aren't, of course

—

he'd be equally happy.

It's only Ralph and Sandra

who aren't fitting in. Each of

them possesses a rather over-

developed sense of duty—al-

though I am inclined to wonder

if Sandra, in her case, isn't real-

ly hoping to find her way back to

that Time Track on which the

Matriarchate ruled the Rim
Worlds and on which she was
Captain of her own ship.

If she ever does, I shall be nei-

ther her husband nor her Cook.

This Universe suits me.

The End— So Far as This

Continuum Is Concerned.
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EDITORIAL

(Continued from page 5)

This would be, in effect, an arti-

ficial gill. To prevent the lungs
from collapsing under water,

Cousteau would pack the ribcage
with a non-compressible plastic.

He adds : "An even better way to

produce Homo aquations would
be to make a real manfish. He
would inhale water instead of
air, as a fish does. There is noth-
ing freakish about the idea. Dur-
ing the first nine months of hu-
man life we grow while im-
mersed in fluid in the womb."

Ultimately, Cousteau predicted

at the recent meeting of the

World Congress on Underwater
Activities, a new kind of man
will evolve: to be born and live

in submerged towns, and to work
and take pleasure in the sea.

Some zoologists accepted this

without surprise. One British ex-

pert, pointing out that man had
come out of the sea, would mere-
ly be completing an evolutionary

cycle when it reached the aquatic

stage again and returned to the
sea as Homo aqmticus. Others,

of course, ridiculed Cousteau's

prophecy with the usual cry of
"science-fiction."

"What's wrong with science-

fiction as a presentiment of real-

ity?" Cousteau replied. "Ever
since Jules Verne, and lots of

people before him, the human
imagination has projected what
is to come." —NL
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By S.

The Beast. By A. E. van Vogt.

207 pp. Doubleday & Co., Inc.,

$3.50.

Whatever happened to A. E.

van Vogt? You remember, that

highly original writer who was
responsible for the "Weapon
Shop" books. Well, wherever he

is, there is little trace of his vin-

tage imagination in this novel,

The Beast, composed of a few

shorter pieces that first saw the

light of day in magazine form al-

most twenty years ago. Some-

times it is good to resurrect old

works, but in this case the noble

gesture boomeranged. Perhaps

The Beast might have passed as

acceptable were it by a younger,

more untried author, but it is al-

most impossible (and not desira-

ble, anyway) to separate an es-

tablished and prolific writer from

his past accomplishments when
judging his succeeding works.

The main trouble with this

book is that too many different

types of events and discoveries

SPECTROSCOPE

:. COTTS

occur in it where one or two (be-

cause each is so immense) would

have been ample to follow

through fully.

The hero or indefatigable su-

perman of this book is an ex-Air

Force man, Jim Pendrake, who
returned from the China War of

1970 minus his right arm. Sepa-

rated from his wife, Eleanor, and

living out his days in idleness, he

is jolted out of his melancholy by

the discovery of an engine, half-

buried on a country hillside. His

first thought is to sell it for

scrap, but then he discovers it is

like no other engine he has ever

heard of or seen. After being ex-

posed to it, he finds his right arm
growing back. Up to this point,

things are more or less in order,

even though one hopes in vain

that the workings of the engine

will be delved into further.

But then the story ranges

from Pendrake's imprisonment

by a secret group of idealists

who supply him with a new
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house, job, and brand new memo-
ries to the second amputation
and regrowth of his arm; from
the discovery of toti-potent cells

and immortality to his kidnap-
ping by the East Germans and
his adventures deep under the

surface of the moon; from his

acquaintance with the leader of

some characters from the Old
West who happens to be an in-

telligent Neanderthal named Big
Oaf to his discovery of another
one of the engines and its use as

a matter transmitter, etc., etc.

The regularity with which Pen-
drake gets in and out of these

crises suggests that the most
suitable use of the material

would be as a Grade C movie
serial, not as a novel. In fact, one

keeps hoping that the whole
thing will turn out to be a spoof

while at the same time realizing

that if one can't make up one's

mind whether something is a

joke, then it must be a pretty bad
one.

In order to provide for a will-

ing suspension of disbelief on

the part of the reader, the author
must achieve certain goals—
either he must explain the occur-

rences by scientific means, philo-

sophical means, or by imposing a

coherent and well-thought-out

sociological thesis, etc., or by so

engaging the emotions that the

reader is almost hypnotized into

accepting something illogical or

unexplained through sympathy

toward the characters. Without
such elements (or other similar
ones) either singly or in combi-
nation, any book of this type is

bound to fall flat.

The Best from Fantasy and Sci-

ence Fiction {Twelfth Series).

Edited by Avram Davidson. 225
pp. Doubleday & Co., Inc. $3.95.

This is the first S&SF anthol-

ogy to appear since Avram Da-
vidson took over the editorship

from Robert Mills, and probably
the highest compliment I can
pay to Mr. Davidson is to say
that I hardly notice the change.
This may not sound like a com-
pliment to the uninitiated, but
most fans know that this series

has always offered quality writ-
ing.

Included are fifteen stories,

five by authors new to this collec-

tion. They are well arranged, with
almost consistent alternation in

mood between grim and witty
ones. In fact, one of the new au-
thors, Sasha Gilien, in "Two's a
Crowd," manages to combine
both qualities in one effort by a
prevailingly light treatment of a
story with somber implications.

Well, what do you think would
happen if there was a foul-up Up
There and two spirits or guard-
ians, one Extrovert and one In-

trovert, got assigned to the same
poor human?

Probably the best single story
in the book is Theodore Thomas'
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short shocker, "Test," because it

combines skill of execution, ex-

actly the right number of words,

and a brain teaser of an ending.

(As a rule I am opposed to trick

endings, but this is a fine excep-

tion.) But though my nomina-

tion for the best comes from the

grim column, the light stories

make the better showing when
taken as a group. They are all

enjoyable and reach their modest

goals successfully, even though

they certainly won't endure for-

ever. The more serious group, on

the other hand, though contain-

ing, as I pointed out, the "best"

story, also contains several ex-

amples of my pet peeve—the pre-

tentious story that falls flat on

its face. I am not saying that a

writer should never set his sights

high, or strive for a larger can-

vas than he used previously. But

what is useful as an exercise to

improve and stretch his craft

should not necessarily be im-

posed on an audience. From the

reader's point of view, the mod-

est success can be very satisfy-

ing, while a high-flown failure

can be downright embarrassing.

There are three unfortunate ex-

amples of this in the current vol-

ume and, difficult as it is to say

so, two are by authors for whom
I have always had the highest re-

spect, namely James Blish and

Brian Aldiss. Blish's story,

"Who's in Charge Here?" a bit

of New Yorkana, starts out

by setting a mood seemingly

fraught with possibilities, but in

which nothing really happens.

Blish seems to mean something

sinister, but my main feeling in

the end is that it is an idea which

would be perfect for the kind of

exploration Ray Bradbury does.

The Aldiss story, "A Kind of

Artistry," is much longer and

more ambitious. Set on the

sparsely populated Earth of the

future (a matriarchal society) it

details the confusions, loves and

resentments of Derek Ende as he

leaves home on a hazardous mis-

sion. There is a lack of focus and

clarity here, and without it the

exotic and unique elements of the

story lack conviction, and all that

remains is a story of a mother-

dominated man whose ultimate

death is neither moving nor

meaningful. Two
f
authors of the

stature of Blish and Aldiss can

afford a temporary aberration.

However, in view of the fact that

Aldiss' agent says he has recent-

ly completed a plotless novel,

maybe one should worry about

whether Aldiss' lapse is so tem-

porary.

The third unfortunate example

of a bad miss comes from one

of the younger writers, Vance
Aandahl, whose story of the end

of Man, "When Lilacs Last in the

Dooryard Bloomed," is in such a

stiff and pedestrian style as al-

most to obscure a plot which,

though underdeveloped, has po-
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tential. When such a poignant

poem is used for a story title, it

deserves far better treatment.

Mr. Aandahl has formidable

gifts, and an equally formidable

amount to learn.

Still in the serious story col-

umn is Edgar Pangborn with
"The Golden Horn" which, it

seems to me, could be easily ex-

panded. A man recounts the ad-

ventures that occurred when he
was fourteen and working as a

bond-servant in a tavern. His
vague dissatisfactions with his

lot become crystallized when he
finds something beautiful that

he wants to do with his life

(learn to play the Golden Horn).
Though he doesn't run away per-

manently from the tavern in the

story, the reader understands

that he will, and that he learns

to read and write and play the

horn. A bare synopsis does little

to give an idea of how good this

story is~-the economy of means
used, the indirect picture built

up of the colorless, drab life of

the town, the conflict between his

upbringing and his inclinations.

Though "The Golden Horn" is

almost novelet length, it is diffi-

cult to escape the impression that

it ought to be part of something
larger.

The lighter stories do not lend

themselves to summary very
well, depending for their effect

on a kind of buoyancy which is

more in the treatment than in

the subject. But it is only fair to

give out a few credits anyway.
There is Ron Goulart's deadpan
tale of a man who turns into an
elephant on national holidays;

Karen Anderson's brief manual
on how to raise and care for baby
Sphinxes ; Avram Davidson's vir-

tuoso treatment of chicanery
among the industrial alchemists

;

Joseph Dickinson's saga of
Beans, the first Ape to go to

Mars and return to tell the tale,

and Will Stanton's episode fea-

turing Korko, probably the only

alien who adores gumdrops.

A Gun for Dinosaur. By L.

Sprague de Camp. 359 pp. Dow-
bleday & Company, Inc. $4.50.

This handsome volume is a

well-deserved tribute to one of

science fiction's steadiest and
most well-rounded contributors.

Mr. de Camp has written large

quantities of science fiction, as
well as straight fantasy, histori-

cal fiction, and some notable non-
fiction in the science field.

The fourteen stories here are
from the period 1949-1957. In-

cluded is one of my favorites,

"A Gun for Dinosaur," the title

story. Its subject, about a safari

into the past, has been success-

fully tackled by other writers,

but this version has solid merit.
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What, How and Why of today's sf

greats. SCIENCE FACT: pit your knowl-

edge—and theories!—against those of

scientists who speculate on the origin

of the cosmos, life on other worlds,

and exciting scientific breakthroughs

that may be just around the corner!

Prophetic, Sophisticated, Satirical,

even Tragic — AMAZING will fire your
intellect and grip your emotions from
cover to cover! It is the Magazine of

the Masters— HEIN LEI N, ASIMOV,
LEINSTER, BRADBURY, STURGEON,
BALLARD, CLARKE! Plus vintage clas-

sics from the pens of EDGAR RICE
BURROUGHS, JULES VERNE, H. G.
WELLS, and many morel

AMAZING is your magazine. Sub-
scribe now! You save $3.01 on the

newsstand price—and get each issue

days earlierl

r
J

i

I

YES, send me 12 months of AMAZING, and bill me later for

only $2.99 (newsstand value, $6.00).

O Or, my payment of $2.99 enclosed now.

Name_

Address.
6310

I City Zone. .State.

(Add 500 per year additional postage for Canada and Pan American
countries; add $1 per year extra for all other foreign orders.)

EXTRA SAVING!

24 issues only

$5.75

Bill me later

My payment
enclosed now

MAIL TO: AMAZING /434 So. Wabash Ave./Chicago 5, Illinois
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Dear Editor

:

Your July issue was easily the

best since I started reading your
magazine, a little under four

years ago. You have packed the

best novel and three of the best

short stories I have read this

year into one month ; I only hope

that you haven't exhausted your
resources.

"The Programmed People," be-

sides being an exciting adven-

ture story, was, in my opinion,

as bitter a commentary against

the future as was "Brave New,
World"—and nearly as effective.

The ending was one of sheer

power, led up to nicely with sus-

pense.

There is only one word to de-

scribe Young's "Redemption"

—

and that is 'beautiful.' It may
sound corny, but that's all I can

say about my nominee for the

best short story of the year.

"Yes Men of Venus"—hilari-

ous. Goulart has sliced ERB to

death, and then stamped on his

legacy with hobnailed boots. A
long, loud toast for a beautiful

parody.

The Porges story was forget-

table, but still readable.

All in all, I am forced to admit
that this is the best single issue

of any magazine I've ever read

since the "Undesired Princess" is-

sue of UNKNOWN.
Chuck Cunningham
Sewanee Military Academy
Sewanee, Tenn.

• Glad we "forced" you.

Dear Editor

:

I have just finished roaring

over Ron Goulart's "Yes Men of

Venus." Up until now I had hesi-

tated replying to those fans who
crucified me for my criticism of

Edgar Rice Burroughs, but now
Mr. Goulart has done it for me.
Of course I like Burroughs—

I

have read with interest all of his

Mars novels, his Pellucidar nov-

els, some of the Tarzan adven-

tures, and some miscellany—and
have enjoyed, to some degree or

other, most of them. But the sole

reason for this is that I love fan-

tasy-adventure, unless it is com-
pletely unreadable.

Now, the defenses of ERB a
few issues ago were, basically,

the following:
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1. ERB puts more thought,

character, and meaning into his

novels than does Otis Adlebert

Kline.

2. Burroughs' characters are

more effective because they are

"larger than life."

3. ERB is more popular;

hence, he must be better.

In my opinion, a character is

effective when "larger than life"

only when he is a native of an

alien environment—alien, that is

to the reader! Hence, Conan is

effective because we know noth-

ing, to start with, of the Hy-

borian Age—until Howard tells

us about it! The same goes for

Leiber and his Fafhrd-Grey

Mouser stories. But take a hu-

man and transport him to an

alien environment—then he must

learn, and the reader learns

along with him. This is why he

—and the characters he meets

—

must be realistic. L. Sprague de

Camp and Fletcher Pratt accom-

plished this very nicely in their

Harold Shea novels, and de Camp

by himself in "The Undesired

Princess"—but notice that when

de Camp went to a Conan-type

world, with a Conan-type charac-

ter, then, and only then, did his

characters become "larger than

life". I speak of his fantasy novel

"The Tritonian Ring."

Of course, number (3) is pure

folly; it is a general statement,

beautiful in its simplicity sum-

ming up what is wrong with so

many Americans today : the atti-

tude of "following the crowd," of

conformity, the fear and con-

tempt for original thought.

Getting back to the Goulart

parody, what do we have? Ri-

diculous descriptions ; careful ex-

planations for every movement;

stilted dialogue ; and the inevita-

ble false modesty and almost

maddening naivete and igno-

rance of the protagonist (I can't

call him the "hero," because I

certainly don't regard him as

one) . C'mon, ERBits, what dif-

ference can you actually see be-

tween this story and those of the

"master" (!)?
Charles A. Dixon

4578 Comanche Drive

Gainesville, Ga.

• With so many ERB paper-

backs now on the market, we

should all have a chance soon to

see if ERB can exert his sway

over what is a brand new audi-

ence for his work.

If you've recently changed your address, or plan to in the

near future, be sure to notify us at once. Print your name, ac-

count number (which appears directly above your name on

the mailing label), your old address and the new address.

Let us know with which issue you wish the change to take effect.
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SHOPPING GUIDE
Classified

Rate: 25<2 per word including name and address. Minimum 10
words. Send orders and remittance to AMAZING STORIES, One
Park Avenue, New York 16, New York. Attention Martin Lincoln.

AUTHORS
AUTHORS Learn how to have your book pub-
lished, promoted, distributed. Free booklet
"ZD", Vantage, 120 West 31 St., New York 1.

WANTED: Short stones, books, articles, plays
of all descriptions for sale to publishers, pro-
ducers. Free Literature. Literary Agent Mead.
Dept. 39A, 915 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10.

BINOCULARS AND
TELESCOPES

SCIENCE BARGAIN—Request Free Giant Cata-
log "CJ"—144 pages—Astronomical Telescopes,
Microscopes, Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts,
War Surplus bargains. Edmund Scientific Co.,
Barrington, New Jersey.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
INVESTIGATE Accidents-Earn $750 to $1,000
monthly. Men urgently needed. Car furnished.
Business expenses paid. No selling. No college
education necessary. Pick own job location.
Investigate full time. Or earn $6.44 hour spare
time. Write for Free Literature. No obligation.
Universal, CZ-9, 6801 Hillcrest, Dallas 5, Texas.

I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mail order! Helped
others make money! Start with $10.00-Free
Proof. Torrey, Box 3566-N, Oklahoma City 6,
Oklahoma.

TURN Tax Expense Into "Tax Profits!" Finan-
cial Cancer Can Be Cured. Approved Valuable
Money Saving Tax Information for Business oi
Individuals! Send 25 cents (refundable) to
Samuel's, Box 507, Jacksonville, North Caro-
lina.

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES COLOR PHOTO FINISHING

FANTASY & SF BOOKS & Mags lowest prices,

list free. Werewolf Bookshop, 7055M Shannon
Road, Vernon, Pa.

BACK Issue, Science Fiction, Magazines and
Books. Pocket Editions 5 for $1.15. Free lists.

John E. Koestner, 2124 Rene Ct., Brooklyn 37,
N. Y.

READ America's Amateur Magazines, 8 for
$1.00. Seth A. Johnson, 339 Stiles St., Vaux
Hall, N. J.

SPECIALISTS: Science-Fiction, Fantasy, Weird
Fiction, Books, Pocketbooks, Lists issued. Ste-
phen's Book Service, 63 Third Avenue, New
York 3, N. Y.

NAME the book—we'll find it for you! Out-
of-print book specialists. All subjects. (Title

alone is sufficient.) Write—no obligation.
Books-On-File, Dept. AMF, Union City, New
Jersey.

WHY Buy Books? Send 10* For Information-
Science Fiction Circulating Library, P.O. Box
1308, South San Gabriel, Calif.

BACK issues Scientifantasy magazines, books.
Free catalog. Gerry de la Ree, 277 Howland,
River Edge, N. J.

BOOKS New Out-of-print. Order from Wallace
Hill, Books. Amazing Dept. Malvern, Arkansas.

DOLLAR-Any Chrome, Free NASA Slides. De-
tails-Royalpix, 5303 Todd, Baltimore, Md.

EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN While Asleep. Remarkable. Scientific,
92% Effective. Details Free. ASR Foundation,
Box 7021, Dept. e.g. Lexington, Kentucky.

EMPLOYMENT
INFORMATION

HOW to find a better paying position and
vacancies not advertised. Send $1.00. Walter
Kazaks, 234 East 58th Street, New York 22.

?ET
. 5 Bettsr Job. New expert information.

Send $1.00: Fact Books, 265 Cabrini, New York
40

FOR SALE
LEG IRONS, $7.95; Handcuffs, $7.95. Leather
Restraints; Fetters; Collector's Specialties. Cat-
alog 50#. Thomas Ferrick, Box 12F, Newbury-
port, Mass.

DRUG SUNDRIES. Complete line of rubber
goods. Nationally advertised brands. Vitamins
etc. Write for free catalog. Federal Pharmacol
Supply, Inc. Dept. ZD, 6652 North Western
Avenue, Chicago 45, Illinois.
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TRANSISTORIZED Wireless Broadcast Micro-
phone $9.00, Pocket Megaphone $9.00, Save
$10.00 each. Auto Burglar Alarm $5.00, Preci-

sion Compass $2.00. Postal Sales, 23 E. Oaks,
St. Paul 10, Minn.

"IISTEN-IN-COIL" picks up any telephone
conversation in vicinity. No connection to tele-

phone necessary. Easily concealed. $2.98 com-
plete. United Acoustics, 1302P Washington
St., Hoboken, N. J.

FOR an amazing gift, send $1.00 to: House of
Brand, Dept. 93, 3458 Fish Avenue, New York
69, New York.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
GOVERNMENT Surplus Direct From Govern-
ment. Jeeps $264.00, Radios $2.53, Typical

Prices. Guns, Typewriters, Cameras, Tools,

Thousands More. Amazing Low Prices. How,
Where To Purchase, Merchandise Available,
Etc., Only $1.00 To: Surplus, P. O. Box 50522,
Dept. R, New Orelans 50, Louisiana.

HYPNOTISM
HYPNOTIZE Unnoticed, quickly, effortlessly,

or refund! Thousands satisfied $2. Tinner,

Box 244-D, Cedarburg, Wise.

AMAZE Yourself and Friends! Fantastic re-

sults guaranteed within hour! Unique Hyp-
notism Kit:—Complete Illustrated Course; Two
"Hypnospiros"; "Cheverul's Pendulum"; "Se-
cret Nerve Pressure Technique"; "Sleep Learn-
ing" information. $2.00. Henry Fowler, Box
4391, Woodbury, New Jersey.

INSTRUCTION
LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your re-

corder, phonography. Astonishing details, sen-

sational catalog -Free! Sleep-Learning Associa-
tion, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, Washington.

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVESTORS seeking cash or royalties for pat-
ented, unpatented inventions or ideas, write:

Casco, Mills Bldg., Washington 6, D. C.

MISCELLANEOUS
RUBBER Garments, etc. Illustrated brochure
and sample $1.00, deductible first order.
Olympia, Box 126-A87, Brooklyn 18, New
York.

CANNON Fuse, 3/32" Dia. Water Proof, Burns
Under Water: 10 Ft. $1.00, 25 Ft. $2.00 PPD.;
William Zeller, 18-H, Hudson, Mich.

VARGAS Girls Playing Cards $2.00 Deck. Plas-
tic Pocket Stamp $1.00. 500 Kwikie Notes
$3.00. Creole-Mail, 819 Lee, Houma, Louisiana.

STRANGE Unique Items Catalog 1 00. Black
Magic Shop, Dept. E. Box 5664, Minneapolis
17, Minn.

SEE the lush beauty of tropical Jamaica. 12
color pictures $2. 61 Southern Cross Drive,
Kingston 17, Jamaica.

Printed

PERSONALS
INDEPENDENT Thinkers—investigate Human-
ism, the scientific personal philosophy! Free
literature. American Humanist Association,
Dept. B2, Yellow Springs, Ohio.

YOUR Favorite Gag, Joke, Expression, Printed
on 100 Pocket Cards, $3.50. Our Mixed Se-
lection Just $3.00—Cards, Box 933, Aurora,
Illinois.

GREY Pastel Stationery Deluxe. Fifty sheets
plus fifty envelopes exquisitely printed with
name and address gift boxed, $2.00, postpaid.
Standard Specialties, Box 4382, San Francisco
1, California.

PRINTING
COLLECT Your Past Due Accounts Quicker, Eas-
ier! Use Animated Collection Notices and
Stickers! Won't Offend Customersl Sample As-
sortment 50—$1.00. Try them. Samuel's, 1118
River, Jacksonville, North Carolina.

ADVERTISE, Identify your business, products,
services with attractive, top quality, 2-color
self-stick labels! Samples, Prices Free! Sam-
uel's, Box 507, Jacksonville, North Carolina.

EXCELLENT Quality Business Cards. Raised
Printing. $3.95 Thousand. The PX, Vandalla,
Ohio.

STAMPS AND COINS
LARGEST Coin Magazine, 288 Pages 50£.
Scrapbook, 7320-W Milwaukee, Chicago 48.

20 DIFFERENT Commeratives 1893 up lOtf.

U.S. Approvals, K&B, Box 70, Brooklyn 23,
N.Y.

500 FINE Mixed U.S. 15£. Wright, Box 753-X,
Hagerstown, Maryland.

ONE! Two! Three! cent stamp approvals re-

gardless catalogl Klosters, 4] 64-52nd Street,
San Diego 5, Calif.

TERRIFIC Stamp Bargain! Israel-lceland-San
Marina—plus triangle set— Plus Antigua-
Borneo-Virgin-Scouts-Congo- Russia—Plus large
stamp book—all four folders free—Send 100
for mailing cost. Empire Stamp Corporation,
Dept. 22, Toronto, Canada.

TAPE AND RECORDERS
TAPE Recorders, HI-FI! Components, Sleep-
Learning Equipment, Tapes. Unusual Values.
Free Catalog. Dressner Dept. 15, 1523 FA
Jericho Tpke, New Hyde Park 15, N. Y.

WANTED TO BUY
QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores an-
alyzed. Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Nor-
wood, Massachusetts.

in U.S.A.
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Now— a unique publication for a special

kind of photography . .

.

POLAROID LAND PHOTOGRAPHY

Featuring the most

dramatic

photographic

achievement

of 1963

POLACOLOR!
special 16-page section on Polacolor includes:

• what five pros have to say about the new film

• the basics of Polacolor photography

Plus complete coverage on black-and-white Polaroid

photography and the cameras that make the miracle work

POLAROID LAND PHOTOGRAPHY
is now on sale. Pick up your copy at your favorite newsstand

or photographic supply store.

Only $1.00



"The we/ding torch flared blindly. I realized her

intention, but too late. As I tried to wrest the

tool from her hands the metal easing of the firing

chamber was already cherry red. I felt gather than

heard the whoomph of the exploding .powder . .
."

See THE WINDS OF IF


